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Problem
An important concern of educators today is the prevalence of child­
ren with reading disabilities. There are many methods and materials with 
which to help these children. The problem is to coordinate some of these 
techniques and to find the best approach. Therefore, the purpose of this 
project was to combine the best from a number of methods into a new set of 
useable materials for learning disabled children.
Method
Several books and materials on teaching learning disabled children 
were read for background and information. Ideas obtained from the methods 
studied were then combined to form three different types of job sheets:
(a) Auditory-Visual-Tactile reinforcement (AVT Method), (b) Visual-Auditory- 
Kinesthetic-Tactile reinforcement (VAKT Method-reading, tracing, and writing), 
and (c) additional reinforcement (workbook-type exercises). A Teacher's Man­
ual was prepared to help the teacher use these materials more effectively.
It includes instructions and dictation sentences.
)
Conclusions
The Supplementary Job Sheets in this project can be very profitable 
for the learning disabled child since they are multisensory and carefully 
structured. Each new lesson is built on the preceding lessons. Success 
experiences are made possible because there is no guessing. The child is 
not held responsible for words with sounds he has not yet had. New sounds 
are learned, and consonant-vowel blending becomes natural through the use 
of the adapted AVT (Auditory, Visual, Tactile) job sheets. Each new sound 
is then reinforced with the VAKT (Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, Tactile) 
job sheets. For further reinforcement, workbook-type job sheets are pro­
vided. The whole child is involved in learning to read as he does these exer­
cises.
It is recommended that other materials be developed and included in 
this handbook. Some suggestions are reading comprehension, vocabulary, al­
phabet, dictionary, and affix exercises, more syllabication and spelling 
rule job sheets, and perceptual and readiness activities. For diagnostic 
purposes, an informal inventory may be prepared to accompany the checklist 
in this project.
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This project emerged from a desire to blend the good points from 
various reading methods into one workable supplementary program for 
children with learning disabilities. The AVT Method by Frank Lang of 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, and the Traub Method found in Recipe for Read­
ing were the main programs drawn from, supplemented by materials and 
methods from Orton, Gillingham, Durbrow, Plunkett, Bloomfield, and oth­
ers. There is much more that can be done on this project, but for the 
time being, it is limited to job sheets on the most common phonemes 
encountered in reading and spelling.
The writer expresses appreciation to Mrs. Connie Wade for the 
cursive handwriting on the job sheets, to Mr. Ed Wright for the art­
work, to Miss Judy Robinson for her help on some of the job sheets, and 
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Statement of the Problem
The Secretary’s (HEW) National Advisory Committee on Dyslexia 
and Related Disorders (1969, p.4) reports that eight million chil­
dren in America’s schools today will not lfearn to read properly.
One child in seven is handicapped in acquiring essential reading 
skills. This problem occurs in all segments of our society.
The above Committee addressed its attention primarily to "the 
problems manifested by those individuals who, in spite of apparent­
ly adequate intelligence and emotional stability, exhibit difficulties 
in learning to read within a teaching program that proves effective 
for most children (Ibid., p.6)." Their study indicates that "approxi­
mately 15 percent of the total school population conforms to this 
description (Idem)."
There are many methods and materials available with which to 
help these children. The problem is to coordinate some of these tech­
niques and to find the best approach.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose, therefore, of this project was to combine the best 
from a number of methods into a new set of useable materials for learn 





Several books and materials on teaching learning disabled chil­
dren were read for background and information. Ideas obtained from 
the methods studied were then combined to form three different types 
of job sheets: (a) Auditory-Visual-Tactile reinforcement (AVT Method), 
(b) Visual-Auditpry-Kinesthetic-Tactile reinforcement (VAKT Method—  
reading, tracing, and writing), and (c) additional reinforcement (work­
book-type exercises). A Teacher’s Manual was prepared to help the 
teacher use these materials more effectively. It includes instructions 
and dictation sentences.
Limitations of the Project
This project was limited to the construction of supplementary job 
sheets for the common phonemes encountered in reading and spelling.
A small number of job sheets on syllabication and affixes were also 
included. In addition, a few key methods for dealing with learning 
disabled children were inserted. There are no reading readiness or 
alphabet job sheets. Any other needed materials may be obtained com­
mercially.
Definition of Terms
AVT— An Auditory, Visual, Tactile reading method originated by Frank 
Lang of Chattanooga, Tenn.
Blow-A-Syllable— After the student becomes proficient in Trade-A- 
Syllable with the teacher (see Trade-A-Syllable), he trades 
syllables with himself, blowing between each syllable— if he 
cannot whistle.
Body Imager-Awareness of one's- own body (conscious mental picture
or subconscious knowledge of one's position in space and time). 
(Kaluger & Kolson, 1969).
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Dominance— The tendency to use one side of the body for most tasks,
such as using the right hand, right eye, and right foot (Kaluger 
& Kolson, 1969).
Dysgraphia— Partial inability to express ideas by means of writing or 
written symbols. Usually associated with brain dysfunction 
(Ibid.).
Dyslexia— Partial inability to read, or to understand what one reads
silently or aloud. Condition is usually, but not always, associ­
ated with brain impairment (Ibid.).
Experience Stories— The development of basic reading skills and abili­
ties through experience; the use of language and reading of ex­
perience records to develop initial reading skills and abilities 
(Carter & McGinnis, 1970, p.3111).
Eye-Pointer Control— Reading without a pointer, using one's eyes to 
coordinate articulation with the letters on the page.
Figure Ground— Involves the ability to see or hear a specific stimulus 
that is mingled with other stimuli.
Hyperkinetic— Hyperactive, with excessive motor restlessness (Kaluger 
& Kolson, 1969).
Hypokinetic— Hypoactive, listless, diminished motor activity (Ibid.).
Kinesthetic— Pertaining to the sense by which muscular motion, position, 
or weight are perceived (Ibid.),
Laterality— The internal organization of the organism so that there is 
an awareness of sideness, left or right; also used to imply the 
tendency to use one side of the body for most tasks, such as using 
the right hand, right eye, and right foot (Ibid.).
Learning Disability— A specific deficit in perceptual, integrative, or 
expressive processes which severely impairs learning efficiency. 
Deficits may be specified in the visual-motor channel, auditory- 
vocal channel, auditory decoding, visual decoding, auditory-vocal- 
association, visual-motor-association, vocal encoding, motor en­
coding, auditory-vocal-sequencing, visual-motor-sequencing, etc. 
(IMPACT).
Maturational Lag— The concept of delayed development of areas of the
brain; of the perceptual process which matures according to recog­
nized patterns longitudinally. A lag signifies irregularity in 
these patterns without a structural defect, deficiency, or loss * 
(Laluger & Kolson, 1969).
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Minimal Brain Dysfunction— A small dysfunction of the brain that causes 
hidden handicaps.
Multisensory— Employing more than one of the senses, e.g. The AVT 
Method (Auditory, Visual, Tactile) is multisensory.
Perception— The interpretation of sensory information. The mechanism 
by which the intellect recognizes and makes sense out of sensory 
stimulation. The accurate mental association of present stimuli 
with memories of past experiences (IMPACT).
Perseveration— Continuing to behave or respond in a certain way when 
it is no longer appropriate (e.g. repetition of a word several 
times before going on, continuing a movement such as letter­
writing even at the end of a line, bringing up an idea over and 
over, or writing the same number over and over) (Kaluger &
Kolson, 1969).
Phonemes-— Speech sounds (Ibid.).
Phonetic Analysis— To analyze words by individual sounds,
Reversal— A transposition of letters (Kaluger & Kolson, 1969),
Self-Pointer Control— The student using the stick (pointer) to guide 
his own articulation (Lang).
Sensory Deprivation— Being deprived of an accepting and stimulating 
enviroment, where one has a chance to have new experiences, 
someone with whom to identify, and someone to love him (Love,
1970, p.43).
Sight Words— Words that are to be recognized by sight, not by phonetic 
analysis.
Specific Language Disability— Usually the term is applied to those 
who have found it very difficult to learn to read and spell, 
but who are otherwise intelligent, and usually learn arithmetic 
more readily. More recently any language deficit, oral, visual 
or auditory is referred to with this term (IMPACT).
Specific Reading Disability— Inability to acquire reading ability
where there is no mental retardation or serious visual deficiency. 
Labeled by Morgan in 1896 as congenital word-blindness (Ibid,).
Strephosymbolia— Twisted symbols— a reversal of symbols observed in 
the reading and writing performance of children with learning 
disabilities, e.g. was for saw (Kaluger & Kolson, 1969),
Strict Pointer Control— The instructor moving the stick (pointer) from 
letter to letter to aid in coordinating the student’s articulation 
with the letters on the printed page. As each letter is pointed
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to, the student must say the sound of that letter, and must not 
jump ahead to the next letter, or lag behind. In consonant di­
graphs such as ch, the teacher points between the ĉ and the h 
to indicate that one sound should be pronounced.
Structural Analysis— To analyze words by syllables.
Tachistoscope— Instrument for providing a brief exposure of visual 
material (Carter & McGinnis, 1970, p.318).
Tactile— To perceive by touch.
Trade-A-Syllable— This technique is used to teach automatic perception 
of the syllable as a unit, and to help the student have visual 
perception time. A word is broken into natural divisions for 
pronunciation, not necessarily for writing (e.g. di-vi-dend).
The teacher says the first syllable, the student says the second, 
and the teacher the third, etc. A consonant must be left for 
the next syllable (e.g. di-vi-dend— not div-i-dend). When "r" is 
at the end of a syllable it is spoken in the following syllable 
also (e.g. "Mary" is spoken as Mar-ry).
Trade-A-Syllable Solitaire-— Reading by syllables, but trading syllables 
with one's self. (See Trade-A-Syllable.)
Unvoiced Sounds— Sounds that do not use the voice. (e.g. s, t, f, etc.)
Voiced Sounds— Sounds that use the voice in pronunciation. (erg. the 1, 
m, z, etc.)
Whistle-A-Syllable— After the student becomes proficient in Trade-A- 
Syllable with the teacher (see Trade-A-Syllable), he trades 
syllables with himself, whistling between each syllable. Trade- 
A-Syllable Solitaire is the next step after this. (See Trade- 
A-Syllable Solitaire.).
Whopper Words— A sequence of consonants and vowels such as the fol­
lowing: momototom. This "Whopper Word" must be pronounced in 
one breath. No breaks' ini: the flow of sound are allowed.
Suggestions for Further Study
1. Make an informal inventory to accompany the checklist in this 
project.
2. Make a study of the effectiveness of the Supplementary Job Sheets.
3. Add more syllabication and spelling rule job sheets.
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4. Add reading comprehension exercises.
5. Add more job sheets on affixes.
6. Add vocabulary exercises.
7. Add dictionary exercises.
8. Add perceptual and readiness material.
9. Add alphabet job sheets.
10. Make job sheets for adults.
Conclusion
The Supplementary Job Sheets in this project can be very profits— / 
ble for the learning disabled child since they are multisensory and 
carefully structured. Each new lesson is built ion the preceding les­
sons. Success experiences are made possible because there is no guess­
ing. The child is not held responsible for words with sounds he has 
not yet had. New sounds are learned, and consonant-vowel blending 
becomes natural through the use of the adapted AVT (Auditory, Visual, 
Tactile) job sheets. Each new sound is then reinforced with the VAKT 
(Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, Tactile) job sheets. For further 
reinforcement, workbook-type job sheets are provided. The whole child 
is involved in learning to read as he does these exercises.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Definitions of Learning Disability 
Hartman & Hartman (1973, p.684) explain that a student with a 
learning disability usually has average or above average intellectual 
potential. However, his academic achievement is lagging significant­
ly. Definitions of learning disability generally rule out such fac­
tors as emotional disturbance, social disadvantage, physical handicap, 
and mental retardation. Learning disabled children are sometimes 
called perceptually handicapped. John Meier (1970) says that
Children with special learning disabilities exhibit disorder 
in one or more of the basic psychological processes involved in 
understanding or in using spoken or written languages. These 
may be manifested in disorders of listening, thinking, talking, 
reading, writing, spelling, or arithmetic. They include con­
ditions which have been referred to as perceptual handicaps, 
brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, developmental 
aphasia, etc. They do not include learning problems which are 
due primarily to visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, to mental 
retardation, emotional disturbance, or to enviromental disadvan­
tage (p.5).
Lehman and Hall (1966) point out that the learning disabled child 
is not mentally retarded, yet he is retarded in certain skills. He is 
not emotionally disturbed, yet emotional problems may have developed 
as a result of his learning difficulties. "What he is not is often 
more obvious than what he is." After the child is taken to doctors, 
psychologists, or guidance centers by his puzzled parents, the diag­
nosis reveals that the child has learning disabilities resulting from 
what the specialists call minimal brain dysfunction. This term is
7
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obviously disturbing to any parent, but at least it points to the brain 
as the center of the child's inability to read (Woodward, 1973).
According to Lehtinen (no date given), minimal brain dysfunction 
changes the way in which the child perceives the world "and the way in 
which he thinks about what he perceives." Johnson and Myklebust (1967) 
assert that such a problem "is one of altered processes, not of a gen­
eralized incapacity to learn (p.8)."
"Specific learning disability" (SLD) is another common term used 
in the definition of learning disability. Woodward (1973) explains 
that the word "specific" is added "because their handicap, no matter 
how serious or frustrating, is not the result of mental retardation 
or emotional imbalance."
Clark (1973, pp.30,31) maintains that many U.S. scientists pre­
fer to use the term "specific language disability" rather than "dyslex­
ia" since the latter expression (a Greek derivation meaning "poor 
ability to cope with language") 'Is often confused with non specific 
'dyslexia— or the inability to read or write— which can result from 
any number of causes (p.31)'.̂ " For example, the child may have minimal 
brain damage, he may be intellectually dull, or he might have had 
poor teaching.
However, the term "developmental dyslexia" is internationally 
favored as a synonym for "specific language disability" because 
(1) the disability does not handicap the child until he is asked to 
read or write, and (2) it develops (progressively worsens) if not 
treated. Also, the expression "developmental dyslexia" means the 
same to scientists of every nation (Ibid., p.30).
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Fry (1972) concludes that there are almost as many terms for mild 
brain damage (minimal brain dysfunction) as there are investigators.
To prove his point he made a list of some forty terms that authorities 
have used:
TABLE I



























Hyper excitability ./Syndrome 
Perceptual cripple 
Primary reading retardation 
Specific reading disability 







Interjacent child (pp. 321,322):
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"In order to facilitate further clarification of terms, and to 
poke a little fun at those who pompously use big words,(Ibid,)," Fry 
has developed a "terminology generator" which can easily "yield 1,000 
different terms with considerable specificity of meaning and degree 
of involvement (Ibid.). Even this leaves out additional terms such 
as Strauss' syndrome, neurophrenia, developmental lag, specific dys­
lexia, aphasiod, and many more.
TABLE II
DO-IT-YOURSELF TERMINOLOGY GENERATOR
DIRECTIONS: Select any word from Column 1. Add any word from column 2; 
then add any word from Column 3. If you do not like the result, try 
again, It will mean about the same thing.
1 2  3
































McCarthy and McCarthy (1974, p.l) agree that no other single label 
seems to connote as great a variety of "seemingly unrelated conditions" 
as does the term learning disabilities. Capobianco (1964) reacts,"Per­
haps the one irrefutable characteristic attributable to children with 
learning disabilities is their wide variety of behavior (p.187)."
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The Need— A Special Approach for 
Learning Disabled Students
As previously mentioned, eight million children in American ele­
mentary and secondary schools have reading disorders. One in seven 
children are handicapped in acquiring reading skills. All segments 
of our society are affected (Report of the Secretary's HEW National 
Advisory Committee on Dyslexia and Related Disorders, 1969). In New 
York state alone, the Fleishmann Commission on Education reported that 
over 49,000 children in the state's public schools have specific learn­
ing disabilities. The report also exposed the fact that SLD children 
are the most neglected group: Only 14 percent were receiving any help 
at all (Woodward, 1973).
For a variety of neurological reasons, these children, though 
usually endowed with average or superior intelligence, cannot learn 
to read by the standard sight methods employed in most classrooms. 
According to Dr. R.N.M. Crosby (1968), a renowned neurologist who 
works with SLD children, "Reading is one of the most complex neuro­
logical tasks a person undertakes in his lifetime (p.51)." It is 
obvious why children with the neurological problems of SLD have such 
difficulty.
These children need to be identified early, and then treated 
properly if they are to overcome their difficulties (Report of the 
Secretary's HEW National Advisory Committee on Dyslexia and Related 
Disorders, 1969, p.8). Special techniques must be used on learning 
disabled children. A child who has impaired visual perception cannot 
learn with the whole-word or look-say method. A child with poor audi­
tory perception would have difficulty learning with a phonic approach.
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The kinesthetic method is not likely to work for the child with poor 
tactile perception. Therefore, each student must be individually di­
agnosed, and a plan of therapy developed for remediation of his par­
ticular problem (Traub, 1973, p.2). The child has to learn new ways 
to learn. This involves more than practice in developing a particu­
lar process. A child who has difficulty in detecting differences in 
sounds may have to learn how to detect the differences through the 
help of touch and vision, feeling and looking at the tutor's lips, 
mouth, and throat when certain sounds are made. Merely listening to 
a set of tapes that, through example and practice, teach differences 
between sounds, is not likely to bring good results (IMPACT, Workshop 
Module, No. 47).
Causes of Learning Disabilities 
Years of research have not brought clear-cut conclusions con­
cerning the causes of learning disabilities. There is only one widely 
accepted conclusion: Disabilities in learning are the result of sev­
eral contributing factors (Early, 1957).
Malnutrition, Endocrine Disorders, Infections 
Early (1957) claims that malnutrition, endocrine disturbances, 
and infections are the three factors most frequently mentioned by 
researchers as causes of reading disability. Smith and Carrigan 
(1959) add that endocrine disorders, in turn, appear to cause ab­
normal synaptic- transmission and failure to achieve adequate long­
term neural activity. Such a condition adversely affects a person's 
day-to-day memory.
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Maturatlonal Lag and Weak Laterization
Vernon (1971) Introduces the theory that maturational lag, " fail­
ure in the normal maturation of certain functions of the cerebral cor­
tex (p.159)," is commonly thought to cause dyslexia. The neurological 
patterns show slow differentiation and remain immature. Therefore, 
"clearly defined neurological patterns such as that of cerebral domi­
nance have not been fully established... (Ibid.)." The result is weak 
laterization.
Carter (1970) suggests that studies of learning disabled children 
have provided some evidence that lack of dominance adversely affects 
reading ability. However, she also points out that there is lack of 
agreement on this issue. So it may be assumed that dominance is only 
one factor to be considered in the study of learning disability.
Trauma, Injury, High Fever, Lack of Oxygen,
Noxious Reactions
Regarding causes of learning disabilities, Lehtinen suggests 
trauma occurring during a difficult delivery, or a severe accident.
She also mentions high fever, encephalitis, or lack of oxygen. A 
condition of the mother such as blood incompatibility, or virus ill­
ness may have caused a noxious reaction, thus producing changes in 
the central nervous system which interfere with its normal growth 
and activity.
Toxic Chemicals
Woodward (1973) also attributes perceptual problems to high 
fever or trauma shortly after birth. In addition, toxic chemicals 
are mentioned as a cause.
Minimal Cerebral Dysfunction and Learning Disabilities
McCarthy and McCarthy (1974,p.10) refer to the label "minimal 
cerebral dysfunction" as the cause for the behavior responsible for 
learning disabilities. However, they point out that "not all types 
of cerebral dysfunction lead to learning disabilities (p.ll)." (Nei­
ther are all learning problems to be classified as learning disabili­
ties.) Clements (Abstract published in Special Education, 1966) says 
that minimal brain dysfunction such as is associated with learning 
disabilities "may arise from genetic variations, biochemical irregu­
larities, peinatal brain insults, illnesses or injuries sustained 
during the years critical for the development and maturation of the 
central nervous system, or from unknown causes (pp.188,189)."
Early Sensory Deprivation
McCarthy and McCarthy (1974) say that Clements does not dis­
regard the possibility that early, severe sensory deprivation causes 
"permanent alterations" in the central nervous system. They indicate 
that study of the neurologically impaired child's history often reveals 
events that are presumed to cause central nervous system damage. "But," 
they add, "such events are also associated with the histories of chil­
dren with minimal cerebral dysfunction (p.12)."
Heredity
Woodward (1973) states that perceptual difficulties have been 
traced to heredity. He claims that in nine out of ten cases studied, 




Emotional Disturbance and Learning Disabilities 
Emotional disturbance is a result of learning disabilities, not 
its cause. Early (1957) implies this in her statement: "Since emotion­
al disturbances may result from reading failure, continued failure 
aggravates these conditions. The older the retarded reader is, the 
more intense and deep-seated these emotional reactions may become (p. 
21)." Miller (1971,p.48) believes that when the reading problem is 
corrected the emotional maladjustment resulting from the reading dis­
ability will disappear.
Symptoms of Learning Disabilities
Clements (Minimal Brain Dysfunction in Children, 1966) compiled 
an exhaustive list of learning disability symptoms from over one hun­
dred recent publications. About one hundred specific behaviors were 
listed. The ten behavior characteristics most frequently cited, in 




4. General orientation defects.
5. Disorders of attention (e.g. short attention span, distracti- 
bility).
6. Impulsivity.
7. Disorders of memory and thinking.
8. Specific learning disabilities in reading, arithmetic, writing, 
and spelling.
9. Disorders of speech arid hearing.
10. Equivocal neurological signs and electroencephalographic irreg­
ularities (p.13).
The movie, Early Identification of Learning Disabilities, presents 
several behavioral symptoms of learning disabilities. For example, the 
learning disabled child in the movie had great difficulty with dressing. 
When she drew a picture of herself, parts were missing. She could des-
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scribe objects, but could not remember their names. Abstract think­
ing was difficult, e.g. Concepts of today and tommorrow were poor.
Meier (1970) presents a special test for screening learning dis­
abled children right in the classroom. This test is known as the 
Individual Learning Disability Classroom Screening Instrument (ILDCSI). 
It lists 80 items which may be considered symptoms of learning disabil­
ities. Some items on the test are below:
Holds book too close (6 in. or less).
Avoids work requiring concentrated visual attention.
Head forward or tilted to one side (more than 15°) when reading 
or engaged in other visual tasks.
Moves head or trunk excessively during visual tasks (instead of 
moving eyes).
Uncontrollable rapid jumping of eyes.
Rubs eyes often when reading or engaged in other visual tasks.
Facial contortions with visual tasks (including squint).
Unable to copy from chalk board.
Unable to arrange letters of objects in a prescribed order.
Unable to learn the sounds of letters (can't associate proper 
phoneme with its grapheme).
Doesn't seem to listen to daily classroom instructions or direc­
tions.
Can't correctly recall oral directions when asked to repeat them.
Doesn't seem to comprehend spoken words.
Can't name letters when they are pointed to. Can't pronounce the 
sounds of certain letters.
Mild speech irregularities. (Can't pronounce most words common 
to his grade level.)
Immature speech patterns (Still uses baby talk.)
Lips remain apart when at rest (mouth breathing).
Tongue thrust forward between teeth and often beyond lips (es­
pecially when using hands for writing, cutting, etc.).
Unable to correctly repeat a 7-10 word statement spoken by the 
teacher.
Errors in own oral expression— confuses prepositions such as
over, under, in, out, etc. ("put water under fire to boil it").
Transposes sounds in words. (Says "nabana" instead of "banana").
Can't recite the days of the week in correct order.
Seems confused when using visual, auditory and/or tactile inputs 
simultaneously. (e.g. oral reading and/or written spelling).
Seems insensitive to others' feelings.
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ILDCSI Test
Put (K) in appropriate squares (see #24).
Behavioral Indices Comments
Underactive (seems lazy, 
couldn’t care less) in 
classroom and on playground.
Is slow to finish work 
(doesn’t apply self, day­
dreams a lot, falls to sleep 
in school). (Comment which 
or other.)
Overactive (can’t sit still 
in class - shakes or swings 







Tense or disturbed (bites 
lip, needs to go to bath­
room often, twists hair, 
high strung). (Comment 
which or other.)
I
Occasional lapses of contact 
with classroom activities 
(has "spells"when hands and/ 
or body shakes, eyes blink, 
or don't seem to see).
Very small for age (list 




Misses school frequently 
(list number of days per , 
month).
Poor gross motor coordination 
(comment specifically; e.g., 
can't skip or hop on one 
foot, etc.).
Fingers tremble when hands 
held forward and arms sup­
posed to be steady.
33
34
Accidentally breaks and 
tears things (clumsy, 
awkward).
Unusually short attention 
span for daily school work.
35
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Easily distracted from school 
work (can't concentrate with 
even the slightest disturbance 
from other students moving 
around or talking quietly). 
.(List specific distractions.)
Mistakes own left from right 
(confuses left-hand with 








Often begins tasks with one 
hand and finishes with the 
other.
Can’t tie shoes and/or hold 
scissors properly (which or 
J both).
Loses way in school (gets 
turned around and doesn't 
know which way to go).
Improper pencil grasp 
(clutched fist, held too 
tightly or presses so hard 
as to break lead and tear 
paper).
Draws circles clockwise.
Poor drawing of diamond 
compared with peers’ 
drawings.
Poor drawing of circle and 







Poor drawing of a person 
compared with peers' 
drawings.
Poor handwriting compared 
with peers' writing.
Reverses and/or rotates let­
ters, numbers and words 
(writes "p" for "q", "saw" 
for "was", "2" for "7", "16" 
for "91") far more frequently 
than peers.__________________
Does very poorly in written 
spelling tests compared with 
peers.
Unable to learn the forms of 
letters (can't recognize let­
ters when they are pointed to' .
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Reverses and/or rotates lettep 
words, and numbers visually 
(reads "b" for "d", "u" for 
"n", "6" for "9") far more 
frequently than most peers.
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Reverses and/or rotates 
and numbers presented auditor 
ly, (reads "tac" for "ca 
"left" for "felt", "327" 




Confuses left and right direc­
tionalities when not associa­
ted with own self.
Loses place more than once 
while reading aloud for one 
minute.
Omits words while reading 
grade-level material aloud 
(omits more than one out 
of every ten).
Reads silently or aloud far 
more slowly than peers (word 
by word while reading aloud).
Points at words while reading 
silently or aloud.
Substitutes words which 
distort meaning ("when" 
for "where").
m










Can read orally but does not 
comprehend the meaning of 
written grade-level words 
(word-caller).
Can't follow written direc­
tions, which most peers can 
follow, when read orally or 
silently (which or both).
Reading ability at least 3/4 
of a year below most peers.
Tells barren or incoherent 
stories (they don't even 
make sense to peers).
Has trouble telling time.
Doesn't unberstand the 
calendar (what day follows 
Wednesday, etc.)
Difficulty with arithmetic 
(e.g. can't determine what 
number follows 8 or 16; may 




Cannot apply the classroom 
or school regulations to 
own behavior whereas peers 
can.
Excessive inconsistency in 
quality of performance from 
day to day or even hour to 
hour.
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Has trouble organizing writtei. 




Seems very bright in many 
ways but still does poorly 
in school work.




Doesn't get along with most 
peers (can't make or keep 
friends, is picked on, wants 
to change rules, poor loser).
Shows excessive affection 
toward peers or adults in 
school or on playground.

CHAPTER III
METHODS FOR LEARNING DISABLED STUDENTS
The AVT Method 
The White Booklet
Frank Lang, of the AVT Educational Laboratory in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, has developed a remedial reading teaching method that 
simultaneously involves the Auditory, Visual, and Tactile senses.
A series of AVT materials are available which take the student back 
to the primer level of reading and steadily guide him up through 
college level. The first booklet, Introducing Consonant-Vowel 
Blending, deals with consonant-vowel blending on the primer level.
The student is reminded that the letters on a printed page are 
"marching orders," telling his mouth ("talking machine") what sounds 
to produce. Articulation is described as cutting the flow of sound 
into pieces or articles. Vowels produce a continuous stream of 
sound. Consonants cut this sound off. When speaking, the mouth is 
open for vowels and closed for consonants. Consonant-vowel blending 
is achieved by sustaining the breath as it builds up pressure against 
each consonant (articulator) which, in turn, "explodes" into a vowel.
A pointer is used by the teacher to coordinate the student's articula­
tion with the letters ‘("marching orders") on the printed page. Using 
a pointer is called strict pointer control. The student must follow 
the pointer, and should not say any other sounds except the sound 
that is being pointed to. In consonant digraphs such as ch, the teach
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er points between the c_ and the h. to indicate that one sound should be
pronounced. In addition to regular words, "Whopper Words" are used for
drill. A "Whopper Word" is a sequence of consonants and vowels such
as the following: momomom. This sequence must be completed in one
breath, using strict pointer control. In addition to the drills in the
white book, a primer such as the Scott-Foresman Jr. Primer is used for
further practice in consonant-vowel blending with pointer control.
Each story in the primer is first read with strict pointer control.
The same story is reread at natural speed. Any difficult words are
«decoded with pointer control.
The Pink Booklets
The second book in the AVT series, Mastering Consonant-Vowel Com­
binations, includes second grade skills in combining consonants and 
vowels into words. Strict pointer control is used, along with eye 
pointer control. Eye pointer control is the student using his eyes as 
a pointer. Self pointer control (the student using the stick to guide 
his own articulation) may also be incorporated as needed. The other 
pink booklet, Long and Short Vowels, teaches skills in distinguishing 
between long and short vowels. For example, the first lesson presents 
short "a" words, followed by the second lesson presenting long "a" 
words with final silent "e." A few short vowel words are mingled with 
the long vowel lesson for contrast. Mr. Lang calls the silent "e" a 
permission letter.. This permission letter gives the other vowel in the 
word permission to say its own name. During these lessons the instruc­
tor points to the vowel and the student points to the permission letter 
as each word of this type is sounded out by the student. Basal readers
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are used to supplement the two pink booklets.
The Yellow Booklets
The yellow series has three booklets, employing third and fourth 
grade reading skills. The first booklet, Consonant Blends, gives prac­
tice in blending two or more consonants. Strict pointer control is 
used along with eye and/or self pointer control. The second yellow 
booklet deals with Vowel Digraphs. Long and Short Vowels is the third 
yellow booklet. The same procedure is used here as in the pink Long 
and Short Vowels booklet (teacher and student pointers). There is no 
need to finish one yellow booklet before using the next one. All three 
may be utilized simultaneously. At this time trade-a-syllable is intro­
duced for use in free reading. The purpose of trade-a-syllable is to 
teach the student to perceive the syllable as a unit. Trade-a-syllable 
is done as follows: A multisyllabic word, such as "dividend" is broken 
into natural divisions (e.g. di-vi-dend). The teacher (T) says the
first syllable, the student (S) the second, and the teacher the third,
T S Tetc. (e.g. di-vi-dend). A consonant must be left for the next syllable. 
(e|g,. di-vi-dend not div-i-dend) . A second rule is that when "r" is at 
the end of a syllable it is repeated in the next syllable (e.g. Mary is 
pronounced Mar-ry). During the yellow series trade-a-syllable is used 
only on unknown or difficult words in the supplementary basal readers. 
Normal reading is used every other time.
The Salmon Booklet
Simple Prefixes and Suffixes is the next booklet in the series.
This booklet is on the grade 3-5 level, and is used to prepare the 




Advanced Skills - -  Suffixes follows the salmon booklet, and is 
on the grade 5-6 level. Trade-a-syllable with the teacher is used on 
the exercises in this booklet. When doing outside reading, the stu­
dent reads at normal speed until a hard word is reached. Then he does 
trade-a-syllable with the teacher. Whistle-a-syllable may be intro­
duced after proficiency in trade-a-syllable is reached. Whistle-a- 
syllable means that a student trades-a-syllable with himself, whistling
s s sbetween each syllable. (e.g. di (whistle) vi (whistle) dend). If 
the student cannot whistle, he may blow-a-^syllable (blowing between 
each syllable).
The last book in the AfT series is Advanced Vocabulary, using 
grade 5 to high school and college skills. In addition to trade-a-syl- 
lable, the student does trade-a-syllable solitare, if he is ready. This 
is simply reading by syllables, but trading syllables with himself. 
There is no whistling or blowing between each syllable. At this time 
High School and College books may be used for decoding, but not for 
comprehension.
Vowel Cards and Consonant Wheels
Vowel cards and consonant wheels are used during the AVT sequence 
to drill and review the sounds learned. ;Various words, :are..made as con­
sonants are held in the boxes. On the back of the vowel cards is a 
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X Strict Pointer Control Use Primer most phonetic 
for pointer control reading 
Suggest: Scoot Foresman 
Junior Primer
X Strict Pointer Control 
Eye Pointer
Use other basal readers.
X Teacher and Student 
Pointers
X Strict Pointer Control 
Eye Pointer.
1) Free reading
2) Trade-a-syllable with 
teacher on unknown words
X Teacher and Student
Pointers
Eye Pointer
Use basal readers of third 
and fourth grade difficulty
X Teacher and Student 
Pointers
X Pointer and Free 
Reading
Use basal readers of fourth 








2) Use sixth grade to high 





’ The late Dr. Samuel Orton's wife, June Lyday Orton, has written 
A Guide to Teaching Phonics, published by Educators Publishing Ser­
vice, Inc. This teacher's guide presents procedures for teaching
phonics to children who have specific reading and spelling disabili­
ties. A structured phonics approach is used, consisting of four steps:
Step One The teaching of consonants and short vowels. > J  
Short vowels are taught in this order: a i o u e.
The short "i" and "e" are easily confused, so they 
are learned far apart.
Step Two Long vowel sounds in their various forms are taught.
Step Three Other vowel sounds, such as dipthongs, are presented.
Step Four Word structure, including affixes and roots, is in­
tegrated throughout the other steps. Sight words 
are also regularly learned.
Throughout this program the student is not held responsible for 
any sound or word to which hesfeas not previously been introduced. A 
set of phonics cards with 100 phonograms are available with this
program.
The Gillingham Method
Anna Gillingham and Bessie Stillman have written a manual known 
as Remedial Training for Children With Specific Disability in Read­
ing, Spelling, and Penmanship. This technique uses a close associat­
ion of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic elements. These elements 
form what is called "the language triangle." The sounds of letters 
are taught with Phonics Drill Cards and are built into words. This 
program, based on Dr. Samuel Orton's neurological discoveries, is 
very structured. Two editions of the manual are available.
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Nina Traub’s Method
Nina Traub with Frances Bloom have written a manual based on the 
Gillingham Method, simplified. Known as Recipe for Reading, the 
structured manual commences with single letter sounds and progresses 
to vowel digraphs, consonant blends, spelling rules and word families. 
The beginning lessons contain kinesthetic instruction for the correct 
formation of manuscript and cursive letters. Auditory, visual, and ■ 
kinesthetic factors determine the sequence of letters taught. Phone­
tic readers accompany these lessons. Students are not held respon­
sible for words with sounds not taught before the time they read.
Any words with unknown sounds are underlined and the teacher pronounces 
them for the student. Sequence Charts, for recording individual pro­
gress, and specially lined paper are included with the manual.
The Slingerland Method
The Slingerland approach is an adaptation.of the Orton-Gillingham 
approach, and is intended for classroom use. A preventative or reme­
dial program is employed with primary-grade specific language disabili­
ty children. A teacher's manual is available which explains this pro­
gram in detail. The title of>this manual is A Multi-Sensory Approach 
to Language Arts for Specific Language Disability Children by Beth L. 
Slingerland. Two main sections comprise the manual: "The Auditory 
Approach.and Learning to Write for Spelling and Written Expression" 
and "The Visual Approach for Reading." Numerous activity and multi- 
sensory reinforcement are used throughout the program. For example, 
when the teacher is presenting letters and sounds by the visual ap­
proach, she will first show the children the alphabet card. Then in­
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dividual children:
1. Name the letter seen on the card, forming it in the air with 
a free arm^swing from the shoulder.
2. Name the key word (a common object of constant form which 
affords a reliable cue for recall)-.
3. Give the sound of the letter;(p.52).
This is only one of Slingerland's methods for learning sounds. She 
also has an auditory approach, and a kinesthetic approach.
Other characteristics of the Slingerland approach are emphasis 
on phrase meaning in reading, writing in manuscript instead of cursive 
(to minimize interference with school district policies, etc), and 
repetitious overlearning. As the child becomes involved with this 
approach, he becomes actively involved in learning.
Slingerland has .also published a kit to give SLD children reading 
readiness training. It is called Training in SomePrequisites for 
Beginning Reading.
Clock Writing
Children who have dysgraphia. may be helped by the "clock" method 
of handwriting. See Appendix A for an example of this. Students 
write letters on a "clock face," using the numbers to orientate them. 
Romalda and Walter Spaulding have published a book called The Writing 
Road to Reading. This book presents the "clock" in manuscript writing 
Helene C. Durbrow has written a series of books, known as Learning to 
Write, that teach cursive writing with the "clock."
Plunkett Spelling Series
Mildred Plunkett has written a series of spelling workbooks for 
dyslexic students. A Spelling Workbook for Early Primary Corrective
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Work, Books I and II have lessons aimed at helping second and third 
graders, respectively. Spelling is taught in a meaningful way, em­
phasizing phonetic elements of words. Book I uses cursive writing 
to avoid reversal tendencies exhibited by many children. Either 
manuscript or cursive writing may be used in Book II.
A Spelling Workbook for Corrective Drill for Elementary Grades 
is for children in grades 4-6 who have difficulty with visual recall 
of word configurations. Phonics drills, word groupings, and kines­
thetic reinforcements are used to improve spelling ability.
Children in grades 7-12 with spelling and reading problems will 
find A Spelling Workbook Emphasizing Rules and Generalizations for 
Corrective Drill helpful. Pronunciation symbols, spelling generali­
zations and rules, and syllable concepts are learned through this 
book. Other helpful spelling, reading, and writing materials may be 
obtained from Educators Publishing Service.
Harold G. Maine’s Multi-Sensory Phonics Workbook
The areas of reading, writing, and spelling are strengthened 
as this workbook is used. The student looks at the phonograms, says 
the guide word, and then generates in writing words that have the 
same sound-spelling pattern as the guide word. Sentences and para­
graphs may then be written, using the words that have been generated. 
When the assignment is completed, the student reads his written work.
Anderson and Maine's Multi-Sensory— A Workbook 
of Resource Words
This versatile workbook has a variety of uses. It can be utilized 
as a spelling book, a diagnostic word list, a vocabulary book, or a
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language textbook, The student may say each word and mark the vowels 
with a macron or breve. The words in this book are listed by phonemes, 
and space is provided for writing each word mastered.
IMPACT Box
The Berrien County Intermediate School District in Berrien Springs,
’• '  VMichigan, has produced the IMPACT Box. IMPACT means Instructional Model 
Program for All Children and Teachers. The IMPACT Box contains indexed 
cards which provide the teacher with diagnostic and prescriptive materi­
als for children with learning problems. After the assessment and pre­
scription are made, the teacher may select materials from the box which 
will help the child in his weak area.
Bloomfield's Let's Read
Leonard Bloomfield firmly believed that learning the code should 
be the first step in beginning reading. He questioned the emphasis on 
meaning that was, and still is, prevalent in beginning reading instruc­
tion (Chall, 1967,-:'p. 24) . He and Clarence L. Barnhart have co-authored 
a linguistic reading program known as Let's Read. This structured and 
scientific program presents words in word families. Irregular words 
are left until later. Like the Orton, Gillingham and Traub methods, 
Let's Read builds new lessons from previous lessons. Here is a sam­
ple sentence from lesson one: Can Dan fan Nan? This approach is 
good for SLD students.
The Fernald Method
Grace Fernald (1943) has developed a method whereby the child 
selects a word he would like to read. This word is learned by using
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the visual-^auditory-kinesthetic-tactile senses. The word is then 
built into a story for him to read. As the child pregresses to the
A"
final stages he reads material other than his own stories. Briefly. ' /"outlined, the four stages of this method are as follows:
Stage Irf̂ -Learning words by tracing
j^ (A) The child learns the word he has selected by say-
c ing the word as he traces it with his finger. (B) This 
repeated until he can write the word without looking 
at it. (C) A story is developed with the word and the 
teacher types it out (within 24 hours) for the child to 
read. (D) The child files his word in a word file for 
future review.
Stage II— Tracing eliminated
(A) Eventually the child should develop the ability to 
learn new words by merely looking at the word while 
saying it over to himself. Then he will write it with­
out looking. (B) The child continues to write stories 
and to read them after they are typed.
Stage III— Reading from Print
The child now looks at the word in print (He read it 
handwritten before),) says it to himself, and writes 
it without looking. He is told unfamiliar words, which 
he later learns.
Stage IV— Recognizing words from similarity to known words
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Multi-Sensory Approach Learning Sight Words
This method is intended to develop sequential visual imagery in 
children who have visual memory or spatial relation difficulty.
1. After introducing the new words, have the child read one 
page of a new story from a book on his instructional level.
2. List the words he cannot read.
3. Write these words on the chalkboard or on flashcards and pro­
nounce each word as the child looks at it carefully. Tell 
child to underline it with his finger and say it.
4. Have him trace the letters with his finger, saying the word 
slowly.
5. Have him underline the word with his finger as he says it.
6. Then the child should spell the word aloud while looking at 
it. He says the word again.
7. Cover the word and have the child spell it out loud. Repeat 
steps 4-6 if he is unable to do this.
8. Cover the word and have him write it as he says it slowly. 
Tell him to check to see if he wrote it correctly. Do not 
allow corrections of any kind, but repeat the previous steps 
again.
9. Have child spell the word out loud backwards while word is 
covered.
10. Cover word and have him write it forward, saying the word 
slowly as he writes.
11. Now the child should re-read the page in his reader where 
the words are from so that he can practice reading them in
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context,
12. The next day, check to see if the child can read the words he 
learned the day before. If not, repeat the steps. Otherwise 
select another page from his reader and repeat the sequence. 
Use this method for 15-30minutes/day, gradually increasing the 
number of words to be learned per session. Eventually these sessions 




Students take pride in a formal notebook with definite headings 
where they can keep record of what they have learned. Helene C. 
Durbrow suggests dividing such a notebook into phonogram sections. 
The child then practices writing words that use that phonogram. A 
table of contents with the notebook page of each phonogram listed is 
helpful.
Other Methods and Hints
1. Child should read phonetic readers.
2. Do experience stories. Type them and make them into a book. The 
child may wish to draw illustrations for his stories.
3. Use music in teaching.
4. Have children use language masters, typewriters, Frostig materials, 
peg boards, DLM materials, puzzles, and other tactile, kinesthetic, 
visual, and auditory materials.
5. Use behavior modification.
6. Have learning centers.
7. Shorten assignments, if necessary.
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8. Use few verbal directions" and keep them simple.
9. Praise the children when they deserve it,
10. Use visual clues with verbal directions.
11. Eliminate competition if the odds are too great.
12. Limit choices.
13. Use games to drill.
14. Block off work area with carrels, etc.
15. Do not present a new skill until the previous one is learned.
16. Allow and provide for movement.
17. Give responsibility for equipment.
18. Give oral examinations when necessary.
19. Avoid abstracts when teaching— use concrete objects to illustrate.
20. Provide for individual differences.
21. Enlist the aid of P.E. people to teach motor training and body 
concepts. V'
22. Allow for coordination activities such as walking the balance beam, 
rhythmical activities, obstacle course, relays, skipping, following 
directions such as: Go to the door, pick up the broom, and bring it to 
the table. ,>
23. In general, have many manipulative materials to use. Teach through 
the child's strong mode, but be improving the weak mode at the same time.
24. Have a soft, big overstuffed "reading chair" for the children to use.
25. Make marks on each desk to show correct paper placement for hand-
deskwriting.
Place top edge of paper here for 
right-handed students.
md here for left-handed students.
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26. Use colors for letters and words that you would like the child 
to see.
27. Tape paper on desk if your children have difficulty in keeping 
their writing paper straight.
28. Do not wear distracting perfume or clothes.
29. Put a green dot on the left side of the paper to indicate that 
the child should start writing there. Put a red "stop" dot on the 
other side.
30. Cut up magazines. Have the children face people, animals, cars, 
etc. in the correct direction for reading (facing left to right).
31. Use little tricks such as the following: For remembering "bed" 
make hand motions as follows: index and thumb form a circle, other 
fingers straight; left hand will form "b" and right hand will form "d."
32. Use picture clues for letter placement, using sky, ground, and 
underground. For example, "a" is a ground letter, "t" is a sky letter, 
and "p" is an underground letter.
33. Trace letters on the child's back,
34. End each lesson with something easy.
J. ' '-J‘
35. For additional ideas, methods, and materials for working with L.D. 
children, consult books like Games That Teach Within Your Reach, by t .. 
Elaine Webber, Mott Institute, E. Lansing, Michigan; Aids to Psycho- 
linguistic Teaching, by Bush and Giles; and Recipe for Reading, by Nina
Traub.
CHECKLIST AND INDEX TO THE JOB SHEETS
1. a (apple) 45. Initial Consonant
2. c (cat) Blends: _w
3. g (gate) 46. Final Consonant
4. £  (dog) Blends
5. o (otter) 47. Adding s and 's
6. m (mouse) 48. ng nk
7. 1 (leaf) 49. Review of Con­
8. t (top) sonant Blends
9. h (house) 50. Detached Syllables
10. Review ■with Consonant
11. T  (indian) Blends
12. j (jam) 51. Two-Syllable Words
13. k (kite) Using Consonant
14. ck (tack) Blends
15. p (pencil) 52. ph (phone)
16. ch (church) 53. kn (knot)
17. b (bat) 54. gn (gnat
18. u (umbrella) 55. wr (wrench)
19. f (fan) 56. mb (thumb)
20. r (rabbit) . 57. Review
21. n (nest) 58. a-e (cake)
22. e (egg) 59. e-e (Steve)
23. Review 60. i-e (nine)
24. s (sun) 61. o-e (stove)
25. Hard th (mother) 62. u-e (cube, flute)
26. sh (shell) 63. "Magic e" Detached
27. w (wagon) Syllables
28. wh (whistle) 64. Two-Syllable "Magic
29. x (box) e" Words
30. y (yarn) 65. "Magic e" Review
31. v (valentine) 66. ai (pail)
32. z (zipper) 67. ay (pray)
33. Buzzing s (nosse) 68. ea (seat)
34. qu (queen) 69. ee (three)
35. Soft th (thimble) 70. oa (road)
36. Review: CVC Words 71. oe (hoe)
37. ff-ll-ss-zz Twins 72. ie (pie)
38. Two-Syllable Com­ 73. Review
pound Words 74. Syllable Division
39. Detached Syllables 75. ou (cloud)
40. Review: CVC Detached 76. ow (owl)
Syllables 77. er (fern)
41. Two-Syllable Words 78. ir (shirt)
42. Initial Consonant 79. ur (nurse)
Blends: s_ 80. igh (night)
43. Initial Consonant 81. ar (car)
Blends:. .1 82. or (corn)
44. Initial Consonant ' 83. le (bubble)
Blends: r 84. Review
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85. " y "  as an Ending 130. ou (four)
86. oo (moon) 131. ie (Willie)
87. Hard-Soft c 132. Short Vowel Sounds
88. Hard-Soft g With r or rr _____
89. ge-dge 133. or (worm) _____
90. Review: Hard-Soft 134. Schwa Sound (9) __
c and g 135. ou Plus Silent "1" _____
91. oi (coin) 136. o (onion) _____
92. oy (toy) 137. ove (glove, moving
93. aw (saw) van) _____
94. au (vault) 138. ch (school) _____
95. al (ball) 139. ear (earth) _____
96. "y" as a Vowel (l) 140. ey (monkey) _____
97. Long Vowels in 141. Review
Syllable Division 142. ar (dollar) __
98. "ing" as an Ending 143. ch (chef) _____
99. " y "  as a Vowel (T) 144. ou (country) _____
100. VCV Spelling Rule 145. gh (=f,g,silent) _____
101. Review 146. ci (glacier) _____
102. Suffix "es" 147. ey (they) _____
103. Suffix "ed" 148. ui (build) _____
104. Suffix "er" 149. gu (guard) _____
105. Final i-e Unac­ 150. a (wasp) _____
cented Syllables 151. aught (daughter) _____
106. Review 152. ought (fought) _____
107. tch (crutch) 153. Review
108. ew (screw) 154. Affixes and Root
109. eigh (sleigh) Words _____
110. eu (Europe) 155. Contractions _____
111. ie (priest) 156. Punctuation _____
112. tion (fraction) 157. Weirdo-Words _____
113. ei (ceiling)
114. ue (argue) j * As each iesson' is completed,
115. Review (circle its number on this check*- 1
116. ow (crow) ^list . The two blanks may be
117. sion (explosion) • used . ifor assessment purposes. ,
118. ea (bread) j For iexample, before the student i
119. ew (mew) _____ j begins the Supplementary Job
120. ue (glue) Sheets the teacher may check his '•*
121. ind, ild (rind, knowledge of the phonemes and ':
child) other items on the checklist with|
122. old(t), oil, ost an informal inventory. A check j
(gold, bolt, , M is placed on the first blankscroll, post) iafter each phoneme, etc.’£hat the*
123. oo (hoof) ! student knows. The items that
124. ei (rein) the student does not know are not.
125. ui (fruit) checked. Thus the teacher can
126. sion (mansion) ‘ tell at a glance the student's
127. ou (soup) strengths and weaknesses, and can
128. Review adjust instruction accordingly.
129. ea (break) . . Later, the teacher can assess the
student again, placing 'checks on 
the second set of blanks when , the 
• student demonstrates proficiency 













Some Special Aspects of the Supplementary 
Job Sheets
The Supplementary Job Sheets are not a complete reading program. 
They are mainly intended to serve as a supplementary resource for the 
teacher who is dealing with learning disabled students. The key fea­
tures are explained below.
Checklist
A checklist is included in this manual to serve as an index to 
the job sheets and to record the student's progress. The teacher may 
also wish to use1 the checklist to initially assess and record the 
student's knowledge of the phonemes. The second blank could be used 
for another checkup at a later date, or for whatever else is desired.
Three Types of Job Sheets for Each Phoneme 
Each phoneme is introduced in three ways, as previously explained. 
The "a" job sheets are an adaptation of the AVT Method. New words are 
introduced as parts of "Whopper Words," and then by themselves, e.g. 
catacat cat. The new words are followed by other "Whopper Words" 
which give additional practice and review. Job sheet "a" often con­
cludes with review words in patterns, e.g. pi£ dim Strict pointer 
control is used at first to make the student pay attention to each 
sound. Later, self pointer control, eye pointer control, and trade-a-
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syllable are used as the student’s skills increase. Where needed, 
diagrams of the speech organs are included to give the student a 
better body image as he forms each sound. After the eyes learn to 
control the mouth automatically, mouth movement will become unneces­
sary and silent reading takes place (Youngberg & Lang, AVT Teacher's 
Manual, 1975, p.3).
The "b" job sheets use the VAKT Method. A manuscript word list 
presents the new words from job sheet "a" as the child would pro­
bably see them in a book. This list is followed by the same words 
written in cursive. Using a multisensory method, the child learns 
these words by tracing, spelling, and writing practice on the job 
sheet.
Learning is further reinforced by workbook-type exercises on the 
"c" job sheets. These exercises are many and varied, with fill in 
the blanks, unscramble the words, find the correct answer, and so 
forth.
Each of the three types of job sheets are entities in themselves. 
They may be used individually or together.
Key Pictures
Most of the "b" job sheets have a picture representing the new 
sound to be learned. Space is available for the child to draw addi­
tional pictures representing the sound, so that other words will also 
remind him of the new phoneme, thus creating a better generalization.
Cursive and Manuscript Writing
Each "b" job sheet presents both cursive and manuscript writing
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and reading practice. Manuscript is learned because this is how the 
student sees the letters and words in a book. New words are prac­
ticed in cursive to prevent reversal difficulties.
Special Lines
To orientate the child when he is writing, specially lined paper 
with arrows and dots is used in the "b" job sheets. The lines, adapted 
from Traub’s Recipe for Reading, help the child to correctly position 
his letters in space. The upper line tells the child the highest point 
he may go in a high letter like "h". (Traub calls this line "the at­
tic.") The lowest line reminds him how far down to go in letters that 
go below the line, such as "g". (Traub calls this "the basement.")
As the job sheets progress, and the child's skills improve, the low­
est line is eliminated; finally only single lines are used.
Dots
Dots are used to indicate where the child should start writing 
each word on the line. Each new word will be written twice, so there 
will be two dots on each line, except where there are long words that 
are too large to write twice on one line. The student should use an­
other line or a separate sheet of paper to write these words the second 
time. It was felt that this would be better than asking the student 
to cram two long words on one line. From job sheet #83 on, the dots 
are discontinued.
Arrows
The "b" job sheets have arrows pointing left to right, reminding 
the child to write in that direction. Arrows are also used in the
practice of letter formation to assure a correct writing procedure.
Lower and Upper Case Letters
Upper case letters are to be presented and practiced as needed.
To avoid confusing the child, they are not systematically presented 
for practice with the lower case letters. For reference, upper case 
letters may be found at the top of each "b" job sheet that introduces 
a new letter. The complete alphabet may be found in Appendix B.
Multisyllable Words
Multisyllable words are presented on the "b" job sheets with a 
space between syllables to assist the child in decoding.
Dictation
Writing a word from a spelling list is not enough. Students must 
learn to write words correctly in a sentence. For this reason dicta­
tion sentences are included in the teacher's manual. The teacher dic­
tates each sentence to the student, who writes it on a separate sheet 
of paper. Any unphonetic word is placed on a card so that it may be 
copied by the student. Such words are underlined in the teacher’s 
manual. If the child cannot cope with complete sentences, a phrase 
may be dictated at a time. For reading practice, the child then reads 
the complete sentence from cards. The unphonetic words are underlined, 
and the child is not responsible for them. The number of sentences to 
be dictated depends on the child’s ability.
Sight Words
The underlined words in the sentences for dictation may be consid­
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ered sight words. Throughout the program the student will be exposed 
to such words, and will automatically learn some of them. Writing ex­
perience stories (the students dictates an experience to the teacher, 
who types it on a primer typewriter or prints it for the student to 
read) will expose him to a few more sight words. Greater emphasis can 
be placed on learning sight words when the basic phonics skills are 
learned. The Dolch Sight Cards are recommended for this purpose. They 
consist of:
Popper Words —  Sets 1 and 2 
Basic Sight Vocabulary Cards 
Sight Phrase Cards
These materials can be ordered from:
Garrard Publishing Co.
1607 N. Market Street 
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Order of Presentation
As in Traub’s Recipe for Reading, the sequence.of phonemes in the 
job sheets is determined by auditory, visual, and kinesthetic factors. 
Short ê and jL, and d̂ and b are presented far apart to avoid confusion. 
Before any job sheets are begun, nine letters (a, c, g, d, o, m, 1, t, 
h) are presented. New words on the first nine job sheets are built 
from these nine letters. The student's reading and spelling vocabulary 
continues to grow as he progresses through the job sheets.
Weirdo Words
Unphonetic words that are not dealt with on the job sheets may be 
found on the "Weirdo Words"page at the end of the job sheets. This 
partial list of common sight words may be used by the student who wish­
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es to increase his sight vocabulary. The student or teacher may want 
to add more words to the list.
Cover Card
A "Cover Card" is provided so that the child can cover each listed 
word while he writes it from memory. The card may also be used to cov­
er any distracting stimuli on the page.
How to Use the Supplementary Job 
Sheets More Effectively
Before attempting these job sheets the pupil should be acquainted 
with the alphabet. Otherwise, the teacher will need to adapt the pro­
gram to the pupil's weakness.
Additional Materials
The teacher should make a set of flashcards with one of each phono 
gram introduced in the job sheets printed on each card. A set of 4" x 
6" (or 5" x 8") cards with each sentence to be dictated is also neces­
sary. The sentence cards may be typed with a primer typewriter or 
printed by hand.
Perfect Practice
"Perfect practice makes perfect" (Youngberg, 1975). The child 
should be supervised as he does these job sheets so that errors may be 
caught immediately and corrected. Otherwise he will learn errors. Rep 
etition and overteaching are also important with learning disabled chil
dren.
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The Role of the Teacher
Establish a good atmosphere for learning. Each statement to the 
student should be positive. If the student does poorly on the job 
sheets, encourage him to do better by making statements such as, "Let 
me help you," or "Just make this change and it will be right." Do not 
cross out and write over in red ink when man is spelled nan. Instead, 
write on the board or show a card with the correct spelling. Have the 
student erase the incorrect part and rewrite the word correctly. Give 
him a compliment on the parts of the word that were correct (Traub, 1973, 
pp.7,8). Put stamps of approval on his job sheet when he does well.
All or Some
Some students may not need to complete every job sheet, while 
others may need to. Have each student work on the skills not mastered. 
He may do some job sheets with his teacher and take others home for 
parent help.
Figure Ground Problems
When working with children who have figure ground problems it may 
be helpful to cover the part of the job sheet not being worked on with 
a piece of paper or the "Cover Card." Adjoining words on the job sheets 
may need to be covered as the child reads each word.
Student’s Notebook
As new words are learned it is recommended that the student record 
them in a notebook, as mentioned previously. This gives him addition­
al practice and a feeling of accomplishment as he sees his notebook 
filling up with words that he knows. A notebook page can be allotted
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for each item on the checklist, and a table of contents added that in­
dicates what page each item is on. Spelling rules and a glossary of 
language terms that the student has learned may be included in the 
notebook. (See Appendix C.)
Memory Training
Traub (1973, p.19) suggests the following technique for students 
who have difficulty remembering sentences as they are dictated during 
dictation exercises. The teacher gives the child a word orally, and 
tells him to carry it in his mind to some point in the room and then 
to bring it back. For example, the teacher points to a book and says, 
"book." The child goes to the other side of the room, touches a chair, 
comes back to the teacher and says, "book." Then the teacher asks, 
"What else can you say about the book?" The child may say, "red." He 
takes the "red book" in his mind, walks to the window, comes back to 
the teacher and says, "red book." This is expanded to "red book on the 
shelf," etc. until the sentence becomes too long to repeat verbatim to 
the teacher. Suggestions may be offered to students who cannot think 
of descriptive words.
Vowels in Red
The vowels and vowel digraphs in the typed words on the top half 
of the "b" job sheets may be traced with a red pencil or pen for ad­
ditional help in decoding, or it may be done by the child as part of 
an exercise to find the vowel in each word.
Phonetic Readers
As each phoneme is introduced have the student read words con-
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taining that phoneme in a phonetic reader. See Lynds & Smith, Index 
to Phonetic Readers, 1973. When he is reading, allow the child to 
point or use a marker (Traub, 1973).
Key Pictures
Since "students should not be encouraged to memorize a 'sample 
word' for each sound (Youngberg & Lang, 1975, p.22), space is provided 
on the "b" job sheets to draw additional key pictures for each phoneme. 
Memorizing one sample word for each sound may cause the student to read 
slower because he has to recall that word before he can know the sound. 
It is better to directly associate the sound with its letter, elimina­
ting intermediate steps. This is why flash card drill of each sound 
learned is important (Ibid.).
Tachistoscope
Some children have difficulty separating figure from ground. There 
fore, reading words from a list presents a problem for them. The new 
words on each "b" job sheet may be presented or reviewed with a tachis­
toscope so that they will see only one word at a time (Traub, 1973, p. 
63).
Experience Stories
As previously mentioned, the student should occasionally dictate 
his own story to the teacher, who then types it on a primer typewriter 
or prints it. Encourage the student to illustrate his story with pic­
tures. The story is then made into a book for him to read. This book 
may consist of one story with one sentence at the bottom of each page, 
or of many stories.
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After the story is printed, the teacher may wish to place it over 
a few carbons. Then the child can trace the letters with a pencil and 
produce carbon copies of his story. Not only will he receive writing 
practice, but he will receive several copies of his book.
Generally a child can read his own stories at a higher level of 
difficulty than regular textbook material. Verbal expression and the 
learning of a sight vocabulary are enhanced (Ibid., p.22).
Reading and Listening for Meaning 
For a time, the child's reading level will prohibit him from read­
ing interesting, exciting materials. Therefore, an adult should read 
interesting stories to the child to spark an interest in reading. This 
reading may be done for pleasure or for reading comprehension practice. 
The student may be asked to listen for an answer to a question that 
the adult asks before reading. Later on, unanticipated questions may 
be asked after reading the selection (Ibid.).
Spelling Review
\
Periodically, a spelling test may be given over the words previous 
ly learned from the job sheets.
Word Games
Phonetic word games may be used in addition to the job sheets to 
reinforce learning and to replace drill.
Stutterers
Youngberg & Lang (1975) suggest that the student who stutters 
should use soft breath control when pronouncing words.
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Mirrors
A mirror is useful in helping the student to see that his tongue 
and facial muscles are in proper position for good pronunciation of 
each phoneme. The student may also look in the mirror at the teacher 
demonstrating them. This enables the teacher to exaggerate the pro­
nunciation without breathing in the student's face (Ibid.).
Feeling the Phonei 
To better help the student "feel" the 
phonemes in his mouth, put a dowel rod be­
tween his teeth and have him pronounce the 
phoneme.
Vowel Referents
Youngberg & Lang (1975) suggest the following vowel referents as
an aid in teaching vowels:
"That's a terrible taste /a/."
(cup hands) "Did I hear you?" /e/.
"That smells bad, it's awful /i/ or ick."
"Yawn - or the doctor tells you to say /o/."
An old Indian chief may grunt ugh-ugh (p.18).
Also: You say "uh....uh," when you pause before saying
something, /u/ is a neutral position of the speech or­
gans (AVT Workshop, June 22, 1975).
Vowel Cards
The AVT Vowel Flash Cards may be used with the job sheets at the 








Some students may need breath control exercises because they run
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out of breath during pointer control exercises. Have the student lie 
on his back and breathe heavily from his abdomen. Chest breathing 
should be discouraged. A book or dowel rod may be held against the 
abdomen of the student. Let him feel the rise and fall of his abdomen 
as he breathes. Details on breath control exercises and other infor­
mation regarding AVT precedures may be found in the AVT Teacher’s 
Manual and teaching materials. The teacher should have some training 
and practice in the AVT Method before using these job sheets.
Specific Instructions for Each Lesson 
Sample Lesson
1. Review known phonemes with flash cards in the manner presented be­
low.
2. Do job sheet "a" (AVT sheet). Follow the "Five Steps in Each AVT 
Lesson" where applicable.
3. Do job sheet "b," according to the "Job Sheet 'b' Directions." *
4. Do job sheet "c." Follow directions on each individual job sheet.
5. Give the dictation sentences to the student. Remember to show each 
underlined word on a card that can be copied by the student. Also 
ask the child to read each sentence from cards when he is done 
writing.
6. Have the student read in a phonetic storybook. The teacher and 
student may wish to take turns reading sentences in the story.
This gives the student a model to read by.
7. Play phonetic word games.
*At this point have the student record the new words in his notebook, 
as explained on pages 45 and 46.
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Some of the preceding items may be done for homework. Be sure to in­
form the parents on how to use these materials. Any directions not 
written on the job sheets may be found in the teacher’s manual. As 
previously stated, not all children will need to do these steps as 
presented. Adjust the lesson to meet individual needs.
Reviewing Known Phonemes
Before each lesson flash all the phonic sound cards that have 
been learned, using the following procedure:
1. Teacher flashes the phonic sound cards. Pupil gives the sound 
for each card.
2. Teacher shuffles the cards and gives the sound of each letter 
(one at a time). The pupil gives the name of the letter and 
writes it (Traub, 1973, p.23).
Five Steps in Each AVT Lesson (Job Sheet a)
1. Speech. Tell the student to assume an initial consonant position 
holding breath pressure. Demonstrate a vowel position inaudibly. 
Have the student release the breath through the shape opening (vowel 
position) you have demonstrated.
2. Spelling drill. Give the student a pencil and paper. Dictate a 
word, waiting at each articulatory position until the student writes 
the letter symbolic of that position before moving on through the 
word.
3. Blackboard drill. Write a consonant on the board. Have the stu­
dent assume the proper articulatory position and hold breath pres­
sure. Next, write the vowel having the student release breath and 
sustain the vowel, thereby executing a consonant vowel transition. 
The vowel should be sustained until a final consonant or consonant 
combination is written. The student should then complete the pro­
nunciation.
4. Pointer control. Using the printed lists, point to the first let­
ter of the word. Have the student assume that articulatory posi­
tion, holding breath pressure. Next, point to each letter within 
the word —  avoiding any particular cadence —  with the student
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transitioning from consonant to vowel to consonant throughout 
the word.
5. Tachistoscopic drill. Using two cards, cover the practice words. 
Flash them singly, allowing the student to identify each audibly. 
Occasionally have the student write down the flashed word and 
sound it out. This will assure that the student is not merely 
guessing through form recognition, unaware of the word’s individ­
ual parts (Youngberg & Lang,"Consonant-Vowel Blending, 1975).
Adapt these steps to each individual lesson. Further instructions 
are given in this manual as the student progresses through the job 
sheets.
Job Sheet "b" Directions
Pencil should be used so that mistakes can be erased. The student
should:
1. Say the word slowly,as in AVT,while looking at it.
2. Say the word slowly, as in AVT, while he traces the letters with 
his finger. Say the word again.
3. Write the word in the air, saying it slowly as in AVT. Say the 
word at normal speed.
4. Copy the word on the job sheet, saying it slowly as in AVT. Say 
the word at normal speed.
5. Spell the word orally while looking at it. Say the word.
6. Look at the word and lock in memory.
7. Spell the word orally without looking at it. Check. (If he cannot 
spell it correctly, repeat steps 2 and 5.) Say the word.
8. Cover the word and write it on the job sheet from memory, saying 
the word slowly as in AVT. Say the word. Check to see if it is
correct
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9. Write the word with eyes averted. Check.
10. If incorrect, repeat the above steps.
11. Homework activity: Use each word in a sentence (orally). Par­
ents may help the child to write it down.
*With some students it may not be necessary to do steps 3 and 9.
When beginning the next lesson, check to see if the child knows 
(or can read) the words from the previous lesson. If not, repeat 
steps 1-9, using the same words.
When the student gets to the point where he can move through 
steps 1-10 without error on three consecutive "b" job sheets, the 
steps can be reduced to 1, 7, and 8. If an error is made, repeat on­
ly steps 1, 7, and 8.
(There is another copy of job sheet "b" directions in Appendix 
D that is suitable for photocopying. This can be sent home so that 
parents can work with their child on job sheet "b.")
Additional instructions for "b" job sheets with letter practice:
Trace each cursive and manuscript letter with finger. Write 
them three times each, starting on dots. Then write them from memo­
ry, and lastly, with eyes averted.
Use the above instructions, where applicable, for all "b" job 
sheets marked with an asterisk (*).
Readiness for Lesson One
Before attempting these job sheets, the child should be acquaint­
ed with the alphabet. To prepare for lesson one, use the phonic flash
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cards and present the first nine letters (a, c, g, d, o, m, 1, t, h)
in the following manner:
1. The teacher shows the letter, and tells its name.
2. The pupil repeats the name of the letter.
3. The teacher makes the letter sound and the pupil repeats it. (Con­
sult the checklist for the proper sound of each letter.)
4. Covering the card, the teacher makes the letter sound and asks the 
pupil to tell the name of the letter represented by the sound.
5. The teacher then makes a large copy of the letter.
6. The pupil traces the letter, copies it, writes it from memory, 
and finally writes it with eyes averted.
7. The teacher makes the sound of the letter and asks the pupil to
write the letter that has that sound (Gillingham & Stillman, 1960,
p.41).
LESSON 1
a = /a/ Key Picture - apple
a. (Job Sheet a) The referant is "a terrible taste."
Teacher: The "Five Steps in Each AVT Lesson" may be incorporated 
into each lesson at the teacher’s discretion. Before doing this 
lesson, review the pronunciation of the sounds m, h, _t, d̂  1_, £, 
and jc. The AVT diagrams and directions for job sheets 2a, 3a, 4a, 
6a, 7a, 8a, and 9a may be used, if needed, for additional explana­
tion. Use strict pointer control on this job sheet (la), moving 
the pointer from letter to letter. The student must stay with your 
pointer as he says the sound of each letter. Remind him to form 
the vowel with breath released from the preceding consonant, e.g. 
"dad" not "duh-a-dud." As the student articulates a consonant he 
explodes it into the following vowel. He may be told, "When you 
move from the closed place (consonant) to the open place (vowel)
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push the breath pressure hard and loudly into the vowel so the 
sounds will stick together with no break." Using an extra, exag­
gerated force of breath where there are consonant-vowel transi­
tions avoids the break between sounds. When blending the conso­
nant and vowel sounds in the words tam, dad, had, lad, gag, cat, 
etc., there is no sound from the initial consonant until it ex­
plodes into the vowel. The student merely gets his mouth into 
position and builds up pressure when these consonants are pointed 
to, letting the sound out when the pointer reaches the vowel.
When the pointer touches the initial m in mat, a humming sound is 
made. Blend the m and the vowel with an extra force of air. Vary 
your speed of pointing to keep the student alert. Remind him that 
his eyes control his "talking machine" (mouth). There should be 
a continuous flow of sound as each letter is pointed to. No sneak 
breaths are allowed. The word families at the bottom of the page 
should be read downward so that the pattern may be observed.
Student: When you say /a/ it sounds like you tasted something bad. 
Your facial expression looks that way, too. The lips are pulled 
to the side, your tongue is flattened and half way between the 
top and bottom of your mouth, and the sides of your tongue pro­
trude "between your teeth. Say it again /a/ (Youngberg & Lang, "C-V B," 
1975). The two squares on your job sheet represent the places 
for consonants.
b. (Job Sheet b) Follow Job Sheet "b" directions on pages 52, 53.
c. (Job Sheet c) Answers: (across) bag, that, ran, Sam, sat, nap, 
tack, man, tan, pack, land, wag, lap, strap, cat, quack
d. Dictation:
1. I am a lad.
2. Mac had the mat.
3. The lad had a tam.
4. Dad had a cat.
5. Dad a ham.
e. Phonetic Readers: Have the student read with strict pointer con­
trol. Then he should reread each selection at normal speed. As 
the student progresses through these lessons, strict pointer con­
trol may eventually be eliminated. The progress of each individ­
ual student will determine when. Adapt the suggestions listed 
under Supplementary Materials and Methods on page 25 (AVT Sequence 
Outline) to each lesson.
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LESSON 2
c -  /V Key Picture - cat
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control. Encourage the student to 
make a good explosion into the vowel. Remind him that no sound 
is made until the pointer reaches the vowel. When the "c" is 
pointed to, he positions his mouth and builds up pressure for the 
explosion into the vowel.
Student: When you make the "c" sound the back of your tongue cuts 
off the air at the roof of your mouth. Look at the diagram on 
your job sheet. Now pronounce the "c" while you look in the mir­
ror. Notice that an explosion takes place where your tongue touch­
es the palate in back of your mouth. The front part of your tongue 
tucks under (Ibid.).
b. Follow the job sheet "b" directions on pages 52, 53. Do this for 
every "b" job sheet marked with an asterisk (*).
Definitions of words marked with a +:
cam - a projection on a piece of machinery that imparts motion to 
another piece.
cad ~ a youth who does not act like a gentleman.
c. Answers: car, cookies, cup, can, cake, candy
d. Dictation:
1. Mac had a cat.
2. Cal _is_ mad.
3. The cat had the mat.
4. Dad had the cam.
5. The cad had a cat.
e. Phonetic Readers: Remember to use phonetic readers as explained 
in lesson one. Continue this throughout the lessons.
LESSON 3
hard g = /g/ Key Picture - gate
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a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control. Review the idea that in say­
ing vowels the mouth is opened, and when saying consonants, one 
closes the mouth or closes off air.
Student: The "g" is made much like the "c." Compare the two sounds 
Say Cal and gal (Ibid.).
b. Follow the usual job sheet "b" directions. If there are no addi­
tional instructions for "b" job sheets, this section will not be 
included in the manual from now on.
c. Sentences for the teacher to read:
1. Mag had a new coat.
2. Can Pat tag Nan?
3. Nan can gag Gad.
4. Nat can gag the cat.
5. She is a hag.
6. Dan did lag behind.
7. The gal was nice.
8. Gad is a son a Jacob.
9. The snakes might bite the gal.
The answers are the underlined words.
d. Dictation:
1. Gad will tag Mag.
2. The gal had a tag.
3. The hag will lag.
4. Mag and dad had a mat.
5. Gad had a hat.
LESSON 4
d = /d/ Key Picture - dog
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: When you say /d/ notice that the tip of your tongue is 
touching your gum ridge behind your front top teeth. It is made 
almost like I t /. Look in the mirror to see if your tongue is in 




dag - a heavy pistol, no longer used. Also: a loose hanging end.
d. Dictation:
1. Dad is mad.
2. Tad had a mad cat.
3. The lad had a mat.
4. Gad at a dam.
5. The mad hag had a tam.
LESSON 5
o - /o/ Key Picture - otter
a. The referant is "a yawn."
Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: The "o" says /o f as in otter. Since your mouth is open 
when you say it, is it a vowel or consonant? Yes, it is a vowel. 
Say the /o f as you yawn. Show your tonsils and shape your mouth 
like an "o." Be sure to depress your tongue and round your throat 
(Ibid.).
c. Phrases for the teacher to dictate:
1. got a log
2. had a tot
3. a hot cod
4. a hot cot
5. got a hog
6. at a dot
d. Dictation:
1. Mom and Tom got hot.
2. The dot is mod.
3. Doc had a lot.
A. The dog got a hog.
5. The log i£ at the lot.
Note: Words like log and hog are pronounced differently in various 
areas, e.g. log has these two pronunciations: I6g - as in hot, and 
I8g - as in law.
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LESSON 6
m = /m / Key Picture - mouse
a. Teacher; Use strict pointer control.
Student; When something tastes good, what do you often say? /m/. 
When making the "m" sound the lips will block the air from coming 
out. Since the palate is open, the air produces a nasal sound 
through the nose. Pinch your nose and say /m/. What happened?
The next letter after "m" will be a vowel, so you will open your 
mouth. The "m" sound will come out with the vowel. Keep with the 
pointer and your eyes will not get the letters out of order. Are 
you ready? (Ibid.)
b. Definitions;
cam - a projection on a piece of machinery that imparts motion to 
another piece.
lam ~ to flee
(Remind the student that he knows the meaning of words that many 
people do not know the meaning of, so he is really smart.)
c« The teacher reads the underlined words on this, and every, "c" 
job sheet.
d. Dictation;
1. Mom is mad.
2. I am Tom.
3. Mom got mad at the hog.
4. Tom got Dom a mat.
5. Mom is a mam.
LESSON 7
1 =  111 Key Picture - leaf
a. Teacher; Use strict pointer control
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Student: Put the tip of your tongue on your gum ridge (as in the 
diagram) and let out a fast stream of air. Do you hear the 
"1" sound? This time flip your tongue down when the air is about 
half used up. (The result is a neutral vowel.) Now get your 
tongue ready at the gum ridge and flip it into the vowel shape 
I show you. (Teacher: Use vowels "a" and "e.") Let's do pointer 
control on our job sheet. When I point to the "1" get your tongue 
ready at the gum ridge, and let it go when I point to the vowel.
Do not make any sound until the vowel is pointed to. The consonant- 
vowel blend should be sharply produced. Do not forget to hold out 
the vowel until the pointer mives to the next consonant. No sneak 
breaths are allowed! (Ibid.)
b. Definition:
lam - to flee (Remember?)
c. Answers: l . g  2. d 3. t 4. 1,1 5. d  6.d,g 7. t,t
8. d
d. Dictation:
1. The lad i£ hot.
2. A1 ijs a lad.
3. Cal has a log.
4. The lot has a dam.
5. The gal got a log.
LESSON 8
t= I t / Key Picture - top
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: We are going to try some whopper words that have the /t/ 
sound. Place the tip of your tongue tightly behind your front 
teeth and gums. You will hear an explosion behind your front 
teeth. Let's try it together. I t / .  You do not use your voice when 
making the /t/. Now follow my pointer. Remember to explode the 
"t" Into the vowel. Build up pressure, but do not make any sound 
until the pointer reaches the vowel (Ibid.).
d. Dictation: .
1. Dot had a tarn.
2. The tot got a dot.
3. Tom will tag Dot.
4. Tod got a mat.
5. The mat has a dot.
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LESSON 9
h = /h/ Key Picture - top
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: Take a deep breath and release the "h" into the vowel 
that I point to.
b. Definition:
hod - a wooden tray that has a handle
d. Dictation:
1. The hag had a hot hat.
2. Hal a hog.
3. The hog is hot.
4. The ham hot.
5. Hal is hot.
LESSON 10 
Review
Answers: (across) hat, log, cat
hog, tag, dog 
dot, mat, man
a. The referant is "That smells bad."
Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
vStudent: When you smell something bad, you may say /i/. To say 
/i/, open your mouth slightly and press the tip of your tongue 
against your lower front teeth. Raise your tongue high in the 
front. Shape your face like the picture on your job sheet. Check 
with a mirror. When you let out noisy air from your throat it 
should have an /i/ sound. Did it? Now practice the words on your 
job sheet (Ibid.).
LESSON 11
Key Picture - Indian
d. Dictation:
1. Tim lit a mit.
2. It is dim.
3. The mit did hit him.
4. Dig it, Tim.
5. Tim hid the mit.
LESSON 12
j - / j / Key Picture -jam
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: To produce /j/, put your tongue in the "t" position and 
let out air in a /zh/ position (Ibid.).
c. Answers: A lot of jam. ~
Jim did jog.— ~— j
Tom will jot.-—  -- ___________^
A1 did jig.------■““' ' n T
Jim and the jam--------- '
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d. Dictation:
1. Jim hit the jam.
2. Tim did jog and jig.
3. Jim had a lot of jam.
4. Dot did jot a lot.
5. The jam is hot.
LESSON 13
k - /k/ Key Picture - kite
Use strict pointer control.
The "k" sounds the same as the "c" sound.
c. Answers; First tic-tac-toe game: Draw a line through kite, king,
- ' key.





1. The kid hit Kim.
2. Kim got a hit.
3. A kid hit a kit.
4. The kid did jig.
5. Jim got a kid.
LESSON 14
ck = /k/ Key Picture - tack
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control. Point between the "c" and 
"k" in "ck" to indicate one sound.
Student: "ck" also sounds like /k/.
b. Further Instructions: "c" and "k" say (ck) separately and together
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When you hear a "k" sound after a short vowel in a one-syllable 
word it is usually spelled with ck. ck never begins a word (Traub, 
1973, p.132).
c. Answers: Jack will lack a tack.
Jim will lick it. 
Dick has the lock. 
Jack has a dog.
The jam is hot.
d. Dictation:
1. Jack did kick the jam.
2. Dick hit the dock.
3. The tack i£ hit.
4. Tom did mock him.
5. Dick got a lock.
LESSON 15
p = /p/ Key Picture - pencil
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: Close your mouth and build up pressure for the "p" sound, 
When I point to the vowel following the "p". let the "p" explode 
into the vowel. Do not make any sound until the pointer touches 
the vowel. Hold your hand in front of your mouth and feel the air 
pressure when the "p" explodes into the vowel. Let's try this to­
gether /pop/. Now follow my pointer on the job sheet (Youngberg & 
Lang, "Consonant-Vowel Blending, 1975).
c. Answers: 1. hop 2. pal
7. cap 8. pig 9. lock
3. hop 4. top 5. pat 
10. pal, hack
d. Dictation:
1. The cop did pat the pig.
2. The pod is hot.
3. Pam had a pom-pom.-
4. The top £f_ the pad is_ hot.




ch = /ch/ Key Picture - church
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control. Point between the "c" and 
"h" in each "ch."
Student: When you put "c" and "h" together you get a single new 
sound. To pronounce this new sound start with a "t" position 
with the top of the tongue at the front of the gum ridge. Let 
out the air in a "sh" position (Ibid.).
b. Definition:
chit -- a short note or letter
d. Dictation:
1. The chap had a chat.
2. The chap did chop the log.
3. Dick had a chick.
4. Did Jack and Tom chit-chat?
5. Tom did kick the chip.
LESSON 17
b = /b/ Key Picture - bat
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: The letter "b" is a closed consonant like the "p." The 
breath is closed off at the lips. Build up pressure on the "b" 
and explode it into the vowel. Do not make any sound when the 
pointer is on the "b" (Ibid.).
c. Answers: Color the baby, bottle, book, ball, and bicycle
d. Dictation:
1. The back of_ the dam ia big.
2. Dick did the job.
3. The tab is big.
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4. Bob had a bib.
5. The cob is hot.
LESSON 18
u - /3/ Key Picture - umbrella
a. The referant is "uh . . . uh." (Like when you pause while talking.) 
Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: The "u" is a very easy vowel. Relax your mouth and use 
your voice. Do hear the /u/? Look into a mirror as you practice.
c. Answers: Did the chum lug the mud?
The jug is cut.
Cal dug it up.
Dick got a mug and a jug. or Dick got a jug and a mug.
d. Dictation:
1. The jug is up.
2. Mom dug up the mug.
3. The gum jis big.
4. Dick is a chum.
5. The duck has mud.
LESSON 19
f - /f/ Key Picture - fan
a. Teacher: So far the student has had completely closed consonants 
where no sound came out when the pointer was on the letter. Then 
he had the letter "m” where the air came through the nose. Now 
the student will study a leaky closed letter. The "f" closes off 
air, but not tightly. Air leaks out while the pointer is on the 
letter. Extra air should be used in the consonant—vowel transi­
tion. Use strict pointer control.
Student: The "f” is a leaky consonant. To make the I f ]  put 
your teeth against your lips and add a rush of air. See the dia­
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gram on your job sheet. A rush of air from the /f/ leakage lets 
the vowel out. Hold your hand in front of your mouth as you do it 
(Ibid.).
b. Definitions:
fob - a small pocket on men's pants 
fop - a foolish or silly person
c. Answers: 1. fit 2. fib 3. fat 4. fig 5. Fog
d. Dictation;
1. The fog is bad.
2. The fig is big.
3. Did the hat fit?
4. The fib is big.
5. Did Rick pat the fat pig?
LESSON 20
r = /r/ Key Picture - rabbit
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: The "r" is made by tightly sealing the sides of your 
tongue against your gums, so that all breath and voice must pass 
through an opening in the front, just behind the gum ridge. The 
tip of your tongue flips down as your tongue moves into a vowel 
position. There is a narrow groove in the middle (Ibid.).
c. Answers; 1. rod 2. rich 3. rim 4. rat 5. rip 6. Rick
d. Dictation;
1. Rich Rick is fat.
2. The rim £f the rug did rip.
3. The rod and rock did it.
4. The rat bit the pig.
5. The cat did rip the rag.
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LESSON 21
n = /n/ Key Picture - nest
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: The "n" is pronounced by blocking the air with your 
tongue at the gum ridge. Leave your lips apart and use your voice 
The sound comes through the nose as does the "m" sound. Practice 
with a mirror (Ibid.).
c. Answers: 1. not 2. nag, man 3. can, nut 4. Jan, fun
5. pin, on 6. tin
d. Dictation:
1. The man is fat.
2. Did the dog nip Nat?
3. Don is not fat.
4. The bun is big and hot.
5. The pan is tin.
LESSON 22
e = /e/ Key Picture - egg
a. The referant is "Did I hear you?" /e/
Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: When an old grandpa or grandma can't hear you,what do 
they say? Have you ever seen them cup their hands behind their 
ears and say /e/? Pretend that you are old and say /e/. Look 
into the mirror and watch your tongue (Ibid.).
d. Dictation:
1. The pen is in the net.
2. Ten men met on it.
3. The pet can beg.
4. Rick is fed.




Follow the directions on the job sheet. The children may wish to color 
their pictures.
LESSON 24
s = /s/ Key Picture - sun
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student; Are consonants open or closed places? Yes, they are 
closed places. The letter "s" has a leaky closed place, as does 
the "f." When you make the "s" sound the air leaks through a lit­
tle hole behind your front teeth. Make sure there is some air 
pressure behind the leak and give an extra burst of air when you 
change from "s" to a vowel. Let's practice this on your job sheet 
(Ibid.).
c. Word list for teacher to read: (Answers are underlined.)
1. Rick 4. hiss 7. sand 10. condemn 13. serious
2. sick 5. sake 8. miss 11. saddle 14. beliefs
3. pail 6. cat 9. consist 12. mam 15. silver
d. Dictation:
1. Sam is in the sun.
2. Sam is such a sad man.
3. The sun set at ten.
4. Sal did sit on the tack.
5. I can sit on the sack.
LESSON 25
th = /th/ (voiced - hard) Key Picture - mother
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a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control. Point between the "t" and 
"h" in "th" to indicate one sound.
Student: Place your tongue on your upper front teeth. Make a 
buzzing sound that tickles your tongue. You just said hard th 
(Ibid.).
c. Answers: That mat is on top.
Jack will pick this hat.
Rick hit them.
Jack had that cup.
They got them to cut the rug.
d« Dictation:
1. That cat is back.
2. This is a big sack.
3. Sam got them to lug the log.
4. This is a fan.
5. Then Jack got a pet.
LESSON 26
sh = /sh/ Key Picture - shell
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control. Point between the "s" and 
"h" in "sh."
Student: The "sh" sound is also a leaky consonant sound. Make 
believe you are telling someone to be quiet by saying /sh/. Be 
sure your lips protrude (Ibid.).
c. Answers: 1. th 2. ch 3. sh 4. sh 5. sh
d. Dictation:
1. Dick can mash that.
2. The ship is red.
3. The shed is shut.
4. The dish is in the shop.
5. Cash the check, Dick.
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LESSON 27
w = /w/ Key Picture - wagon
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: The "w" sound (a vowel-like consonant) starts with a 
small opening like the vowel "oo." However, we consider it a 
consonant when it moves quickly away to let out a vowel (Ibid.).
d. Dictation:
1. Mick did win the ship.
2. The wig is on Sal.
3. I wish I can win.
4. Don has much wit.
5. Jack is With Hal.
LESSON 28
wh = /hw/ Key Picture - whistle
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control. Point between the "w" and 
"h" in each /wh/.
Student: The "wh" sound is a combination of the "h" and "w" 
sounds, in that order. Make believe you are blowing out a can­
dle when you pronounce /wh/.
b. To better acquaint the student with the dictionary, help him look 
up each of the new words. Read the definitions to him.
c. Answers: Pictures with /wh/: wheel, whip, wheat, whale
d. Dictation:
1. It is bad to whip a dog.
2. Which man is with dad?
3. When can Sal win the dish?
4. Which rug is in the shop?
5. When can Sam shut the shed?
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LESSON 29
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: "x" sounds like a quick blend of k£. Let’s say it to­
gether. Are you ready for the new words?
x = /ks/ Key Picture - box
c. List for teacher to read: (Answers are circled.)
( l )  Max <D sax
2. tack (S) exercise
<D ax 7. sake












1. Fix the ax.
2. Max can fix the box.
3. The fox is in back o£ the shed.
4. The ox has a big back.
5. Don is lax and did not wax the ax.
LESSON 30
y -  hi Key Picture - yarn
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: The "y" is another vowel-like consonant beginning in a 
position similar to short "i" or long "e." Exaggerate the glide 
between the "y" and the vowel in each word (Ibid.).
h. Definition:
yak - an ox in Asia
d. Dictation:
1. Yes, Don did win.
2. Did Jack get wet yet?
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3. The yam is in the pot.
4. The dog did yap at the cat.
5. A yak is big.
LESSON 31
v * /v/ Key Picture - Valentine
a. Teacher; Use strict pointer control.
Student: The "v" is like the "f" but it has a buzzing sound. 
(You use your voice.) Remember to exaggerate the sound so there 
will be no break between consonant V  and the vowel.
c. Answers: violin - yes tree - no vacuum cleaner - yes
bee - no vegetables — yes veil - yes
ball — no vase - yes fish - no
d. Dictation:
1. Val had a van.
2. Vic did not wish to get the vat wet.
3. The vet had a dog.
4. Val did vex the vet.
5. Which man sat on the van?
LESSON 32
z = /z/ Key Picture - zipper
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: The "z" is like the "s" but it has a buzzing sound. No 
breaks are allowed between the "z" and the vowel.
b. Definitions:
zax - a tool used for roofing
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zed - a metal box shaped like a "z" 
zel - a type of cymbal
d. Dictation;
1. Jack did zip the bag.
2. Val can zig - zag.
3. Zig is a whiz.
4. Tim can fix the zel.
5. The zax can fix that.
LESSON 33
s = /z/ Key Picture - nose
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control.
Student: The buzzing "s" has the same sound as the "z." (The word 
rtis is a contraction for it is.)
c. Answers: has, nose, rose, his, foes, those, hose, pose, those, 
mows, lose, grows, knows, sews, close
d. Dictation:
1. That is his.
2. Jack has a van.
3. Jim has as much vim as Val.
4. ’Tis a big box.
5. His van did whiz by.
LESSON 34
qu = ,/kw/ Key Picture - queen
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control. Point between the "q" and 
the "u." Point out that "q" and "u" always go together.
Student: The letters "qu" sound like /kw/ (Ibid.).
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b. Definitions:
quag - marshy land
quid - a suitable portion for chewing, e.g. a quid of tobacco
d. Dictation:
1. Val got the vet to quit.
2. The quiz is a whiz.
3. That man is quick.
4. That duck can quack.
5. Dan will quit.
LESSON 35
th = /th/ (unvoiced - soft) Key Picture - thimble
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control. Point between each "t" and 
"h."
Student: Place your tongue on your upper front teeth and let air 
leak between. Do not use your voice for the soft th sound.
c. Word list to be read by the teacher: (Soft th word's numbers are 
circled.)
1. then 2, that thing © think
5. there 6. them three 8. this
thrash 10. then 11. those thaw
13. thus (1̂ . thick <8> path 46i throat& thorn truth 19. writhe tenth
d. Dictation:
1. The thin dog had a bath.
2. The ax hit Beth.
3. Val led the men up a path.
4. Math is fun.








The ff - 11 - ss - zz Twins
Spelling Rule: Double _f, _1, ŝ, and ẑ in most one-syllable words after 
a short vowel (Orton, 1973, p.44).
a. Teacher: Now use strict pointer control on every third line, or 
as needed. If the student is ready, use self pointer control in 
between. (Self pointer control is the student using the stick 
to guide his own articulation.) Eye pointer control may also be 
used on some of the words. (Eye pointer control is the student 
using only his eyes as a pointer. However, he should read each 
letter at the same speed as in strict pointer control.) A sug­
gested procedure, at this point, is to start the lesson with strict 
pointer control. Then the student can try self pointer. If he 
does well with this, he may progress to eye pointer. If the stu­
dent makes a mistake, immediately go back to strict pointer con­
trol until he reads smoothly again. Adapt each lesson to the in­
dividual student.
d. Dictation:
1. The man fell in the pass.
2. That pill is red.
3. This doll is big.
4. The dull bell is a mess.
5. That cat will puff up.
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Two-Syllable Compound Words 
Key Picture - pigpen
LESSON 38
a. Teacher: On this job sheet the student will read the first syllable 
of each compound word, and then the second syllable. Lastly, he 
will read the complete word. This is done to help the student to 
realize that big words aren’t hard if he breaks them down. Use 
strict pointer control on every third line, or as needed. Eye and/ 
or self pointer may be used as explained in lesson 37.
Student: The compound words in this job sheet each have two conso­
nants that come right together. Sometimes one of the consonants 
is very quiet and you may think you have made only one sound, be­
cause when you come to each closed letter you stay closed until you 
reach the open letter. Only then you may let out any air (except 
with leaky consonants, and "m" and "n"1. Let’s practice your new 
words. After that, try your luck on the whopper words. If you can 
get your tongue around them you are ready for anything!
c. Answers will vary. Accept any feasible answer.
d. Dictation:
1. That bagman is mad.
2. Fill up the dishpan.
3. The man has a whiplash.
4. Catfish are wet.
5. Cal has a suntan.
LESSON 39 
Detached Syllables
a. Teacher: Have the student read the detached syllables. Be sure 
he stays with the pointer. Self and/or eye pointer control may 
be used every other line.
Student: The syllables that you will be reading are parts of 
actual words.
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b. The little train with a detached car is intended to illustrate the 
idea of a syllable that is detached from the rest of the word.
Side one of job sheet."b" has some detached syllables. The stu­
dent is to read and write each syllable, starting at the dot. The 
teacher should say each syllable in a word. Some suggestions may 
be found below:











On side two of job sheet "b" the student is to spell the syllables 























c. Nonsense sentences for dictation: (Additional help on punctua­
tion may be found on job sheet
1. The lum is mem. 156.)
2. That hap can dif.
3. What a big gog!
4. This pov fell off that siz.
5. Can bam med?
LESSON 40
Review - CVC Detached Syllables
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Syllables for Dictation;
1, jus 6. ret
2. riv 7. hom
3. fab 8. lob
4. cal 9. chas
5. dex 10. lib
LESSON 41
Two-Syllable Words
a. Teacher: Strict pointer control may be used as needed. Eye and/ 
or self pointer control may be used in between.
Student; The words on this job sheet have two consonants in a 
row, as did the compound words on job sheet 38. Remember to stay 
closed on each closed letter and let out air only on leaky letters 
and open letters. Sometimes the double consonants will make only 
half sounds. Are you ready? Good luck with the whopper words!
b. For additional reinforcement, the teacher may put the two sylla­
bles of each new word on two index cards. The child reads the 
first card, the second card, and then the two in sequence, blend­
ing them into one word. The two syllables may be juggled and the 
student can arrange them into a word (Traub, 1973, p.70).
c. Answers: bas.
b a n ^ ^ ^
> < r ' nel
ken— ^ ^ k e t
ln\ . ^^^-tim
v i c - ^ >' \
bon ■dex
rab-------------- bit
d. Dictation: After writing the dictated sentences the student is to 
draw a line between the syllables in each two-syllable word. (Di­
vide between middle consonants.)
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1. The man will have a cutjlet.
2. The napkin will rip.
3. Did Beth witness that?
4. The picjnic is fun.
5. The basjket had a tafcjlet in it.
LESSON 42
Initial Consonant Blends: s
Introduction (to be explained to student): Digraphs make one sound. 
Each sound of a consonant blend is heard, even though they are blend­
ed together. Job sheets 42-46 will present various types of initial 
consonant blends. The drawing of a blender on job sheets (b) 42-46 
represent the idea of blending consonants. Initial consonant blends 
are a group of two or three consonants blended before a vowel. The se 
quence used in presenting sample consonant blend words in job sheets 
42-46 is as follows:
1. Phonetic words with initial consonant blends followed by a
vowel and consonant. '
2. Consonant blend-vowel-consonant digraph
I
3. Consonant blend followed by ff-ll-ss-zz twins (Traub, 1973, 
p.73,74).
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control where needed, and self and/ 
or eye pointer control between.
Student: When reading the words with a consonant blend, start 
the "s" in the normal way. Hold your air pressure for the sec­
ond consonant and keep holding it while you pucker for the "r," 
if any. Release the consonants into the vowel (Lang, 1974).
b. On each "b" job sheet, say the blend first and then the sample 
word. The teacher may dictate each consonant blend before the 
student reads it, if necessary. Next, follow the usual job 
sheet "b" instructions. The sequence of presentation corresponds 
to the three points mentioned above.-
d. Dictation:
1. That skit was fun.
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2. The sled is on that hill.
3. Tell Bill to scrap the strap.
4. That slim man will smash the box 
5« Beth will stuff the sack.
LESSON 43
Initial Consonant Blends: 1
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control, where needed, and self and/ 
or eye pointer.
Student: When reading the _1 blends, get air pressure at the lips 
for closed consonants, get the tongue ready at the gum ridge when 
the "l" is pointed to, and let it go when the pointer points to 
the vowel. There will have been no sound until that time. The 
consonant-consonant-vowel blend should be sharply produced. For 
"cl" and "gl" blends, get some air pressure at the back of the 
tongue. Hold it, get the tip of the tongue almost up and flip 
it, letting out the vowel. (Demonstrate this for the student.) 
Notice this in the diagram below:
On leaky consonants, such as "f" and "s," keep the sound going and 
get your tongue ready behind the gum ridge for the "1." Flip it 
and let out the vowel (Lang, 1974). Let's practice.
cl and gl Blends
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Say the blend first and then the word, 
"b" job sheet instructions.
Continue with the usual
Dictation:
1. The class will have the sled.
2. Jack will not clap.
3. His flesh is as red as the sunset.
4. The glass fell as quick as a flash.
5. God bless you.
LESSON 44
Initial Consonant Blends: r
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control, as needed, and self and/or 
eye pointer control between.
Student: For br and pr blends - Whistle, puckering your lips. 
This is how you use your lips when saying these blends. Remem­
ber to tightly seal your tongue against your gums, so that all 
breath and voice must pass through an opening in the front, just 
behind the gum ridge. The tip flips down as your tongue moves 
into the vowel position. There is a narrow grove in the the mid­
dle (Ibid.). See the diagram on job sheet 20a.
cr and gr blends - Get air pressure at the back of the tongue as 
the diagram below shows. Tighten the muscles in your neck and 
jaw for the "r." Make no sound until you say the vowel.
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dr and tr blends - Notice the diagram below. Remember to let the 
sound go at the vowel, and not before.
fr blends - Start the "f" and keep it going. Pucker up for the 
whistle position (point to the "r"). Let out the vowel when it 
is pointed to.
thr blends - Start the "th" (tongue between teeth with air; teacher 
points between the "t" and "h"). Keep the "th" going and pucker 
for the "r." (Point to the "r.") Let out the vowel.
shr blends - Start the "sh." (A little bigger opening than "s."
"H" always means more breath.) Pucker for the "r." Let it out 
on the vowel (Lang, 1974).
b. Say the blend and then the word. Then proceed as usual.
d. Dictation:
1. The glass has a chip on the brim.
2. This grass is thin.
3. The press has a crack in it.
4. Sam will not drop that frog.
5. Trim this shrub.
LESSON 45
Initial Consonant Blends: w
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a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control as needed. Eye and/or self 
pointer control may be used in between.
Student: To pronounce _w blends, get your tongue into the posi­
tion of the first consonant. Then pucker your lips for the "w." 
Let the sound out on the vowel. Stay with the pointer.
b. Say the blend and then the word. Continue as usual.
d.. Dictation:
1. The man swam to his twin.
2. The dress has a twill top.
3. Will you dwell with him?
4. The brush will swish.
5. Can you swim?
LESSON 46
Final Consonant Blends
Final consonant blends will be presented in the following sequence:
1. Words starting with a consonant or consonant digraph, followed 
by a vowel and a consonant blend.
2. Words starting with a consonant blend, followed by a vowel and 
a consonant blend (Traub, 1973, p.75).
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control on every third line, or as 
needed. Use self and/or pointer control between.
Student: Since two consonants come together at the end of the 
words with final consonant blends, you may think you have made 
only one sound. Let's practice these new words.
b. Present each final consonant blend. Then dictate each sound to 
the student before he reads the word with that blend. The stu­
dent then practices the words in the usual manner.
c. Answers: 1. sand 2. dust 3. pond 4. milk 5. desk
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d. Dictation;
1. Mom will help dad.
2. I am fond of_ crisp crust.
3. The rabbit went thump, thump.
4. Lift that milk jug.
5. The French spent much time in the camp.
LESSON 47 
Adding s and ’s
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control as needed, and self and/or 
eye pointer control between.
Student: Some words have an s or 'js at the end. Read the words 
on your job sheet. Notice that the final ŝ sounds like the /z/ 
after a voiced consonant, and like an /s/ after an unvoiced con­
sonant. As you read the new words, decide whether to say the /s/ 
or /z/ on the final j3. Tongue movement is very slight between 
the last letter of the word and the added ŝ when t̂ comes before 
The air hisses, rather than puffs out. When a leaky consonant 
comes after a closed letter it only opens as wide as the leaky 
letter (Lang, 1974). See the diagram on job sheet a, which gives 
and example of what happens when s_ follows t.
c. Answers: Possessives - 1. This is Bob’s hat..
2. Frank has Jack’s dog.
3. The gals' cats are big.
4. Dan’s dog has a sock.
d. Dictation
1. Dick’s ship is red.
2. The tablet’s are Bob’s.
3. Cliff has six sleds.
4. The man’s hats are back.
5. Mom's dress has frills.
LESSON 48
ng * /ng/ 
nk * /nk/
Key Pictures - king 
sink
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a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control, if necessary, and self and/ 
or eye pointer.
Student; The /ng/ is a nasal sound as in "sing." To make the /ng/ 
tuck your tongue behind your lower front teeth and block off the 
air with the back of your tongue. Open your mouth as you say /ng/. 
Look at the diagram (Youngberg & Lang,"C-V B',t1975). The /nk/ sounds al­
most like /ng/. The "n" in the /nk/ is also made by blocking off 
the air with the back of the tongue. This puts the tongue into po­
sition for the release of the "k" (Lang, 1974). Notice the diagram.
c. Answers; top left - king top right - tank
bottom left - swing bottom right - sink
d. Dictation;
1. Bill rang the bell and sang.
2. The king sank the ship.
3. Thank the bank for that.
4. Hank clung to the sink.
5. The hunk stank.
LESSON 49
Review of Consonant Blends
Follow the directions on the job sheet. The student should be pro­
ficient in consonant blends before going on to the next lesson.
LESSON 50
Detached Syllables With Consonant Blends
Introduction; The detached syllables are from real words, and are 
presented in the following sequence:
1. Consonant Blend-Vowel-Consonant or Consonant Digraph
2. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant Blend
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c. Answers: 1. th 2. ch 3. ph 4. sh 5. ph
d. Dictation:
1. Phil is not a prophet.
2. The pamphlet has a graph.
3. Ralph sent a pamphlet to Phil.
4. The prophet will tell what will happen.
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control, as needed. Use eye and/or 
self pointer between. Point between the "k" and "n" in each /kn/ 
word. Explain that the "k" is silent.
Student: The "kn" makes the "n" sound. Remember the block air
your voice.
d. Dictation;
1. Val did not knit that.
2. The knot did not help.
3. Ralph had a knapsack.
4. Phil has a knack with graphs.
5. Knock when Phil comes.
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control as needed. Eye and/or self
pointer control may be used in between. Explain that the "g" is 
silent. Point between the "g" and "n" in each "gn" word.
Student: The "gn" also says /n/. The "g" does not say anything.
, Answers: 1. gnat 2. knapsack (best answer) 3. knit
\ knock 5. not
v"'\
LESSON 53
kn ” /n/ Key Picture - knot
with your tongue at the gum ridge. Leave your lips apart and use
LESSON 54
gn * /n/ Key Picture - gnat
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3. Consonant Blend-Vowel-Consonant Blend (Traub, 1973).
In lesson 51 you will see these syllables in words.
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control, as needed, and self and/ 
or eye pointer control in between.
Student: Follow the technique you have been using for initial 
and final consonant blends.
d. No dictation this time.
LESSON 51
Two-Syllable Words Using Consonant Blends
a. Teacher; Use strict pointer control when needed. Use self and/ 
or eye pointer control between.
Student: The words in this lesson have two syllables. You will 
recognize one of the syllables in each word.
d. Dictation:
1. Cal has nutmeg in his milk.
2. That traffic is a problem.
3. The man will inspect the windswept shed.
4. The trumpet is splendid.
5. That plastic pumpkin has an insect on it.
LESSON 52
ph = /f/ Key Picture - phone
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control as needed. Eye or self point 
er control may be used in between. Point between the "p" and "h"
, in each "ph" word.
Student: Make the "ph" sound like the "f" sound. Put your teeth 
against your lips and add a rush of air.
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d. Dictation:
1. The gnat will sting him.
2. The man will gnash his teeth.
3. Phil struck the gnat.
LESSON 55
wr = /r/ Key Picture - wrench
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control when needed. Between times 
use eye pointer or self pointer. Mention that the "w" is silent. 
Remember to point between the "w" and "r" in "wr" words.
Student: The "wr" makes the "r" sound. Remember that this is done 
by tightly sealing the sides of your tongue against your gums so 
that all breath must pass through an opening in the front, just be­
hind the gum ridge. The tip flips down as your tongue moves into 
a vowel position. There is a narrow grove in the middle of the 
tongue (Youngberg & Lang, "Consonant-Vowel Blending," 1975).
c. Tell the student to look for words with the "r" sound, as in red 
and wrench.
Answers: rack, rap, trick, Russ, rich, rock, trap, ring, wrath, 
Rick, track
d. Dictation:
1. The wren will rest on the branch.
2. Jack has written the test.
3. Phil did wring his wrist.
4. That is the wrong wrench.
5. Dad's wrath is strong.
LESSON 56
mb = /m/ Key Picture - thumb
a. Teacher: Use strict pointer control as needed. Use eye pointer
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or self pointer control in between. Point between the "m" and "b" 
in each "mb" word.
Student:
close your
The "mb" is another way of spelling the 
mouth and hum /m m m/.
n_itm sound Just
Answers: 1. pamphlet Ralph graph Phil
2. < knit knock gnat knot gnash
3. wrap wrong wring written
4. lamb limb thumb bomb
Dictation:
1. Dick has a numb thumb.
2. The dumb lamb is not big.
3. A bomb hit the truck.
4. That limb is big.
5. I have the crumbs.
LESSON 57
Review
gnat gnash Written thumK
Knapsack numK dum# Knob
Kreck French Knack Kxen
Knit tfring Krath lamK
crumK limK Knock tfrist
ph = f_ 
mb = m





a-e = /a/ Key Picture - cake
Introduction; Explain to the student that he can do a magic trick with 
the letter "e." When a one-syllable word ends in "e," that "e" gives 
him permission to use the name of the vowel in that word. Therefore, 
we call "e" the "permission letter." (Sometimes it is called "magic
e.") When "e" serves as a permission letter, it is alsays silent.
a. Teacher: In the next few lessons (58-64) the teacher will point 
to the vowel in each "magic e" word. At the same time the student 
will point to the permission letter "e." Use strict pointer con­
trol, self pointer, or eye pointer control on the other words on 
job sheet a.
Student: Read the following words. What happens when a permis­
sion letter is added to each word? e.g. at, ate.
b. In each "magic e" word, underline the vowel in red and draw an ar­
row from the permission letter to the vowel. The first one is done 
for the student. The words are then to be learned in the usual 
manner.
c. Answers: 1. tape 2. mad 3. hat 4. mat 5. sale
6. plane 7. bake
d. Dictation;
1. Jake ate the cake at the shed.
2. The fat man had a bad fate.
3. Jan got a cap and cape.
4. Can Sal take Jane the sale?
5. That fad will fade.
LESSON 59
e-e = /e/ Key Picture - Steve
a. Teacher: The teacher points to the vowel and the student points 
to the permission letter as each "magic e" word is read. (Teacher 
and student pointers). Use eye or self pointer control on the
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other words.
b. The student is to underline the vowel and draw an arrow from the 
"magic e" to the vowel that says its own name. Then proceed as 
usual,
c. Answer: 1. pet 2. Zeke 3. Eve 4. stress 5. mend
6. Steve 7. These
d. Dictation:
1. Eve and Steve came here.
2. These men run fast.
3. Pete will eke out his living.
4. The fete was fun.
5. Zeke has a cake to bake.
LESSON 60
i-e = /i/ Key Picture — nine
a. Teacher and student pointers on "permission letter" ("magic e") 
words. Use strict pointer control, self pointer, or eye pointer 
control on the other words.
b. Underline the vowels and draw arrows from the permission letter 
to the vowel. Then continue as usual.
c. Answers: .1. bit 2. like 3. ride 4. win 5. pile
6. still 7. tile
d. Dictation:
1. I came here none times.
2. Pete will write when he can.
3. The prize is a ride _t£ the next state.
4. Five miles is a long ride.
5. The bride has a big smile.
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LESSON 61
a. Teacher and student pointers on "permission letter" words. Use 
strict, self, or eye pointer control on the other words.
p-e = /of Key Picture - stove
b. Underline vowels and draw arrows from the permission letter to 
the vowel. Then continue as usual.
c. Answers: 1. smoke 2. note 3. hop 4. phone 5. choke
6. globe 7. bite
d« Dictation:
1. I hope that the rope is strong.
2. The red rose froze.
3. That stove has a note on it.
4. Jake strode home.
5. I will not quote Mr. Jones.
LESSON 62
u-e = /u/(yC) or /oo/ Key Pictures - cube (yu) 
flute (do)
a. Teacher: Teacher and student pointers on "permission letter" 
words. Use strict, self, or eye pointer control on the other 
words.
Student: Long "u" has two different sounds. It sounds like "you"
•(yu) in words such as cube, while in other words it has a long "oo1 
(53) sound, as in flute. Sometimes it has an in-between sound— - 
depending on the speaker (Orton, 1973).
b. The top half of the words on job sheet "b" have the /u/(yu) sound, 
the bottom half have the /oo/ sound. Underline the vowel and draw 
arrows from the permission letter to the vowel. Then learn the 
words.
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c. Answers: 1. cut 2. duck 3. cube 4. gun 5. use
6. fuse 7. mule
d. Dictation:
1. The mule is cute.
2. Here is a red cube.
3. That duke was here in June.
4. The fuse gave Mike a shock.
5. The tone of the.tune is not bad.
LESSON 63
"Magic e" Detached Syllables
a. Teacher and student pointers on permission letter words. Use strict, 
self, or eye pointer control on other words.
b. Again, the little train with a detached car symbolizes a detached 
syllable. Ask the student to try to think of words that have the 
syllables on the job sheet. Some examples are below:











Now the student should learn each syllable in the usual job sheet 
"b" manner. Have him say sentences that have words using the above 
detached syllables, e.g. nite - Dick will ignite the sticks.
c. Detached syllables for dictation: (Have child number his paper from
1-12). 1
1. cade 2. bose 3* pote 4. tude 5. dile 6. trive
7. tene 8. struse 9. nize 10. nate 11. node 12. tere
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Two-Syllable "Magic e" Words
LESSON 64
a. Teacher and student pointers on permission letter words. Use strict, 
self, or eye pointer control on other words. Remind the student to 
stay closed when he comes to two consonants in a row, releasing them 
both into the vowel with an explosion.
bo The little train has no detached cars because all the syllables in 
the job sheet are joined together, forming complete words. There 
are no detached syllables ("cars").
d. Dictation: (Divide the two-syllable words by drawing a line between 
them.)
1. I suppose the tadpole is inside the tank.
2. The entire ship is lost.
3. The bagpipe made a tune.
4. The king and his men will invade the entire empire.
5. That drink is impure.
LESSON 65 
"Magic e" Review
Words to be read by teacher: 1. kite 2. flute 3. here 4. cage
5. rope (Answers are underlined.)
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LESSON 66
ai = fa/ Key Picture - Pail
a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control. Return to 
strict pointer control when mistakes are made.
Student: Some vowels are formed by rapidly combining two simple 
vowels. They are known as "diphthongs." The two letters "ai" make 
a long "a" sound. Long "a" is a dipthong (Yo'ungberg & Lang,"Con­
sonant-Vowel Blending," 1975). The rule, "When two vowels go walk­
ing, the first one does the talking" applies to lessons 66-72. The 
name of the first vowel is the name of the couple (Traub, 1973, p. 
93). e.g. ai = a. The "ai" vowel is usually found at the beginning 
or middle of the word rather than at the end (Ibid., p.101).
c. Answers: 1. mail 2. pain 3, pail 4. tail 5. bail
6. sail 7. plain 8. ail
d. Dictation:
1. The snail has no tail.
2. The quaint shed fell.
3. This mail is Pete's.
4. Paint the chair.
5. The maid paid for the grain.
LESSON 67
ay = /a/ Key Picture - pray
a. Teacher: Have student use eye pointer control.
Student: The letters "ay" also form the long"a" dipthong (Youngberg 
& Lang, "Consonant-Vowel Blending, 1975). "ay" is usually found at 
the end of a word" (Traub, 1973, p.105).
c. Magic Squares - (Adapted from Childs, 1965.)
It is fun to make words from "Magic Squares," which use the new sound 
that has been learned. This is how they can be used: 1
1. Start in any square and move from one square to another to 
make a word.
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2. Do not jump over any square.
3. A letter from any square may be doubled.
Scoring:
Three points for each three-letter word
Four points for each four-letter word
Five points for each five-letter word - and so on...
He may earn two bonus points for each additional word he can think 
of that contains the vowel digraph on the particular magic square. 
These words need not be made up of the other letters on the square 
(Childs, 1965). (Also found in Traub, 1973, p.96).
d. Dictation:
1. The tray is in the way.
2. I must pay to take the subway.
3. Pray that Jake may say the best thing.
4. This day the hens will lay eggs.
5. Steve’s playmate has clay.
LESSON 68
ea = /§/ Key Picture - seat
a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control
Student: The two letters "ea" are a team. In this lesson, they 
say long "e." When you say /e/ you have a "sweet smile" expres­
sion. Your tongue is wide and close to the palate. The tip is 
at the base of the teeth (Youngberg & Lang, "Consonant-Vowel Blend 
ing," 1975) . Remember the rule "When two vowels go walking, the 
first one does the talking."
c. Answers: yeast, grape, peach, bean, wheat, grain, cream
d. Dictation:
1. Pete will not pick and eat the beans.
2. Please clean the seat.
3. The beach is east of_ here.
4. Jean will eat near the clean stream.
5. Jan will teach Jean to read.
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LESSON 69
ee = /e/ Key Picture - three
a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control.
Student: The "ee" team makes the same sound as "ea.” Do you remem 
her how to make this sound?
c. Answers: beast, Pete, squeak, athlete, screech, cheap, green, 
complete
d. Dictation:
1. Did Jean plant the beet seeds?
2. The queen made a long speech.
3. Did Pete see the wee bee?
4. The fleet went near the street.
5. I will need to keep that jeep.
LESSON 70
oa = /o/ Key Picture - road
a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control.
Student: What sound does the "oa" team make? Remember, "the name 
of the first vowel is the name of the couple." You will usually 
find this team at the beginning or middle of a word (Traub, 1975).
c. Magic Squares - Follow directions for lesson 67.
d. Dictation:
1. The boat had a load of oats.
2. Can the foam from that soap clean this coat?
3. The goat did groan.
4. The toast made Joan groan.
5. An oak tree fell on the road.
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a. Teacherr Have the student use eye pointer control
Student: The "oe" team also says long "o," and is usually at the 
end of a word.
LESSON 71
oe - /of Key Picture - hoe
c. Answers: load, mote, hole, coat, lone, soap, home, float
d. Dictation;
1. Joe weeks with a hoe.
2. Hoe broke his toenail.
3. Woe t£ him who stands on his tiptoe.
4. The doe ate and than ran from a foe.
5. The belt is made from doeskin.
LESSON 72
ie - H i Key Picture - pie
a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control.
Student; What sound does this team make? /i/. Notice how it is 
produced. (Look at the diagram on job sheet a.)
c. Answers: side, cried, white, prize, died, fine, mite, inside, 
slide, tie
d. Dictation:
1. The pie had a top crust.
2. Joan will lie in wait for the rabbit.
3. Joe's tie is green.
4. The dog may die.




Answers: 1. sail 2. play 3. pail, pale 4. seat 5. Pete's,
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ou *» /ou/ Key Picture - cloud
a. Teacher: Present the ou and ow cards together as the two ow's. 
Then teach the first one of the two in this lesson (Ibid,).
Have the student use eye pointer control.
Student: If I pinched you, what would you say? (Pinch the stu­
dent gently, if appropriate.) "Ouch" has our new sound right in 
the beginning of the word.
c. Answers: 1. ground, South 2. found, stout, scout, house
3. count, hounds 4. trout 5. cloud, round 6. sour
7. snout, flour
d. Dictation:
1. Our house is in the South.
2. The proud grouch sat on the couch.
3. His mouth made a pout.
4. Our milk is sour.
5. The round cake fell on the ground.
a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control.
Student: This is the second ow. The sound is identical to ou.
- LESSON 76
ow = ou Key Picture - owl
c. Answers: 1. clown 2. crowd, shout, loudly 3. Brown, down,
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town 4. mouth 5. down South 6. crown 7. pout, out
d. Dictation:
1. Can an owl growl?
2. The clown made the crowd scowl.
3. The cows will come in now.
4. How did dad plow the town?
5. The man will drown.
LESSON 77
er = /er/ Key Picture - fern
a. Teacher: Present the er, ir, and ur cards together. Introduce 
them as the three er's (Ibid.). Have the student do eye pointer 
control.
Student: This lesson has e£ words, ex is the most frequently 
used of the three er*s.(Ibid.). When doing eye pointer control, 
remember to treat er as one sound.
c. Answers: (Samples - Answers will vary.) 1. sister 2. whiskers
3. driver 4. singer 5. silver 6. paper 7. plumber
d. Dictation:
1. Her fern is green.
2. Bert will plant some herbs.
3. Herb found the subject and verb.
4. Perhaps the hermit will linger.
5. The stern sister had a temper.
Note: The word herb has two pronunciations - /erb/ and /herb/.
LESSON 78
ir = /er/ Key Picture - shirt
a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control.
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Student: ir has the same sound as er. The ir is the second most 
commonly used of the three er sounds (Ibid.).
c. Magic Squares - Have fun!
d. Dictation:
1. Those birds like to chirp.
2. The girl will take three skirts.
3. The dirt made the third girl squirm.
4. The first shirt is a birthday gift.
5. The birds like the birch tree.
LESSON 79
ur = /er/ Key Picture - nurse
a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control.
Student: ur is the least commonly used of the three er*s (Ibid.). 
Remember to treat ur as one sound when doing eye pointer control.
c. Answers: 1. third, Burns 2. bird, "Chirp, chirp."
girl, birds 4. Bert 5. fern, under 6. stern 
ver
d. Dictation:
1. Turn left at the curve.
2. Do not disturb us.
3. Ben will burn leaves near the curb.
4. Pete will furnish his house.
5. The spur will rip the fur.
3. first,
7. hurt, sil
igh = /I/ Key Picture - night
LESSON 80
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a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control.
Student: The igh is sometimes called the three-letter "i," for 
the three letters make the "i" sound when they are combined. 
Treat these three letters as one sound when doing eye pointer 
control.
c. Answers: top left - light top right - all right
bottom left - night bottom left - flight
d. Dictation:
1. This night is a sight.
2. The flight had a slight problem.
3. The high winds are nigh.
4. A bright light might help.
5. It is not right to fight.
LESSON 81
ar = /ar/ Key Picture - car
a. Teacher: Have the student use eye pointer control.
Student: When "r" teams up with "a," the "a" sounds different. 
We call this "r" bossy "r." Do you know why? Let's say the "ar" 
sound together.
c. Answers: 1. snarl 2. park 3. spark 4. barn 5. march
6. harmless 7. hard
d. Dictation:
1. The car did not jgo far.
2. Here are his marks.
3. The dog made a sharp bark.
4. A harp will not harm his ears.




Key Picture - corn
a. Teacher: 
Student:
Have the student use eye pointer control. 
Bossy "r" makes "o" sound different, too. Say the /or/.
d. Dictation:
1. Bert will order the cord for the porch.
2. The horn is worn out.
3. A stork was born last week.
4. A storm hurt the corn.
5. Jack went home for the torch.
LESSON 83
le = /s1/ Key Picture - bubble
a. Teacher: Present the endings ble, tie, pie, fie, die, kle, zle, 
gle— each on a separate card— before the student reads this exer­
cise with eye pointer control. Note: "When these endings follow 
a short vowel sound, the first letter of the ending is usually 
doubled (Ibid., p.124)." That accounts for bottle, sniffle, puzzle
Student: The "le" sound is a syllable ending. It says si (ul).
b. If the student still has trouble reading the "le" words on this 
job sheet, have him cover the ending with his thumb, read the 




1. The little bottle has apple drink in it,
2. The bundle fell and made a rumble.
3. The puzzle made the man with a fiddle giggle.
4. The handle of the paddle will wiggle.
5. Do not tattle and meddle.
LESSON 84 
Review
Words for dictation: 1. star tie 2. for gave 3. in sight
4. jun gle 5. out side 6. fur nish 7. sight less 8. her mit 
9. dis turb 10. arm chair 11. or bit 12. snif fie
LESSON 85 
"y" as an Ending 
y ■« a sound between /i/ and /§/ Key Picture - candy
a. Teacher: Present the appropriate endings on separate cards before 
each word is read with eye pointer control, e.g. Show the "ly" 
card and say the sound. Then the student should read the sound and 
the word, "manly." Next, show the "by" card. Have the student 
read this sound and the word, "hobby."
Sounds for separate cards: ly, by, vy, dy, fy, ty, my, ny, sy, py, 
ky. "When these endings follow a short vowel sound, the first 
letter of the ending is usually doubled (Ibid., p.130)."
b. Have the student read each typed new word without the ending. (He 
may cover the ending with his thumb.) Then he should read the 
whole word. Continue with the usual job sheet "b" instructions.
For older children: The "ly" may be introduced as a suffix. 
Definition of suffix - an ending attached to a word that will 
change the meaning of the word. The suffix "ly" means "in a cer­
tain way, or like." e.g. goodly - in a good way. An adjective 
becomes an adverb when "ly" is added, e.g. sad - sadly (Ibid,, p.
107
131)« Have the student do this to other words.
d. Dictation:
1. Daddy is happy with mommy.
2. The funny man is short and stubby.
3. Bobby ate the chunky, crispy candy.
4. That shelf is dusty.
5. The frisky dog is dirty.
LESSON 86
oo = /oo/ (li) Key Picture - moon
a. Teacher: Have the student read with eye pointer control.
c. Answers: top left - broom top right - stool
bottom left - spool bottom right - mushrooms
d. Dictation:
1. That room is too big.
2. The cartoons are funny.
3. The zoo has a coon and a baboon.
4. This pool is cool.
5. That poodle fell off the roof.
LESSON 87 
Hard - Soft c
C = /k/ (hard) Key Pictures - cup (hard)
c *= /s/ (soft) circle (soft)
a. Teacher: Explain to the student that "c" is usually pronounced 
like a "k," except when it is followed by "e," "i," or "y." Then 
it is pronounced like an "s." Take the student through the lesson, 
and have him read the words with eye pointer control, giving the
proper sound of the "c," and the reason. After the student under­
stands the reason, tell him to abbreviate the reason to "natural" 
or the name of the cue vowel (e, i, y). After this exercise have 
the student read the lesson in a normal manner (Lang, 1974).
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b. There are no hard "c" words on this job sheet because job sheet
#2 gives practice with hard "c" words. Hard "c" words are reviewed 
on job sheet "a" of this lesson. Job sheet "b" is intended to 
offer practice on new soft "c" words.
c. Answers; 1. c 2. k 3. c 4. k 5. k 6. c 7. c
8. e 9. k 10. c 11. c 12. k 13. k 14. K 15. c
16. c 17. c 18. k 19. c 20. c 21. k 22. k 23. c 
24. k (Note: This rule does not always hold. e.g. circle.)
d. Dictation:
Hard "c"-
1. The car came close to the curb.
2. This corn is in a can.
3. The clip is cute.
Soft "c"-
1. That nice game is ten cents.
2. Nancy has a fancy fence.
3. Val hurt her face at the circus.
LESSON 88
g = /g/(hard Key Pictures - glass (hard)
g = /j/(soft) page (soft)
a. Teacher: "g" is usually pronounced as in gate, except when fol­
lowed by "e," "i," or "y." Then it is pronounced as "j." Have 
the student read the words in this lesson with eye pointer con­
trol, giving the proper sound of "g," and'the reason. After he 
understands the reason, tell him to abbreviate the reason to 
"natural" or the name of the cue vowel (e,i,y). Then he may 
reread the lesson in a natural manner (Ibid.).
b. Hard "g" words were learned on job sheet #3. This lesson merely
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reviews hard "g" words, and is intended to offer practice with new 
soft "g" words.
c. Answers: 1. j 2. g 3. j or J 4. j 5. g 6. j 7. j




1. Gus had a grin on his face.
2. The gate is near a grape vine.
3. I gave the glass to Mrs. Green.
Soft "g"- (All the "j" sounds are spelled with "g.")
1. The ginger cake is huge.
2. Roger did not tell the age of the gem.
3. The cage is on the stage.
LESSON 89 
ge - dge
ge - dge = /j/
a. At the end of a word the "J" sound is usually spelled with ge or 
dge (Traub, 1973).
Teacher: Have the student read the ge and dge words with eye 
pointer control.
Student: Notice the rules for ge - dge on your job sheet.
c. Answers: 1. smudge 2. forge 3. fudge 4. bridge 5. badge
6. strangely 7. large
d. Dictation:
1. The badge is large.
2. Herb will lodge here.
3. The strange judge had a grudge.
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4. The huge cage is near the hedge.
5. Mom will urge Jack to cross the bridge.
LESSON 90
Review - Hard-Soft c and g
Follow the directions on the job sheet.
LESSON 91
oi = /oi/ Key Picture - coin
a. Teacher; Present the oi and o£ cards together. Mention that oi 
is usually within a word and ô r is usually at the end of a word 
(Ibid.). Begin trade-a-syliable (with teacher) in this lesson.
In trade-a-syllable a word is broken into natural divisions for 
pronunciation, not necessarily for writing (e.g. di-vi-dend).
The teacher says the first syllable, the student says the second, 
and the teacher the third, etc. A consonant must be left for 
the next syllable (e.g. di-vi-dend— not div-i-dend). When "r" is 
at the end of a syllable it is spoken in the following syllable 
also (e.g. "Mary" is spoken as Mar-ry).
c. Answers; l.f 2.s 3. sp 4 . p  5 . m  6. j 7.b
d. Dictation:
1. Joe will oil the joint.
2. Do not join that club.
3. The tinfoil is moist.
4. The point will spoil the coil.
5. This check is void.
LESSON 92
Key Picture - toyoy « /oi/
Ill
a. Teacher: Do trade-a-syllable with the student.
c. Answers: 1. Roy, toy 2. broil 3. Joyce, choice 4. boy,
coin 5. coil 6. Roy, employ, boy 7. oyster
d. Dictation:
1. The little boy might like the nice toy.
2. Roy will enjoy soy beans.
3. Mike found an oyster in Troy.
4. The convoy is near.
5. Jack will employ the boy.
LESSON 93
aw = /$/ Key Picture - saw
a. Teacher: Present the aw and au cards together as the two aw's
(Ibid.), aw is used for a final sound, or before a consonant, au 
is used before a consonant (Orton, 1973, p.88). Do trade-a-syl­
lable with the student.
d. Dictation:
1. I saw a hawk at dawn.
2. The ice will thaw soon.
3. I saw the squaw draw.
4. The claws on the cat's paw made Val squawk.
5. The law has a flaw.
LESSON 94
au = /8/ Key Picture - vault
a. Teacher: Tell the student that au is the second of the two aw's. 
Do trade-a-syllable with the student.
c. Answers: 1. hawk 2. straw 3. gnaw 4. Paul's fault
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5. haul, lawn 6. raw 7. Paul, jaw
d« Dictation;
1. Paul will haul the vault.
2. The cat may maul the dog.
3. Saul will launch a boat.
4. It is Paul’s fault.
5. Will the graveyard haunt him?
a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable. 
c. Answers are underlined:
A phone call came when I was at the mall. While there, I put 
salt on a small dish of French fries and ate them. After I had 
a malt drink and some walnuts. I left for home. My boy met me and 
told about the call. I went in the house to return the call, and 
had a nice talk.
Now I will clean the chalk off my dress and sprinkle the
cornstalks.
d. Dictation;
1. The small boy will call you.
2. Is that all?
3. Do not salt the malt.
4. The walnut cake is at the mall.
5. Do not talk now.
LESSON 95
al = I'd/ Key Picture - ball
LESSON 96
"y" as a Vowel (i)
Key Picture - gym
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a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable.
c. Answers: 1. It, is, myth, is, in 2. lynx, cyst, his 3. will,
gyp, Dick, system 4. Syntax, is, English 5. cymbals, Jill
6. Oxygen, is, important 7. lyric, is
d. Dictation:
1. The myth is funny.
2. This gym has a basketball goal.
3. The song lyric is nice.
4. The cymbals are loud.
5. This system needs help.
LESSON 97
Long Vowels in Syllable Division
a. Teacher: Remind the student that syllable division helps him to
decode words. Review the rules that (1) a word has as many syllables 
as it has vowel sounds, and (2) when two consonants come between 
the vowels, syllable division occurs between the consonants.
Now introduce words that are divided after a long vowel. First, 
teach the following short, familiar words where "e" and Mo" say 
. their name (long vowel sound) at the end of the word:
be we he she me go no ho so
Tell the student that the vowel at the end of a syllable will usual­
ly say its own name (long vowel sound). This rule does not apply 
to"magic e"words. With this in mind, have the student do trade-a- 
syllable with you on the new words on job sheet "a."






protect item fpjcus (Traub, 1973)
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d. Dictation:
1. The apron is at the hotel.
2. A basin can be found under the sink.
3. Did you begin the term paper?
4. Do not omit this pupil from the trip.
5. This is a time to rejoice.
LESSON 98
"ing" as an Ending
a. Teacher: Use trade-a'-syllable with the student. If he has any 
difficulty, have him cover the ending with his thumb, and read 
the first syllable. The teacher then reads the second syllable, 
and so on.
*Note: Technically (according to the dictionary), sour and flour 
are one-syllable words. If they were divided, where could you 
divide them? (sou/r flou/r?) That would not work, for every syl­
lable needs a vowel. Yet, they are pronounced as two syllable words 
Compare: flour, flower.
When adding "ing" to a "magic e" word, we usually drop the silent 
"e" before adding "ing." e.g. bake, baking, stroke, stroking.
d. , Dictation:
1. Stop that banging and honking.
2. Jack's fishing pole is long.
3. The yelping dog was tossing a ball.
4. The plane is landing soon.
5. The bell is ringing and ringing.
LESSON 99 
"y" as a Vowel (i)
y = /i/ Key Picture - eye
a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable.
Student: "Y" also has a long "i" sound.
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c. Answers: (Column l)-my try spry (Column 2)-Mike pie why
sigh type (Column 3)~fly glide deny prime tie light 
(Column 4)-satisfy style shy
d. Dictation:
1. My eye hurts.
2. The sly fox will try to sleep.
3. That type of dress is nice.
4. The spy got a lock.
5. Last July, a fly bit my arm.
LESSON 100 
VCV Spelling Rule
Be sure the student understands what root words and suffixes are. For 
additional practice in this, use worksheet #154. .
The "One - One - One" Rule
Words of one syllable ending in one vowel and one consonant double the 
consonant before adding a suffix beginning with a vowel (Orton, 1973, 
p.62). This is the Vowel-Consonant-Vowel (VCV) Spelling Rule. Excep­
tions: Never double "w" and "x."





2. big est 10. dtlhi: 20. ment 27. en
3 . ftf Yer 11. bltSfi C21. less 28. ish
4 . mid ist
yvc
12. stain 22. ing 29. able
5 . scot ish
.- vVC 13. creep
r
23. ness 30. ed





25, ence 32. int






33. tan + ing = tanning 3 8 . big + est * biggest
34. rust + ed = rusted 3 9 . run + er = runner
35. clan + ish = clannish 40. spoon + ed = spooned
3 6 . skin + y = skinny 41. claim + ing = claiming
37. man + ly = manly 42. drift
LESSON 101 
Review
+ ed = drifted













a. Teacher; Tell the student that es is added instead of ŝ after ŝ  










1. Hie taxes are high in this town!
2. Those churches have benches outside.
3. Quizes are fun if you prepare for them.
4. The brushes are all right.
5. Dick rushes home each day.
ed = fe d / , /d/, /t/
LESSON 103 
Suffix ed
a. Teacher: Explain that when something happened in the past you 
add ed_ to the verb. Remind the student that if you can touch it, 
it is a noun. If you can do it, it is a verb (Traub, 1973, p.162). 
ed has three sounds: /ed/, /d/, and /t/.
1. /ed/: a separate syllable after d_ or t̂. e.g. melt, melted; 
hint, hinted.
2. /d/: a blended final sound after a voiced consonant (or a final 
vowel sound), e.g. sail, sailed; pray, prayed.
3. /t/: a blended final sound after an unvoiced consonant, e.g. 
jump, jumped; whip, whipped. (Orton, 1973, p,61).
Explain the above rules; then use trade-a-syllable. The job sheets 
have two sample words for each of the three sounds of ed.
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b. The numbered groups of words on job sheet "b" correspond to the 
numbered rules on page 114.
c. Answers will vary.
d. Dictation:
1. The butter melted last night.
2. Jack spelled the name incorrectly.
3. Mr. Smith rushed home.
4. The clip pinched me.




a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable.
c. Answers: boy - boyish
settle - settled, settler, settlement 
big - bigger, biggest, bigness 
drink - drinker
complete - completed, completeness 
wax - waxes, waxed, waxer, waxless
d. Dictation:
1. The farmer will farm this year.
2. The boiler may boil over.
3. This beginner will begin next week.
4. The skater will skate fast.
5. The same complainer may complain soon.
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Final i-e Unaccented Syllables
LESSON 105
a. Teacher: Before doing this lesson, the student should be acquaint­
ed with the idea of accented and unaccented syllables. Refer to 
the schwa sound. Job sheet 134 will give additional practice, if 
needed. Use trade-a-syllable. Note that the "permission letter" 
ê is not working this time. If the student has difficulty de­
ciding whether to give the final syllables an /i/ or /s/ (uh) sound, 
consult job sheet 105b.
Student: Final i-e unaccented syllables often have a short "i" 
sound (sometimes "uh") for the vowel (Orton, 1973, p.71).
c. Answers: 1. native 2. exquisite 3. famine 4. office
5. massive 6. justice 7. examine
d. Dictation:
1. The native is very active.
2. A famine bothered the whole nation.
3. The massive problem seemed too big to help.
4. Examine the contents of that box.
5. Justice will be done.
LESSON 106 
Review
Follow directions on the job sheet. Answers will vary.
LESSON 107
tch = /ch/ Key Picture - crutch
a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable.
Student: At the end of a word or syllable, following a short vowel, 
tch is usually used Instead of ch. Exceptions to this rule are
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words like sandwich, such, rich, attach, much, which, and ostrich.
c. Answers; 1. chin 2, pitch 3. inarch 4, hatch 5. pitcher
6. branch 7. blotch 8. ouch 9. chop 10. clutch
11. starch 12. thatch
d. Dictation:
1. Fill the pitcher with liquid.
2. The bug made Jack's arm itch.
3. The pants need a patch over the blotch.
4. The witch swept the steps with her broom.
5. Make a sketch of a Dutch girl.
LESSON 108
ew = / OS'/ (u) Key Picture - screw
a. Teacher: Have the student read the one-syllable words at normal 
speed. Use trade-a-syllable on two-syllable words.
Student: The ew in this lesson has an /do/ sound, as in moon.
c. Answers: 1. The player threw a ball. 2. Jack blew the bubble.
3. Those birds flew south. 4. He has a new screw. 5. Chew 
• that food well.
d. Dictation:
1. The new crew flew west.
2. Jake threw the screw down a hole.
3. The man slew the lamb.
4. Do you chew gum?
5. The wind blew hard.
eigh = /a/ Key Picture - sleigh
LESSON 109
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a. Teacher: Have the student read the one-syllable words at normal 
speed. Use trade-a-syllable on two-syllable words.
c. Answers: 1. weight 2. tail 5. freight 7. eighth
9. sleigh 10. apron 11. weigh 12. plate 13. cake
d. Dictation:
1. My neighbor has eight cats.
2. The freight cars are large.
3. This sleigh goes fast.
4. James is underweight.
5. Mike weighs eighty-eight pounds.
LESSON 110
eu = /u/ Key Picture - Europe
a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable.
Student: All our new words have the /yu/ sound except sleuth, 
which has the /oo/ sound.
b. Definitions:
euphony - a sound that pleases the ear 
sleuth - a detective
c. Answers: 1. cute 3. feud 5. neuron 7. neutral 8. compute
10. feudal 11. confuse 12. euphony 13. flute (According to 
Orton C1973, p.74] the /oo/ sound in flute is a type of long "u" 
sound.)
d. Dictation:
1. The man was neutral on the subject.
2. Sam went to Europe last year.
3. The three nations had a feud.
4. This man will read the eulogy.
5. A euphony has a pleasing sound.
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LESSON 111
a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable where appropriate.
Student: The words in this lesson follow the rule: " i  before e_ 
except after £." Mnemonic: The i  comes first - "_I am the chief 
(Traub, 1973, p.166)."
ie = /e/ Key Picture - priest
c. Answers: 1. field 2. Pete 4. seat 6. yield 7. brief
9. street 10. relief 11. wheat 12. sleep 13. chief
d. Dictation:
1. The priest gave a brief talk.
2. The thief stole eighty gems.
3. Our belief is not new.
4. Her shriek is too loud.
5. Yield the right of way.
LESSON 112
tion = /shun/ (sometimes /chun/, as in question) Key Picture - fraction
a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable.
c. Answers: 1. ration 2. plantation 3. section 4. mention
5. friction 6. lotion 7. station
d. Dictation:
1. This tire has no traction.
2. Turn right at the junction.
3. The nation will ration food.
4. We must take quick action.
5. This lotion smells sweet.
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LESSON 113
a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable.
Do you remember the rule, "i_ before _e except after c?" 
six words in lesson follow that rule. The last four 
exceptions to the rule.
c. Answers: 1. ceiling 2. chief 3. receive 4. field
5. conceive 6. thief 7. tier 8. belief 9. conceit
10. priest 11. deceit 12. yield 13. deceive 14. grief
d. Dictation:
1. The man might deceive her.
2. Neither Rick nor Tom had a vacation.
3. We will receive it Sunday.
4. The weird man may seize it.
5. Never practice deceit.





ue « / u/ (yii) Key Picture - argue
a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syllable.
Student: The ue in this lesson has the /u/(yti) sound, as in you, 
NOT the /do/ sound, as in moon.
c. Answers: 1. Mom and dad did not argue.
2. We will continue that later.
3. Please rescue the drowning swimmer.
4. Remember to give me a cue.
d. Dictation:
1. The boys will argue.
2. The lifeguard did rescue the girl.
3. Continue your classes.
4. That cue is fine.





















ow = / o f Key Picture - crow
a. Teacher: Use trade-a-syliable.
c. Answers; 1. load 2. note 3. show 6. know 8. hoe
9. rode 10. slow 14. crow
d.' Dictation:
1. I know that the snow will blow.
2. Ito not throw the bowl out.
3. The plant grows slowly.
4. Show me the window.
5. The shadow is made by his elbow.
LESSON 117
sion = /zhun/ Key Picture - explosion
a.\ Teacher: Use trade-a-syliable.
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c. Answers: t. tion 2. sion
6. sion 7. tion 8. sion
12. sion
3. tion 4. tion 5. tion 
9. tion 10. sion 11. sion
d. Dictation:
1. Try this division problem.
2. The confusion came at the conclusion.
3. Jack needed a transfusion.
4. The explosion is a surprise.
5. The invasion caused confusion.
LESSON 118
ea = /e/ Key Picture - bread
a. Teacher: Use trade-a^-syllable where appropriate. You may wish to 
have the student read one-syllable words at normal speed.
d. Dictation:
1. The man liked the bread.
2. That thread is heavy.
3. I wish he had better health.
4. This dead man is deaf.
5. He meant everything he said.
LESSON 119
ew = /u/(yu) Key Picture - "Mew, Mew"
a. Teacher: Whistle-a-syllable may be introduced at this point. The 
student will read each syllable, whistling between each syllable.
If he cannot whistle, he may blow between each syllable, e.g. 
ex (whistle or blow) plo (whistle or blow) sion. There is no need 
to whistle or blow between one-syllable words.




. For contrast and review, most of the ew words in sentences 1-6 
have the /oo/ sound. When the student writes his own sentences 
at the bottom of the job sheet, tell him to use ew words that 
have the /u/ sound, as in mew.
Answers: 1. screw, brew 2. crew, flew, yew 3. blew, stew
4. chew 5. slew,threw 6. drew
d. Dictation:
1. A few boys will hew the logs.
2. The grass is wet with dew.
3. This stew is nice.
4. The new kittens mew.
5. The vacation will renew his health.
LESSON 120
ue = /oo/(u) Key Picture - glue
a. Teacher: Have the student do whistle-a-syliable (or blow-a-syl- 
lable).
Student: Notice that the ue words in this lesson have the /oo/ 
sound instead of the /u/(yii) sound.







1. The blue sky is overhead.
2. Is that the true story?
3. Glue this for me.
4. Sue will pursue her.
5. The fine is due.
LESSON 121
ind, ild £i = /£/) Key Pictures - rind, child
a. Teacher; Have the student do whistle-a-syllable (or blow-a- 
syliable).
d. Dictation:
1. The wild child is not mild.
2. He will grind it for her.
3. The blind man is also deaf.
4. Did the kind man find it?
5. Order three pints of drink.
LESSON 122
old, olt, Key Pictures - gold, bolt
oil, ost (o = /o/) scroll, post
a. Teacher; Have the student do whistle-a-syllable (or blow-a- 
syllable).
c. Answers; (Answers are underlined.)
The old man took a stroll down the street. He met a bold 
colt who ran by, giving the man a jolt. Most old men would scold 
sucH a bold colt, but this old man did not.
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d. Dictation:
1. The old man will scold her.
2. Be bold when you go.
3. The colt gave me a jolt.
4. He will stroll in the park.
5. The dog did roll over.
LESSON 123
oo = /oo/(u) Key Picture - hoof
a. Teacher: Have the student do whistle-a-syllable (or blow-a- 
syliable).
c. Answers: 1. booked 2. goodness 3. hoodless or hooded
4. hookless or hooked 5. looker or looked 6. footless or 
footed 7. wooded 8. crooked
d. Dictation:
1. The book shook him up.
2. Hestood on his sore foot for ten seconds.
3. The cooking is good.
4. Jack took some new fishhooks.
5. Look at that.
LESSON 124
ei = /a/ Key Picture - reins
a. Teacher: Have the student do whistle-a-syllable (or blow-a- 
syllable).
b. Definition:
skein - A quantity of silk, yarn, thread, etc. put up after it is 
taken from the reel.
d. Dictation:
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1. The reins came off.
2. Her veil had white lace.
3. The king will reign for a long time.
4. Did he like the chowmein?
5. His vein is sore.
LESSON 125
ui = /u/ Key Picture — fruit
a. Teacher: Have the student do whistle-a-syllable (or blow-a- 
syllable).
d. Dictation;
1. This fruit is good.
2. Did you bruise his arm?
3. Jack has ten suits.
4. The army will recruit them.




Key Picture - mansion
a. Teacher: Have the student do whistle-a-syllable (or blow-a- 
syliable).
c. Answers: tension, pension, pretension, compulsion, propulsion,
suspension, extension, expansion
d. Dictation:
1. The tension in his job is small.
2. How is the propulsion in the jet?
3. The old man has his pension.
4. The church has a new extension.
5. The expansion of the club is large.
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LESSON 127
ou a too / GO Key Picture - soup
a. Teacher: Have the student do whistle-a-syllable (or blow-a- 
syllable).
Student; Route and wound are sometimes pronounced with the ou 
sound, as in cloud. In this lesson, pronounce them with the 
/oo/ sound.
c. Answers: 1. Louis joined the youth group.
2. Baby Lou has the croup.
3. The ssou£ tastes good.
4. The salt water made the wound sting,
5. The circus troupe followed the southern route.
6. The clay was soupy.
d« Dictation:
1. That soup is not good.
2. This group is made up of youth.
3. The wound is sore.
4. Lou likes soupy things.


























ea = /a/ Key Picture — break in chain
a. Teacher: Trade-a-syllable solitaire may be done by the student 
at this point. He will say words by syllables, trading syllables 
with himself instead of with his teacher, e.g. (stu.)(stu.)(stu.)
mis con strue
d. Dictation:
1. The great chief is here.
2. Break the link if you need to.
3. This steak is broken.
4. At daybreak, the trip began.
5. Beefsteak is sold at the store.
LESSON 130
ou = fo f Key Picture - four
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
d. Dictation:
1. Fourteen men went to court.
2. Pour the milk this way.
3. He sings with soul.
4. The course is hard.
5. Do not mourn for him.
LESSON 131
ie = /e/ (as an ending)
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
d. Dictation:
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1. Millie and Willie came late.
2. That is Susie.
3. Frankie is going now.
A. Here is Dickie.
5. Winnie joined the Brownies.
LESSON 132
Short Vowel Sounds with r or rr
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
Student: In some cases, "r" does not modify vowels. (It is not 
"bossy.") This lesson has some words that have short vowel sounds 
in spite of the "r" that follows.
c. Answers: 1. carrot 2. ferry 3. sparrow 4. berry





1. The man will carry that.
2. This berry is very nice.
3. The farmer will irrigate his crops.
4. That carrot is old.
5. Sparrows sing a lot.
LESSON 133
or = /er/ Key Picture - worm
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire, 
c. Answers: worse, mayor, worth, worry, world, worst, word
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d. Dictation;
1. This word is not hard to read.
2. When did Jake go to work?
3. The worst is over.
4. The world is round.
5. Why worry? It could be worse.
LESSON 134.
Schwa (a) - The Lazy Vowel
9-/V/
Teacher: Draw a schwa on the board as you say something like the fol­
lowing: "This is the symbol for the schwa. You may think of it as a 
lazy vowel. It is found in words that have more than one syllable.
Say banana. Did you hear an /uh/? Say banana again and listen. Did 
you hear it? The /uh/ is the schwa sound. You would expect the a_ in 
banana to say /a/ and not /uh/, wouldn’t you. You will find the /uh/ 
Ĉ ) in the syllables that are not stressed. Which syllables are not 
stressed in banana? Write an accent mark (') on the stressed syllable 
Notice that the unstressed (unaccented) a’s in banana are so lazy that 
they just say /uh/. What does the £i in the accented syllable say? /a/ 
Find the schwa sound in table. Now do your job sheet.
sepy a rate dan/age
& qual tu/ man
/ /mod el ap pie
dis*̂  tant picW^ le
cab/ in a bout/
con fuse7 /a pron
a round' a lone /
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LESSON 135 
ou - Plus Silent 1
ou = /cJ6/ (u )
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire. Explain 
contractions if the student is not familiar with them. Job sheet 
#155 will help.
d. Dictation:
1. She could not go.
2. Should I bake the bread now?
3. He wouldn’t do that.
4. Couldn’t I play ball?
5. Ned would do that soon,if he could.
LESSON 136
o = /u/ Key Picture - onion
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
!
c. Answers:
The month of May marks the time when summer begins to come. 
Early on a Monday morning a dozen sons meet in front of a house. 
All of them are going on a wonder trip to the beach. The sons 
will enjoy making a pile of sand that seems to weigh a ton. Be­
fore day is done, the sun will get hot, so the boys will need a 
cover. Mother will be happy when the children come home.
d . Dictation:
1. The son drove a two ton truck.
2. No wonder he is late.
3. Three dozen eggs will be fine.
4. Would Jack cover the news this month?











= /tfv/ or /oov/ Key Pictures - glove, moving van
Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire. The first 
row of new words has the "u" sound, the second row, the "oo" sound.










1. I love those gloves.
2. Do not cover.
3. Joe will move next week.
4. Things might improve if he moves.
5. Cover the jars before the ants discover them.
LESSON 138
/k/ Key Picture - school
Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
Answers: 1. Christmas, Christ 2. schoolboy, chorus 3. Chrome,
headache 4. schools, schoolroom 5. scheme 6. ache
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d. Dictation
1. The school chorus is great*
2. The schoolboy devised a scheme
3. His headache is bad.
4. The chrome fender is dented.
5. The schoolroom has a Christmas tree
LESSON 139
ear = /er/ Key Picture - earth
a. Teacher; Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
c. Answers: 1. earn 2. heard 3. pearl 4. Earl 5. early 6. earnest
7. learn 8. earth 9. search
d. Dictation:
1. Earl heard a good story.
2. Joe will earn a prize.
3. What on earth is he doing?
4. Jack will search earnestly
5. Earl will go early.
LESSON 140
ey = /e/ Key Picture - monkey
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire
d. Dictation:
1. The monkey ate the honey.
2. How much money is that?
3. This donkey eats too much.
4. The journey is long.












ar = /er/ Key Picture
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
c. Answers: 1. ard 2. lar 3. lar 4. ward 5. lar
7. tard 8. lar 9. ard
d. Dictation:
1. His collar is on backward.
2. The scholar will charge ten dollars.
3. The beggar is by the pillar.
4. The lizard climbed the poplar tree.
5. The custard is standard.
LESSON 143





a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
d. Dictation:
1. The chef is in Chicago.
2. He had a chevron on his sleeve.
3. This chef has a mustache.
4. The chic gentleman is from Michigan.
5. That chic gentleman wears a mustache.
LESSON 144
ou = /u/ Key Picture - country
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
c. Answers: 1. country 2. couple 3. cousin 4. double
5. famous 6. southern 7. touch 8. trouble 9. young 
10. youngster
d. Dictation:
1. The boy made double trouble.
2. A couple ropes will touch the plant.
3. His cousin is young.
4. The youngster loves the country.
5. The young singer is famous.
LESSON 145
gh = /f/, /g/ and silent
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
Student: The gh combination has three sounds: /f/ as in rough, 
/g/ as in ghost, and it's silent in words such as dough. (Per­
haps you could call that two sounds.) Job sheet "b" has the new 
words catagorized under the proper gh sound.
c. 4. £
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Answers: 1. silent 2. f 3, g
7. g 8. silent 9. g 10. f
5, silent 6. f
d. Dictation: (All j> sounds are spelled gh.)
1. The ghetto is rough and tough.
2. That is enough dough.
3. Jack says he saw a ghost.
4. His laugh is ghastly.
5. Although he is late, he did enough.
LESSON 146
ci = /sh/ / Key* Picture - glacier
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
c. Answers: The Queen of England is a special person in her country. 
She is gracious and kind. At special times she wears an ancient 
crown that is made with precious jewels. At social parties the peo­
ple appreciate her happy smile. It would be nice to have sufficient 
money to be able to visit her castle. The Queen must have a good 
conscience to handle the financial matters of her country.
d. Dictation:
1. The special official is here.
2. Joe has financial problems.
3. That ancient vase is precious.
4. He has a clear conscience.
5. The gracious lady appreciates the social outing.
LESSON 147
ey * /a/ Key Picture - they
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
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c. Answers: 1. Whey 2. "Hey," they 3. prey, grey hound
4. survey, obey 5. convey
d. Dictation:
1. Hey, how are they?
2. She threw out the whey.
3. Will he obey the sign?
4. The bird flew after its prey.
5. The survey showed a need for study.
LESSON 148
ui = I I I Key Picture - build
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
d. Dictation:
1. This builder built that building.
2. The guild started the art show.
3. He felt no guilt for taking the quilt.
4. The new guitar was just built.
5. Did she feel guilty?
LESSON 149
gu = /g/ Key Picture - guard
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
c. Answers: 1. guard, guitar, guards 2. guide 3. guild
4. Guile 5. guess 6. guilty
d. Dictation:
1. I guess he will guide them.
2. The guard will not let him out.
3. The guest will be here late.
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4. The beach has a new lifeguard.
5. The swindler uses guile.
LESSON 150
a = / S I(aw) or /o/ Key Picture - wasp
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syliable solitaire.
Student: The "a" has a special sound in the "wa" combination. 
(Notice that the "qu" in squash sounds like /kw/.) Sometimes this 
"a" is pronounced as /o/, and sometimes as /o/.
d. Dictation:
1. They want the squash.
2. That swan is sleeping.
3. The man will wash the rag.
4. Jack walked near the swamp.
5. Do not wander away from home.
LESSON 151
aught = /o/ + t Key Picture - daughter
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire. 
Student: The jjh is silent in aught words.
c. Answers will vary on this exercise, 
below:











1. They were caught by the officer.
2. The haughty man taught the class.
3. The daughter was naughty.
4. The lamb went to the slaughter.
5. This man is very distraught.
LESSON 152
ought = /Ql + t Key Picture - They fought.
a. Teacher: Have the student do trade-a-syllable solitaire.
Student: ought sounds the same as aught.
c. Answers: 1. aught 2. bought 3. brought 4. caught
5. daughter 6. distraught 7. fought .8. haughty 
9. naughty 10. ought 11. slaughter 12. sought
13. taught 14. thought
d. Dictation:
1. They ought to go home.
2. Jane bought a new quilt.
3. Jack and Jill fought after they fell.
4. I thought that he had brought it.




young u taught “o' guide i
guest e though o sought _o_
hey a prey _a_ touch u
guild i guile x bought jo_
ghost o rough u_ laugh
wad __o_ wand _o. whey a
thought ‘d dough o guilt i
built Ji_ caught Jo_ watch *5,0
guess _e_ grey I
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Note: The words that have jo as the answer are sometimes pronounced with 
an 5 sound, and vice versa. It varies from area to area. Accept o'or
Note: At this point, it is recommended that the student do the exer­
cises in the following AVT Booklets:
Simple Prefixes and Suffixes (Salmon)
Advanced Skills-Suffixes (Green)
Advanced Vocabularies (Green)
Vowel sounds may be reviewed with the AVT Vowel Flash Cards. Be sure 
to read the instructions that come with the cards.
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4. The final-e, long vowel pattern. This was not called "magic-e." 
It is, in fact, a signal to tell the reader, "Make the long vowel sound," and 
does not “make the vowel say its name.” This pattern leads to the principle, 
or convention, that a vowel is usually given its long sound if only one con­
sonant stands between it and the next vowel. These so-called "silent e's" 
were formerly sounded, but now they are kept only for their signal-value, 
( v c / )
5. Open syllables, stressed, ending in single vowel, which is long, 
as in monosyllables like I, me, go (there is nowhere else for stress!), and 
po' ‘tiy and still longer polysyllables, but with emphasis on two-syllable 
words, ( - v ,  o r - v '.c v )
6. Standard patterns for two-syllable words. (This is easier for 
children than for adults, I find.)
a. gam'»bit (spelled as sounded), rab'-bit (second b silent, but a 
useful signal to readers). Sec principle, in 3, above, (-vc • rv-)
b. po'oiy— see principle, in 5. (— v'»cv)
e. rob'•in ( -  v c '.v - )  there arc a good many of these and the fact that 
a given one is of the "robin-type" must be learned; they sound 
like “rabbit-types" but look like “pony-types." A second try gets 
you out of the reading problem they pose, but in spelling that 
may not work, because spelling depends on visual memory. 
"When you hear only one consonant after a stressed short vowel 
in a base word, as a best guess, use two—or better still, the dic­
tionary!”
d. The o-mit' and be-gin' words arc a third-choice pattern for read­
ing but make no trouble in spelling—until you must recognize 
them when adding suffixes—see 12a.
7. The many 2-syllable, consonant-pie words almost always follow 
patterns 6a and 6b. That is, they are “rabbits” (rabble), if they are not 
"gambits” (gamble'), or "ponies” (stable'). (Fig. 4)
8. Consonant spelling choices dictated by: etymology ( /o r  ph, etc.); 
convention (final ge, re); probability (likelihood of initial c and final k 
spellings of / k /, with many predictable variations); etc.
9. Other ways of signaling long and variant vowel sounds, including 
diphthongs. Note: 8 and 9 have many mini-sc<|iicnces, mostly taught 
earlier hut structurali/cd here for convenience.
Derivatives
The foregoing words were unitary, not derivatives. In forming vari­
ants, the principle is to be as logical as possible in giving signals to the 
reader—but there are exceptions he will be expecting you to know; don’t 
let them throw you. (.A "set for diversity" has its values.)
10. Plurals — regularly add s, sometimes cs, (always if you hear 
/ez/, and often using the rule developed in 12b below).
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Job Sheet "b" Directions
Pencil should be used so that mistakes can be erased. The student 
should:
1. Say the word slowly, as in AVT, while looking at it.
2. Say the word slowly, as in AVT, while he traces the letters with 
his finger. Say the word again.
3. Write the word in the air, saying it slowly as in AVT. Say the 
word at normal speed.
4. Copy the word on the job sheet, saying it slowly as in AVT. Say 
the word at normal speed.
5. Spell the word orally while looking at it. Say the word.
6. Look at the word and lock in memory.
7. Spell the word orally without looking at it. Check. (If he cannot 
spell it correctly, repeat steps 2 and 5.) Say the word.
8. Cover the word and write it on the job sheet from memory, saying 
the word slowly as in AVT. Say the word. Check to see if it is 
correct.
9. Write the word with eyes averted. Check.
10. If incorrect, repeat the above steps.
11. Homework activity: Use each word in a sentence (orally). Par­
ents may help the child to write it down.
*With some students it may not be necessary to do steps 3 and 9.
When beginning the next lesson, check to see if the child knows 
(or can read) the words from the previous lesson. If not, repeat 
steps 1-9, using the same words.
When the student gets to the point where he can move through 
steps 1-10 without error on three consecutive "b" job sheets, the 
steps can be reduced to 1, 7, and 8. If an error is made, repeat 
only teps 1, 7, and 8.
DOLCII BASIC SIGHT UOPJDS
A. Pre-pr imer Level
1. a 8. it 15. two 22. for 29. ne 36. said
2.- and 9 . j unp 16. up 23. fun 30. my 37. see
3. away 10. little 17. we 24. funny 31. not 33. the
4. big 11. look 13. where 25. help 32. one 39. yellow
5. blue 12. rake .19, come 26. here 33. play 40. you
6. can 13. three 20. down 27. I 34. red
7. is 14. to 21. find 23. in 35. run
B . Pr imer Level
1. all 10. like 19. black 28. good 37. ride 46. what
2. ara 11. must 20. brown 29. no 38. saw 47. x/liile
3. are 12. new 21. but 30. now 39. they 48. who
4. at 13. she 22. came 31. on 40. this 49. will
5. ate 14. so 23. did 32. our 41. too 50. with
6. be 15. soon 24. do 33. out 42. under 51. yes
7. have 15. say 25. eat 34. pretty 43. want
3. he 17. tha t 26. four 35. please 44. was
9. in to 13. there 27. get 36. ran 45. well
C. First Level
1. after A could 15. has 22. live 29. put 36. them
2. again 9. every 16. her 23. may 30. round 37. then
3. an 10. fly 17. him 24. of 31. some 33. think
4. any 11. from 13. his 25. old 32. stop 39. x̂ alk
5. as 12. give 19. how 26. once 33. take 40. xjere
6. ask 13. going 20. just 27. know 34. thank 41. when
7. by 14. had 21. let 23. over 35. open
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D, Second Level
1. always 9. call
2. around 10. cold
3, because 11. does
4. been 12. don't
5. before 13. fast
6, best 14. five
7. both 15. found
«CO 16. gave
E. Third Level
1. about 3. draw
2, better 9. drink
3. bring 10. eight
4. carry 11. fall
5. clean 12. far
6. cut 13. full
7. done 14. got
17. first 25. pull
13. goes 26. read
19. green 27. right
20. its 28. sing
21. nade 29. sit
22. many 30. sleep
23. off 31. tell
24. of 32. their
15. grow 22. laugh
16. hold 23. light
17. hot 24. long
18. hurt 25. much
19. if 26. myself
20. keep 27. never
21. kind 23. only
33. these 41. why
34. those 42. wish
35. upon 43. work
36. us 44. would
37.'use 45. write
38. very 46. your
39. wash
40. which
29. own 36. start
30. pick 37. ten
31. seven 38. today
32. shall 39. together
33. show 40. try
34. six 41. warm
35. small
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AUDITORY ( ^ ,'7 ' )\ 'r~'> J
Easily distracted by noise
Cannot identify or distinguish sounds or rhyming words correctly
Cannot seem to carry out oral directions. Does not seem to listen to instructions
Does not remember or does not understand what he hears
Has difficulty determining the main ideas from materials given orally
Cannot learn the sounds of letters
Prefers to work at tasks which require little listening
VISUAL (( • J)
Easily distracted by visual stimuli
Avoids work requiring concentrated visual attention
Unable to discriminate or identify like and unlike forms, objects or symbols 
Confuses letters such as "b" and "d" or "m" and "w."
Cannot remember what he sees 
Loses place while reading
Has difficulty keeping columns of numbers straight
© Is hyperactiveAppears clumsy; has difficulty in running, skipping, jumping, hopping Avoids physical education, active games, or sports
MOTOR Moves slowlyHas difficulty in moving about the room without bumping into things 
Handwriting is poor; has difficulty tracing, writing, coloringA Accidentally breaks or destroys things
EXPRESSIVE 
LANGUAGE ( t  - j) 
(VOCAL)
Displays reduced vocabulary usage
Mispronounces words
Lacks fluency in expression
Talks little; does not contribute to discussion 
Uses nonsense or inappropriate words 
Does not speak in sentences; gives one word answers 
Uses poor language
Repeats himself hONU>
mamam am hamam ham tamam tarn 
dadad dad hadad had l a l a d a d  lad 
a t a t  a t  m a t a t  mat lagagag lag 
gagag gag
adamat dagad hamad caga t  t a t a t  
lamat  mamam tamam gada t  hagamag
mad dam hag h a t  Mac 
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L i s t e n  as y ou r  t e a c h e r  r eads  t h e s e  
words .  C i r c l e  t h e  words t h a t  have
t h e  s h o r t  " a ” 
ove r  t h e  vowel
s o u n d . Put  a  ̂
1. 1
■̂ ( b r e v e )




s a t t a k e nap
b a i t t a c k man
ta n f a t e pack
land 1 ame wag
Kate t r a i n ra i n
lap s t r a p r a k e
c a t Kate pa i n







Cal camam cam c a c a t  c a t  
cad mama-c Mac
c a c a t  cacacam c a l a l  gacag 
hacam ca ta d  gaca t  catam
c a t  Mac Cal Tad 
mat mam gal  cad
z ^ z n z z z z n : .
4 4
oon
+  P D O
4. D O
+  L U D O
I D 3

W r i t e  a " c "  in t h e  box i f  t h e  name 










gadad Gad gaga I ga l gagag gag 
mamag Mag hagagag hag lagagag 
lag t a t a g  t ag
gagagag mamagag t a t a t a t  gamamam 
cagacac h a t a g a t  magadad tamagad
ham Mag lad c a t  dam










L i s t e n  t o  t h e  sen te nce s  you r  t e a c h e r  
r e a d s .  W r i t e  down t h e  words you 
hear  w i t h  a ” g" sound.
V a
damadam dam dagagag dag dadadad
dad gagad ■ Gad mama d mad t a d a t a d
Tad cacad cad hadad had 1 adad
I ad
dadagag mamam l a t a t a g  cadacad 
gagaga t  hagatag  ha tamat  cadad
Tad cad lag ha t  mam












C i r c l e  a l l  t h e  ” d Ts"  be low.
d o d a  d e g p d g m q r  
s d a t c d f  g g d p q u
z w x y v d o d g a d m o  
n o d p t  d c a d p q d o 
p o d f e t d v b n p o  d 
a d r t  u d w g d c o l k  
d s a f x ' g d z t y i p d
d f g h s d e t o p d s v
5a
godod God t o d o t o d Tod cogog cog
hogog hog l o l o g o g 1og momom mom
tomomom Tom g o g o t o t go t  h o t o t
ho t 1o t o t o t 1 o t
m o to t dogog codod lodod hodo t





d o t  Tod 










Repeat  each ph r ase  t h e  t e a c h e r  d i e  
t a t e s .  Then w r i t e  i t  be l ow.  Read 
t h e  ph r ase  f r om p r i n t e d  c a r d s .
6a
S o f t  p a la te  
d ro p s to  open 
n a s a l passage-^.'/
M outh  
b lo c ke d  
a t  l i p s
m
mamamad mad mamamam mam 
mat momomod mod momomom 
amamam am camacam cam 
lam domodom Dorn totomom




omomom madom domod Iomomam homat  
macac dacotom m o t o t o t  hamod ladad
l o t  mad 
do t  Gad
tarn
dam
h a t  God 
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6c
Read and'  copy t h e s e  nonsense s e n ­
t e n c e s .
Mot  w i l l  mog t h e  com.
The Iom and mol w i l l  horn.
Gom was moc, h o i ,  and gam.
l adad lad I a g a g lag lamamam lam 
l ogogog log l o t o t  l o t  A l a i  Al  
caca l  Cal  gagagal  gal  hala. l  Hal
da 1 a d a 1 1ocococ mo 1o t  homo 1
o 1o t o t o 1 gagagal  cagadom tamog
dad do t  
lad go t
1og cam mat 
hog ham c a t
I ad 
lag 
I am + 
log 







F i l l  i n t h e  b l a n k s  w i t h  t he  c o r r e c t  
l e t t e r s .
1. The lo__  ( d , g , m )  go t  h o t .
2.  Dad go t  mad a t  t h e  l a__ ( t , m , d ) .
3.  Al  go t  a l o__ ( t , m , d ) .
V. Ca__ ( g , l , c )  w i l l  t a g  Ha__ ( l , d , t ) .
5.  Mag go t  ma__ ( t , d , m )  a t  Mac.
6.  Mom ha__ ( l , d , t )  a l o__  ( g , l , h ) .
7.  The ca__ ( l , t , h )  has a ma__( t , m , l ) .
8.  Tom _i_s q  l a__ ( g , d , t ) .
8a
t a d a t a d  Tad t a g a t a g  t ag  Tamatam 
tam t odod  Tod t ogogog t og  t a t om
Tom t o t o t o t  t o t  d o d o t o t  do t
g o g o t o t  g o t  matamat  mat
tamomat  gagotom c o c o t  l otomad 
hatomag t o t ac o m hamamam comatad
mom l o t  h a t  gag Tod 
mam log. c a t  t ag  mod
Tad 
t ag  
t  am 
Tod 
t og  
Tom 
t o t  
do t  
go t  
mat

W r i t e  a new s t o r y ,  u s i n g  your  new 
wor ds .  ' They a re  l i s t e d  be l ow.
Tad tarn-









hadad had hagag hag h a l a l  Hal 
hamamam ham h a t a t a t  ha t  hodod hod 
hogog hog h o t o t o t  h o t
h a c a c a t  homomot hacamat  ha I am 
hodom hacodal  l o t o t o c a m  matam
tarn Tom gal  do t  God 













T e l l  a s t o r y ,  u s i n g  as many " h "  words 
as you can.  You may use t h i s  space 
t o  i l l u s t r a t e  you r  s t o r y .
1 0
Review
W r i t e  t h e  m i s s i n g  b e g i n n i n g ,  m i d d l e ,  
and e nd i ng  sounds on t h e  c o r r e c t  
b l a n k s  below each p i c t u r e .  The f i r s t  
one i s  done f o r  you.
h a  - f o t
d
Read t h e s e  words .
Tom am log mad mat  l ad l o t
Hal  tarn mom Tad lag do t  ho t
d i d i d i d  d i d  h i d i d  h i d  l i d i d i d
1 id m i m i d m i d d i d i d i g d i g  d i d i m
d i m h i m i m h i m i t i t i t i t  h i t  i t
h i t m i m i t m i t
•  i e  •111 m i t  d i d i t i m h i t  i m i m 1 i d i t i  1
mi d i mi m d i t i g  l i d i d i d  t i d i m i t
l i d l i t  dim
did hi t  dig
mid Tim 
h i d  dim
I l b *

Read t h e  s t o r y  be l ow,  u s i n g  p o i n t e r  
c o n t r o l s  Remember t o  s t a y  w i t h  t h e  
p o i n t e r .  Reread t h e  s t o r y  a t  norma 
speed.
The lad h i d  a l i d  a t  t h e  dam. -  Tim 
had tjo d i g  a l o t  .f o r  i t .  Dad go t  
him a dog t_o d i g  f o r  him.  A lad 
h i t  t h e  dog.  Tim was mad.
Draw a p i c t u r e  o f  what  happened in 




j agag  j ag  jarnam jam j i g i g  j i g  
j i m i m i m  Jim j ogog  j og  j o f o t
i
j i t o g  j a t i m  j o c a t  jomomom j i t i t
damamom j i madad  catamal  h i com
mom h i t  log go t  dog













Draw a l i n e  f r om t h e  s e n t e n c e  or  
phr ase  t o  t h e  c o r r e c t  p i c t u r e .
A l o t  o f  jam 
Jim d i d  j o g .
Tom w i l l  j o t .
AI d i d  j i g .
J im and t h e  jam
13a
k i k i d i d k i t k i mi mi m Kim k i t  i k i
k i t
k i k o t  kamat kotam k a k a t  kodo t
kocacom c a t a c a t  komocad m i d a c o t
t ag  c o t c a t Gad mid




We now have two l e t t e r s  f o r  t h e  ( k )  
sound.  What o t h e r  l e t t e r  has t h i s
sound? ___  Some words b e g i n  w i t h
" c "  and o t h e r s  beg i n  w i t h  " k . "
Draw a I i ne t h r o u g h  t h e  t h r e e  p i c t u r e s  
in a row t h a t  be g i n  w i t h  " k . "
hacack  hack j a c a c k  Jack l acack  
l ack  t a t a t a c k  t a c k  dodock dock 
l ocock  l ock  momock mock d i d i c k  
D i ck  l i k i c k  l i c k  t i t i c k  t i c k
j o t o c k  k o t o c k  h a ta c k  l i t i c k  
lamack hadack m i m i t i m  k i d i c k
j o t  t i c k - t o c k  mad hack dog 





j t  ack 
■ I  dock 
/ l ock  
' mock 
D i c k  
I i ck 





Comp I e t  e each s e n t e n c e ,  u s i n g  a l l  t h e  
Words- in t h e  n e a r e s t  box.
Jack w i l l
a
t a c k  
I ack
Ji m w i l l i t
l i c k
r
has t h e
has









papadad pad papal  pal  pamamam 
Pam p a t a p a t  pa t  p i g o p i g  p i g  
popod pod pomopom pom-pom h i p i p  
h i p  t o t o p  t o p  mopomop mop
t a p o c k  m i p i t  j o p o c k  hamap po top  
popopop'  j i c a c k  gatamap h i m i m i c k
pack mat him po t  dock
hack Mack Tim l o t  mock
15b*

U n d e r l i n e  t h e  b e s t  word c h o i c e  f o r  
each s e n te n c e .
1. The c a t  w i l l  (hop ,  Pam, l a d ) .
2. Tom Xs a (pad, pod, pa l ) .
3. J im w i l l  ( h i p ,  hop,  pod ) .
V. The ( t o p ,  mop, pad) o f  t h e  po t  i s  
h o t .
5. Did  Pam ( p o t ,  t o p ,  p a t )  t h e  p i g?  ■
6.  The pod i s  ( h o t ,  p a l ,  p a t ) .
7. Jack has a ( h im,  cap ,  h a d ) .
8.  The ( p i g ,  p a t ,  pod) _i_s mad.
*?. Mom w i l l  p i c k  t h e  (mad, l o c k ,  D i c k ) .
10. The ( p a l ,  Sa l ,  had)  w i l l  ( hack ,  Pam, 
Mack) i t .
15c
ch
chocock  chock chopop chop chapap 
chap c h a t a t  c h a t  c h i k i c k  c h i c k  
ch i  p i p  c h i p  c h i t - c h a t  c h i t i t  c h i t
c h a m i t  chodop d o t i c k  mamock 
c h i d i c k  jamop patapam h i c a c k
hop d i d  
chop mid
1 6 a
Jim c h i c k  Cal 





c h a t
c h i c k
ch i p
ch i t - c h a t  




Add cjo t o  t h e  i n c o m p l e t e  words ,  
s a y  t h e  words and s e n t e n c e s .
1. Jack had a a t ..
2. op t h e l og .
3. The ap has a cap.
v ; Pam w i l l _ i t -  a t .
5. J i m has a i c k .
6. The i ck i s  mad.
7. Mick has a i p .
8. The q a 1 has a i t .
<7. Dad w i 1 1 k i c k  t he
I 6c 
Then
10. A I w i l l  a t .
17a
b i b  b i t i b i t  b i t  bobobob Bob 
bobog bog j abab  j ab  t a t a b  t ab  
cococob cob j obob  j ob
bocock bomob mobom pobob t i b a b  
pab ib  bababab mobobom t im imab
d i d  mat lag cock  b i b  


















cucud cud dududud dud j ugug  j ug  
t u t u g  t u g  chumum chum gumugum 
gum humum hum upupup up cucup
cup bububut  bu t
pupucup chumumum bubub c h u t u t  
bumumum gucumuck pupupum bumumum
gut  much mum mug t u c k

















Complete  each s e n t e n c e ,  u s i n g  t h e  
words in t h e  n e a r e s t  box.
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18c
Comple te  each s e n t e n c e ,  u s i n g  t h e  
words in t h e  n e a r e s t  box.






f a f a d a d  f a d  f a f a g a g  f ag  f a t a t  f a t  
f i b i f i b  f i b  f i g a f i g  f i g  f i t i t  f i t  
f o b o f o b  f ob  f ogog  f o g  f o p o f o p  f op
fam a t  f o m i d a t  m u t i f  f opopap  chopob 
f o c o c o c k  c h i b u c k  f i da d um  b u b u t i c k
Mack chum do t puck lag
back hum t o t 1 uck log
f og
fo p  +
»  -------------------------------------------- >
A. A.

C i r c l e  t h e  c o r r e c t  word.
’ f i t
I . The ha t  f a t  J im.
f ob
f a t .
2.  I t  i s  bad t o  f i b .
f i g .
f o g .
3.  The p i g  j_s f a t .
f  a d .
f o g .
Bob b i t  t h e  b i g  f i g .
f i b .
Fog




r a c a c k  r a c k  ramdm ram rapap rap  
r i k i c h  r i c h  r i k i k i c k  Ri c k  r o c o c k  
r o c k  rodod rod  r o t o t o t  r o t  rugug 
rug  r u t u t u t  r u t
romot  r a t a l  go t i m  m i m i m i t  cogad 
h i d i d  rububub r i t i m i m  f u t i m a d
hack r ag  lap much Kim 
r a c k  rug  r ap  muck r i m
r a c k
ram
rap
r  i ch
R i ck
r o c k
rod
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20c
Put  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  words in t h e  b l a n k s  
where t h e y  f i t  b e s t :  r i m ,  r i c h ,  r o d ,  
r a t , r  i p , R i ck
I . Jack go t  a and h j -j- - j - ^ g  r a -f- _
2.  The lad i s
3.  The po t  has a b i g
H - . The b i t  R i c k .
5. _______  t h e  r a g .
6.  . has a r o c k .
21a
n
n i p i p n i p nana t  Nat n o n o t o t n o t -
nununu t nu t  f a f a n a n f a n papan pan
p i p i n i n p i n  t i n. i t  i n t  i n gunun gun
bububun bun •*
f  ama1 g u t u t u t f  o f  o f chu tu n  mamom
1 o t o t  r un  inun chapapap mi n i m i n
Pam fu n ch i n t a c k ram




n o t  
nu t  
t a n  
pan 
p i n 











Put  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  words in t h e  b l a n k s  
where t h e y  f i t  b e s t :  n u t ,  n o t ,  man, 
nag,  can,  Jan,  f u n ,  on, p i n ,  t i n .
I.. Jack  w i I I r u n .
2. Dan d i d  t he
T-
3. Don ______ _ chop t h e
V. R i c k  and ~~~~~ had
5. " t h e  tag  Ron.
6 • The can j j ^  b i g .
2 2 a
f e d e f e d  f ed  reded red bebeg ' beg 
I egeg leg pepenen pen t e t e n e n  t en  
b e t e t  be t  nene t  ne t  p e t e t  pet  
hememem hem
chepep memem l e t e t e n  f e f e f e f  t e t e t  
r e f e n  seseses  c h e t e t e t  nenenem
men beg pe t  j e t  led
hen peg I e t  ne t  Ned
2 2 b *




p e n  
t e n  
b e t  
ne t  




- 3 5 7 7 7 T
Make t e n  new s h o r t  " e "  words ,  u s i n g  
t h e s e  c o n s o n a n t s :  b, m, I ,  p, n,  t ,  







Draw a p i c t u r e  o f  each word you can 
r ead  in t h e  squa re .
p i n nu t
------------------------'
Tag
ha t pan cob
c h i c k rug pen




s a s a s a 1 S a 1 samasam Sam s a s a t a t
s a t s e t  e t s e t  s i n i n i s i n s i n s i s i t
s i t soposop sop  ̂ sububub sub susuch
such susun sun
susasos  c h i p i p i p  t o s o s a t  n i nonan  
metemem lasasam cacacack  r i m i n i m
k i c k  rug  up chap j e t  









L i s t e n  as you r  t e a c h e r  r eads  some 
words .  - W r i t e  t h e  number o f  each 
word t h a t  has t h e  ” s"  sound.
Use t h i s  space t o  draw p i c t u r e s  o f  ob 
j e c t s  whose names have t h e  " s "  sound.
25a
th
( h a r d )
thanan  t h a n  t h a t h a t t h a t  themem
them t h e t h e n  t hen  t h i s i s i s t h i s
t h u s u t h u s  t h u s
t h o t h o t h  po thop f o f o f t h o c o c k
somo to t  m o t o f  senonam chucuck
sack c h a t  chuck m i t peck
r a c k  f a t  buck f i t p i ck
25b*
t han
t h a t
them
th en
t h i s
t h u s

A r r an g e  t h e s e  words i n t o  good s e n t e n ­
ces .
25c
mat That  on j_s_ t o p
p i c k  t h i s  w i l l  Jack h a t
h i t  R i c k  them
had cup Jack t h a t
c u t  go t  rug  They t o  them t h e
26a
shagag shag shamam sham sheshed 
shed s h i p i p  s h i p  shopop shop 
cashash cash lashash  lash  mem.esh 
mesh d i d i s h  d i s h  mushush mush
chash mushuck p i s h i s h  shodod 
nashach r am en i c k  mamack t h u d u t h u d
r i d  much s h i p  shun shack 













Choose t h e  c o r r e c t  d i g r a p h  t o  pu t  in 
each b l a n k .
ch
1. _ a t '  c a t  was h i t .  s h
t h
ch
2. The lad w i l l  __a t .  sh
th
ch
3. That  _i_s a b i g  d i __. sh
t h
ch
.  The man had ca__. sh
t h
ch




wagag wag webebeb web wededed wed
wet  e f  e t wet w iw i ck^  w i ck  w i g i g wig
w i n i n i n w i n w i s h i s h  w i sh  w i t  i t w i
w i t h  i t h w i t h
womomom potom tha tam sananan
ra tumun r u t u n i m famamam bubun
r u t  chug t a c k gash Nat






w i ck 
wig 
w i n 
w i sh 
w i t  







D i c t a t e  a s t o r y  t o  you r  t e a c h e r ,  u s i n g  
as many "w" words as you can.  You may 
use t h i s  space t o  w r i t e  any o f  t h e  "w " 
words in you r  s t o r y  t h a t  you can s p e l l  
or  you may w i sh  t o  i l l u s t r a t e  you r  










whenen when whet  e t whet wh i w i ch
wh i ch wh i m i m whim wh i p i p wh i p
w h i s h i s h  wh i sh  w h i t i t  w h i t  whopop
whop
woman cagoch f i s h i c h  d i c a c k  k u t i p  
pechech thopopop s h u s h i s h  chamam
hack r un  whack no t  t h a n
pack pun hack s h o t  t an
when 
whet  
wh i ch 
whim 
wh ip  
wh i sh 




W r i t e  "wh" in t h e  box i f  t h e  name 
o f  t h e  p i c t u r e  beg ins  w i t h  t h e  nwh" 
s o u n d .
29a
x
ax la lax  1ax t a t a x t a x  vevex vex
f  i f  i x f  i x m i mix mix s i s i x s i x  ox
bobox box f o f o f o x  f o x
bubax p u t u t hoshosh taman 1 i cacock
ta p  i t whethesh c h a f a f f  s im i n i m .
l i c k  
t  i ck
then
them
mush c h i p  
hush s h i p
t h a t
c h a t
C & J 2 £ .











X 0  AX D 4.




L i s t e n  t o  t h e  words t h a t  you r  t e a c h e r  
r e a d s .  C i r c l e  t h e  number o f  each word 
t h a t  has t h e  " x "  sound.
1 2 3 V 5
6 7 8 7 1 0
1 1 12 13 IV 15
16 17 18 17 20
30a
yakak yak yamamam yam yapapap yap
yenenen yen yeseses yes y e t e t y e t
y i p i p i p y i p yononon yon
yech yosh bososh ma p i p i g  koshoch 
mi cadack  r oshoshox  thumumum boch
k i c k  l uck  t h a n  when s h u t  
s i c k  t u c k  t a n  hen h u t





P o i n t  t o  a I I t h e  " y ’ s"  on a page in 
you r  r e a d e r .  Use t h i s  space t o  draw 
p i c t u r e s  o f  o b j e c t s  whose name b eg i ns  
w i t h  " y . "
/
v a I a v a I Val  vavavan van v a v a t a t  
v a t  v e t e v e t  v e t  vevevex  vex 
v i v i v i c  V i c  v i m i v i m  vim
f o s h  . t h o c k  sovovov  vonock v o t h  
yamat  novobom whopop homovovom
shag whet  puck w h i t  gal  




v a t  
v e t  
vex 
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W r i t e  " y e s "  i f  t h e  p i c t u r e  has a 
sound.  W r i t e  " no "  i f  i t  does no t
32a
zazacazax  zax zezezed zed z e z e l e l  
zel  z i g - z a g  z i z i p i p  z i p  w h i z i z i z  
wh i z
p i z a f i v o z  sozozoz  novovov zosozos 
zosh v o t h  wavavax k i k i z i z  t i t i z
check Jack Sam t a p  f u n  








"z be 1ow. Do i t as f a s t
z a b f 1 Z P f z r s z t
f c f 1 z P z 0
i
P z r s u
V z r t z X e d f z •i 0 P
z 0 P u y z s w r t g f h
k z X c e r t s g f d s z
1 z X e r u 0 p k 1 P z 0
k I z c V b n m r e z s . d
k u z X V z e z r t z q z
1 u t a b z c X s w z t y
s X z d f g h r z X w a z




s i z i z i z 
I una t









pa t ach  begack ramanam 
p o t o p o t  vovovov sho t h
g hack b i b  Sam 






h i s 
' t i s
Buzz i ng
/ z /
~ 0 2 L Z
IZ 2 Z
" J 7 2 1 7
33c
C i r c l e  t h e  words t h a t  have t h e  / z /
sound 
er  w i 1
s p e l l e d  w i t h  " s " .  
1 r ead  t h e  under  1
Your  t e a c h -  
i ned words .
t h  i s t h o s e qrows
has h i s s k i s s
nose pass miss
s i s miss knows
r ose hose sews
h i s pose 1 ooks
t h a t  ’ s Sam pot s
s i c k t h o s e c l o s e
dose mows l oose
f o e s 1 ose gas
3Va
qu
quack quag qu i ck q u i d  q u i p q u i t
q u i z  q u i c k qu id q u i p  q u i t q u i c k
quanan pucuck 1oco f  s e s e s e t yeses
yezezez  t h i n i n i n qu i cocock voza z
l uck  when 
t u c k  hen
f  un 
shun
lag t h a t  
wag v a t
3Vb*






Read t h e  s en t e nc es  w i t h  t h e  p i c t u r e s .  
A l l  o f  t h e  p i c t u r e - w o r d s  beg i n  w i t h g .
3 ^ c
That  i s  no t  a bad 




Jack has a - pen.
C i r c l e  each " q "  as f a s t  as you can.
q u r P q 0 u r q p h g t
q u t r s k 1 P g h d b y
p q g d b 0 u r t g f b h
•
j k i m n b q P d k b 0 m
n 0 y u w d g q p b d q P
35a
t h i t h i n  t h i n  t hudud  t hud  t hugug 
t h u g  bababath  ba t h  mamamath math 
papapa t h  pa t h  bebebeth  Beth s e s e t h  
Seth mothomoth moth
z oz oz o t h  pacach y i p i x  f o v o f o v  
t h o c k  z a t h a t h  y i v i v i x  wh i m i m i c k
sock ' t h a t  whim shop wax 
shock h a t  him hop sax
35b*
t h i n  
t h u d  
t  h u g 
ba t h  
math 




rZ ^ ? 7

35c
Your  t e a c h e r  w i l l  r ead a numbered word 
l i s t .  C i r c l e  t h e  number o f  each word 
t h a t  has t h e  s o f t  t h  sound.
1 2 3 V
5 6 7 8
7 10 1 1 12
13 IV 15 16
1 7 18 17 20
Tel 1 a s t o r y t h a t you have made up
us i ng as many s o f t t h  words as you
c a n .
36
Review - CVC Words
Say t he  sound o f  each l e t t e r  or  d i ­
g r aph .
a b c d e f  g h i j  k I m
n o p q r s t u v w x y z
ch t h - ( v o i c e d  and u n v o i c e d )  sh wh
Read t h e s e  words down t h e  co l umns .
t a n  beg h i d  h o t  chum. ba t h
can I eg mid l o t  hum math
f a n  peg r i d  c o t  gum pa t h
them whim chock l u s h -
t h e n  whip  chop mush
W r i t e  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  and end i ng  sounds 
b~ 1 each p i ~
wh i t gush
u
37a
f f  - 1 1 - ss - zz Tw i ns
d u l l pass pu f  f j a z z mess
b u f f mi ss do 1 1 p i l l f i z z
t h o f  f t o s  i t zazaz i zez sazasez
ch i x ch i cacam s h u t u t o x qu i m im
wh i t Jack quack box wh i t
wh i f  f j a z z shack f o x wh i m
37b
buf f
p u f f







f i z z
s s - z z
Twins
'j h a T M T " z :




W r i t e  t e n  new f f - l l - s s - z z  words be l ow.
6.
2... 7.




bag man bagman up s e t u p s e t
Bat  man Batman can no t c ann o t
d i sh pan d i shpan ash can ashcan
sun t an s un t a n c a t  f i s h c a t f  i sh
sun s e t s u n s e t whip  l ash
w h i p l a s h
optamdopmaT d z a t f o p  c a s o t m i p
pun t  i saz t  i m a t f  om zosh i gmun
38 b *
bag man 
Bat  man 
d i s h  pan 
s u n  t a n  
sun s e t  
up s e t  
can no t  
ash can 
c a t  f i s h  
wh i p  l ash











Make new compound words w i t h  t h e s e  
wo r ds :  f i s h ,  c a t ,  sun,  cob,  w i t h ,  
h o t ,  i n ,  r o d ,  up,  m i x ,  s e t .
39a
Detached Sy l l ab l es
t  e 1e 1e t  e 1 t e l t  e t  emem t  em
memem mem mededed med hapap
hap chapachap chap d i f i f  I f
d i f d i s i d i s d i s  tumum t  urn
1 umum 1 urn
sen
den
j u s  gog 
r u s  sog
f a b  1 i n 













( n ): V "  '  ( f )
-o
( c )
( e ( j )
37c
W r i t e  t h e  s i l l y  s e n t e n c e s  t h a t  your  
t e a c h e r  d i c t a t e s .  Be s u r e  t o  use a 
p e r i o d  ( . ) ,  a q u e s t i o n  mark (? )  or  
an e x c l a m a t i o n  mark ( ! )  a t  t h e  p r o p e r  
t i m e  and p l a c e .  A l s o  remember t o  be­
g i n  y ou r  s e n t e n c e  w i t h  a c a p i t a l  l e t ­
t e r .
Review - CVC'Detached
Sy 1 1a b 1es
Read t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s y l l a b l e s .
f  es dom hap d i f
choc sub r us ma 1
hex co 1 wh i s sem
sen t a s doc d i s
1 ib non sev sug
Spel  1 
t a t e s





5.  • 10.
Via
Two-SyI I ab Ie  Words
mag ne t magnet t ab l e t t a b l e t
gob l e t gob 1e t gob 1 i n gob 1 in
w i t  ness w i t n e s s can d i d c and i d
ban d i t b a n d i t p i c n i c p i c n i c
h i e  cup h i ccup cac t u s c a c t u s
t  e d a n d a t u t m i tnumturn P' mpadempsup
pagnu t n  i s op t  i c tendapm i c d a c t  i c
p i l l  w i t can box i s





tab l e t t ab  1et Words
gob 1 e t gob 1e t
gob 1 i n gob 1 in
w i t ness w i t n e s s
can d i d c and i d
ban d i t b a n d i t
p i c n i c p i c n i c
h i c cup h i ccup .






Make words f r o m t h e s e  de t ached s y l l a ­
b l e s  by d r awi ng  l i n e s  t o  t h e  ma t c h i n g  
s y l l a b l e .
bas d i t
ban ne I
ken ke t
i n t  im





c a t s c a t k i t sk i t s i  m s l i m
sog smog nap snap pa t spa t
t op s t o p s i m ' sw i m 1 ash s 1 a
1 ush s 1 ush mash smash 1 ash
s l a s h c u f  f s c u f f r i l l s h r  i 1
k i l l s k i l l s e l l sme 1 1 n u f  f
s n u f f s e l l s p e l l t a f f s t a f f
t i l l s t i l l t u f f s t u f f t r e s s
s t r e s s w e l l s we l l
s t r a c n e s h p a s  s t a s h r i m  s p e m i t i m  




s c r  - s c r ap  
sp r  - s p r i g  
spI  - s p l i t  
squ - s q u i d  






i |sn | s
S p U 9  I g  S  l|S D | S




s c u f f  . s B l ends
sh r  i l l
sk i I I
sme I I
s n u f f
spe IT
s t a f f
s t i l l
s t u f f






W r i t e  o t h e r  words t h a t  have i n i t i a l  
s  b l e n d s .
/
^3a
__ ! B1 ends
l o t b 1 o t l i p  c l ip lag f l a g
gob g l ob 1 um pi um 1 ed- s 1 ed
1 ash f l a s h 1 ush b 1 ush 1 esh •
f  1 esh 1 ush f l u s h l ush p l u s h
l ass g 1 ass 1 i f f c l  i f f 1 ess
b 1 ess 1 ass c l a s s
b 1 a f  1op c 1a p u s 1e f  f p 1e p 1apap





I B l endsf l a s h  
b l u s h  
f  I esh 
f l u s h  
p l u s h

3• g l a s s  
c l i f f  
b I ess 







ba t b r a t r a c k  c r a c k  rop  drop
f og f r o g r i p  gr ip pop prop
r  i m t r i m r ob  t h r o b  rub •
sh r ub r u s h c r u s h r ash t  r as h
cash c r a s h r ush brush r es h
f  r esh r a s s g r ass pess p r ess
r i l l f r i l l t i l l t r i l l r i l l
t h r  i 11
t r e t r a t u t r i t  c r e c o c r a c  g r a g i g r e g
b r o b a f r a c k  c o g r a g u c r a p  d r i d a p r i m
W b t
br  - b r a t
o r  - c r a c k
dr  - drop
f  r  - f r o g
gr  - g r i p
pr  - prop
t r  - t r i m
t h r - t h r o b
s h r - shrub

















W r i t e  new words u s i n g  i n i t i a l  __r
bI e n d s .
w BI ends
V5a
Sam swam w i m swim sop swop
w i n t w i n ( q u i t ) w i sh sw i sh
w e l l dwe 1 1 s e l l swe 1 1 w i l l
t w i l l
swapr i twom dwem i prob tw i p 1ubub
qu i m i s 1 o t swat  i x quagr ass
p l o p r o c k 1 ap r a t f o g
pop c r o c k c l a p b r a t f r o g
1. sw - swam
sw i m 
swop 
tw -twin 
( q u ) - q u i t
2.  swish,
3.  dwe l l  
swe I I 
t w i l l
V5b*








W r i t e  5 more words w i t h  i n i t i a l  __w
b l e n d s .
V6a
Final  Consonant Blends
1 i t l i f t  w i t  w i I t  f od fond
cha t chan t hep h e l p  t hup
thump Mick m i l k wh i s wh i sk
1 ip l i s p  du t  dus t  p i n p i nch
b r i c k br  i sk stam s t  amp t r u s s
t  r u s t s l a t s l a n t spen s pen t
Fr  en French
o f t a l t o n d  w h o s t u c t s hop t  e 1k
swem i mimp pi an i m i sk s 1u t a m e f t
R i ck  








s l a s h
I . f t  - I i f t  
I t  - w i l t  
nd - f ond  
n t  - c h a n t  
Ip - h e l p  
mp - thump 
Ik - m i l k  
sk - wh i sk  
sp - l i s p  
s t  - d u s t  
nch-  p i n c h
F i n a l  Consonant  
BI ends
V6b*




Look in any book and f i n d  words w i t h  
f i n a I  consonan t  b l e n d s .  Have a " r a c e ” 
w i t h  a f r i e n d  and see who can f i n d  t h e  
m o s t .
t
Then c o mp l e t e  t h e s e  s e n t e n c e s .
I . The camp was on t h e  IZ Z Z Z IZ Z Z I•
( c h a n t ,  sand,  s i n g )
V6c
2. The lamp has - — on j-j-^
( f o n d ,  d u s t ,  quench)
3.  A b i g  r a f t  i s in t he
( w i s p ,  t i I t ,  po n d ) .
V. Sam w i l l  s p i l l  t h e  t
(bump, m i l k ,  s i e p t )
5. Stan can s t and  on t h e  : " •.* - - - -
( m e n d , . t r u s t ,  desk )
Adding s and ! s
V7a
c a t  c a t s  h a t  h a t s  k i c k  
k i c k s  s h i p  s h i p s  c u f f  c u f f s  
ham hams pad pads dog dogs 
d o l l  d o l l s  r ub  r ubs
s t a s t s e p s i s k s a s t  t wa n d e s t s a p s  
whimpesks v o t h i m p a f s  chands
#7b*
Unvo i c e d : c a t s Add i ng s and ' s
h a t s  
k i cks 
sh i ps 
c u f f s
V o i c e d : hams
pads
dogs
d o l l s
r ubs
Z2Z
S i n q u 1 o r  and P 1u r a 1 - One o f  so me t h i n g  
i s s i n g u l a r  (one c a t ) .  Two or  more o f  
somet h i ng  i s  p l u r a l  ( two c a t s ) .  Add 
an s t o  make t h e  f o l l o w i n g  words  p l u r a  
Then read t h e  words .
back gun cub p i t
sack bun cup k i t
V7c
Possess ? ves - To show t h a t  somebody 
owns s o m e t h i n g ,  an ’ s i s  added t o  t h e  
end o f  t h e  o w n e r ’ s name. I f  t h e r e  i s  
more t h a n  one owner (as in b o y s ’ h a t s ) ,  
and t h e r e  i s  an _s on t h e  word a l r e a d y ,  
m e r e l y  add t h e  ( ’ ) a f t e r  t h e  s. : Add 
a p o s t r o p h e s  ( ’ ) or  ’ s in t h e s e  s e n t e n c e s
1. T h i s  i s  Bob ha t . ‘
2.  F r ank  has Jack dog.
3* The g a l s  c a t s  a r e  b i g .
V . Dan dog has a s o c k .
V8a
s i n g  c i a n g  c l ung-  prong swung 
ban bang d i n  d i ng  t h i n  t h i n g  
t a p a t o n g  swemaming,  c h u b i t wa n g
i nk  s i n k  bank t h a n k  ■ hunk
win w i nk  bun bunk t h i n  t h i n k
pununk san i n i nk t hon  i nonk
VBb*
/ n g /  k i n g  
c l a n g  
c l u n g  
prong 
swung
/  n k /  i nk  
s i nk 
bank 






Draw a r i n g  a r o u n d ' t h e  name o f  each 
p i c t u r e  be l ow.  There a r e  f o u r  words 
p e r  p i c t u r e .
s i n k  s i n g
j u n k prong
bunk t a n k
swing hung s i nk honk
p i nkbank t h a n k r i n k
L f q
Review o f  Consonant  B l ends
Read and w r i t e  t h e  f o l  l ow i ng  words on 
a s e p a r a t e  s h e e t  o f  paper .  Then your
t e a c h e r  w i l l  g i v e  them t o  you as spel  
i ng w o r d s .
sw i m smog p 1 ush s t r a n d
t r u n k grasp t w i s t s i n k s
g r u n t t  empt d r ess Jack T s
s t r i n g s t w i g sw i f t d o l l s
b l a c k sh r  i mp brush ' s p l a s h
Compare t h e s e  words •
back - b l a c k t  i n - t  i n t
s t i n g  - s t r  i ng c a t s - c a s t
s i f t  - sw i f t pack - p a c t
t i p  - t r i p m  i s t m  i s s
50a
Detached S y l l ab les  With 
Consonant Blends
p r ob op r ob  prob 
t rumumum tru,m 
sp I enenen  sp I en  
s u s u s u I t  s u i t  
j e j e j e c t  r u p u p t  
s p e c t  t w i w i s t  
s t r a c t  sweswept
t r a f a f a t r a f  t r a f  
p l a s a p l a s  p I as 
pepepend pend 
memement ment  
r u p t  s p e c t e c t  
t w i s t  s t r a c a c t  
t r a n a n s  t r a n s
s t h a d z a f n a k i s h  c o s t a n o c h i g s t  
dzagmep t obya t s  s c o p a c s t e mp i d s  
p t a c t e s t h i c h  t s a f I e b g o f t s i p
prob 
t r a f  
t r um 
pi  as 
sp I en
2.  pend 
su 11 
menT 
j e c t  
r u p t
Detached SyI I a b I e s  




3.  s p e c t  
t-w i s t  
s t r a c t  
swept  
t r a n s
Detached SyI I ab I es  




Make up your  own de t ached  s y l l a b l e s  and 




Two-Syl lable  Words Using 
Consonant BI ends
prob 1em p r o b 1em t r a f  f i c
t r a f f i c  t a n
V
t r um t a n t r u m  p l a s
t i c  p 1a s t  i c t r um p e t  t r u m p e t
s p 1en d i d s p 1 end id sus pend
suspend in su 11 i n s u l t  com
ment  comment in j e c t  i n j e c t
d i s  r u p t d i s r u p t in s p e c t
i n s p e c t  un tw i s t u n t w i s t
ab s t r a c t a b s t r a c t  wind swept
w i ndswept t r a n s a c t  t r a n s a c t
c r a c k  s h r an k  p l u n k  wi sh  
c r a c k s  c r a n k  skunk s q u i s h
1. p rob Iem 
t r a f  f  i c 
t a n  t r um 
pI as t i c  
t r u m pe t  
sp I en d i d
2.  sus pend 
in s u i t  
com ment 
i n j e c t
d i s nup t
Two-SyI  I a b I e  Words 




3.  in s p e c t  
un tw i s t  
ab s t r a c t  
wind swept  
t r a n s  a c t
Two-SyI  I a b I e  Words 





Findsome 2-syllable.words using con­
sonant blends in a book. Write them 
below. Your teacher will help you to 
pronounce them.
52a
p h i p h i l  P h i l  g raphaph graph
/
r  a I a Ip h Ra l ph p r o p r o p  p h e t e t
p r o p h e t  pamapam p h l e t e t  pamph l e t
phank gagugant  squonk s t r u g  
s l i s i s i f f  phasasass  p r a z a z a z z
twang p l a n k  f i l l  s t a f f  s q u i n t
t ang  bank P h i l  g raph h i n t
P h i l  
graph 
Ralph 
pro phe t  
pam p h l e t

C i r c l e  t h e  c o r r e c t  d i g r a p h  f o r  each 
i ncomp I e t e  w o r d .
Th
1. Ph _ __at  i s  D i c k Ts c a t .
Sh
ch
2. Jack can b r i n g  t h e  l un___  ph.
sh
3.  Ra I
ph
sh w i l l  
t h
have t h e  dog.
ph
V. '  The brush went  sw i___  sh.
ch
Ph
5.  Sh ___ o n i c s  i s  f u n .
. Ch
53a
kn i t  i t  i t  k n i t  
k n o t o t o t  k n o t  





phaI  i f  e f t  
p I un  i nks
pha nk oph i n k  knang 
twawang swengan i ns
k n o t  knaip s h i pme n t  baske t
n o t  nap comment b l a n k e t









W r i t e . a  s t o r y  w i t h  y o u r  new words 
k n o t ,  knack ,  knapsack ,  k n o c k ) .
5Va
r y




g n a t a t a t  gna t  gnashash % gnash
phanant  k n o p l i l l  s l a c t e mp  
p r u n i n a n t  twenung gnanun i nk
«
camps P h i l  K i m ' s  gash













Choose t h e  c o r r e c t  word f o r  each s e n ­
t e n c e .
• | .  The man vvas . b i - t t en  b y _  a ____________ .
( k n a c k , g n a t , k n i t )
2.  Sam w i l l  b r i n g  h i s  __________tc> ‘
camp. ( gnash,  knapsack ,  k n o t )
3.  H i s  mom w i l l  ____________ i t  w e l l .
( k n i t ,  P h i l ,  t a n t r u m )
V. Ra l ph  can - when i t  happens,
( k n o c k ,  g n a t ,  pumpk in)
5. C a l ’ s dad w i l l  _____  swim.
( n o t , k n o t , g n a t )
55a
wrenenen wren ' wrenench wrench
wr ekekeck  wreck w r a t h a t h w r a t h
wrapapap wrap wr i ng i ng wr i ng
wr i t  i t  i t  w r i t  wr i s i s i t  i s t
w r i s t  w r i t  t e n wr i t t e n wronong
wrong
gnamant  phomef f  t i ngong s t romp
t r u n t e m p  s lamongank wrenewant
p l a n t  gnash clump s t r u n g





w r a t h
wrap
wr i ng
w r i t
wr i s t







Which words have t h e  same sound as 
wrench? Under i  i ne them.
r a c k ra p t r i c k
whack Russ r  i ch
wet w i t h w i c k
wh i p r o c k t r a p
r  i ng w i n w r a t h
R i c k t r a c k wh i m
56a
dudumumb 
t hu thumb 
I i m i m i mb
bobobomb
dumb • nunumb numb 
thumb c rucucrumb crumb 
l imb Iamamb Iamb 
bomb
w r i n o c o p t  c r omp i ank  b l i m i mumpt  
phlamp gnaminimp g l angonk
b l i n k  whack t r a c k s  w r i n g









I . . U n d e r  l i n e  t h e  l e t t e r s  t h a t  make t h e  
" f "  sound in t h e s e  wor ds :
pamph l e t  Ra l ph  graph P h i l
56c
2.  U n d e r l i n e  t he  l e t t e r s  t h a t  make t h e  
" n "  sound in t h e s e  wor ds :
k n i t  knock gna t  , kno t  gnash
3.  U n d e r l i n e  t h e  l e t t e r s  t h a t  make t h e  
" r "  sound in t h e s e  wor ds ;
wrap wrong w r i n g  w r i t t e n
V . U n d e r l i n e  t h e  l e t t e r s  t h a t  make t he  
"m" sound in t h e s e  wor ds :
I amb I i mb thumb bomb
57
Review
Put  a s l a s h  t h r o u g h  t h e  l e t t e r s  you 
do no t  hear  in t h e  words be l ow.  Then
read t h e  
f o r  you.
word .  The f i r s t  one i s  done
^'nat gnash . wr i t t e n thumb
knapsack numb dumb knob
wreck wrench knack wren
kn i t wr i ng wr a t h 1 amb
crumb 1 i mb knock wr i s t
W r i t e  in t h e  b l a n k s t h e  s i n g l e  sound
t h a t  each I e t t e r . c o m b i n a t i o n  p r o d u c e s .  
Your  c h o i c e s  a r e  f , m , n , r .  Then say 
words c o n t a i n i n g  each o f  t h e s e  c on ­
sonan t  t w i n s .
ph = gn = __ wr
mb = kn =
58a
a t a t e f a t f a t e t ap t a p e  '
cap cape mad made f ad f a d e
Jan Jane can cane ga 1 ga 1 e
Sal  s a l e
s a t e  v a n t  bane zape comman 
p l i m p k a n  grumanane glanuman
s t and  p l ane  cake
sand pane t a k e
a b s t r a c t
c o n t r a c t
a t
< 0  a t  e
f a t f a t e
t ap t ape
cap cape
mad made
f ad f a d e
Jan Jane
can cane
ga 1 g a l e







U n d e r l i n e  t he  c o r r e c t  c h o i c e  f o r  each 
s e n t e n c e .
1. The man has ( t a p ,  t a p e ) .
2.  I t  w i l l  make Jack (mad, made) .
3.  J im w i l l  t a k e  a ( h a t ,  h a t e ) .
// .  Jack  w i l l  shake t h e  (mat ,  m a t e ) .
5.  The ( s a l e ,  S a l )  i s  on a t  t h e  S m i t h ' s  
p l a c e .
6.  James a t e  a snack when Joe was on 
t h e  ( p l a n e ,  p l a n ) .
7. The gal  w i l l  ( back ,  bake)  t h e  cake.
59a
<■>
Pete met e f e t e eke Zeke
her e t h e s e Eve St  eve
v e 1p 1e t Deke zedack brede





Pet  e 
pet















U n d e r l i n e  t h e  b e s t  c h o i c e  f o r  each 
s e n t e n c e .
1. James has a ( Pe t e ,  p e t ) .
2.  Hi s  name i s ( t e n ,  Zeke ) .
3.  The dogs d i d  n i p  (Eve,  v e n t ) .
V. That  man has much ( s t r e s s ,  t e l l ) .
5.  Beth can (mend,  Eve)  w e l l .
6.  D i ck  went  w i t h  ( s e t ,  S t e v e ) .
7.  (Then,  These)  men came l a t e .
60a
n i n e m i ne b i t e w r i t e r i d e
b r i d e m i l e p i l e p r i z e s i z e
b i t w r  i t r  i d m i 1 1 wr i t  b i t
kn i md i p changdap wra ng t h fd ampt
phan t  i p t epe t e t e gn i n i n r e t e
f  1 ame 
1 ame
s t r  i ke 
t r i k e
sm i 1 e 
m i l e
w h i l e
w i l l
Eve 
St  eve
6 0 b *
n i ne
mine
b i t e
w r i t e
r i d e
b r i d e
m i l e
p i l e
p r i z e
s i z e
i -e
~ J 7 7 Z ? 7 & y
-777777J7<2y-\

U n d e r l i n e  t h e  b e s t  word c h o i c e  f o r  each 
s e n t  ence.
1. The dog ( b i t ,  b i t e )  t h e  man.
2. I • ( l i c k ,  l i k e )  t h a t  r u g .
3.  Jack w i l l  ( r i d ,  r i d e )  t he  b i k e .
7. D i c k  d i d  ( w i n e ,  w i n )  t h e  game.
5.  The d u s t  w i l l  ( p i l l ,  p i l e )  up f a s t .
6.  Mi ke i s  ( s t i l l ,  s t i l e )  h e r e .





hope hop rope  r ode  rod-  Ross 
s t r o d e  f r o z e  doze r os e  c l o s e
n o t e  no t  q u o t e  s t o v e  hop
c l o g a g u t  nonong seakami . t  p rode
s i s t s e s  t i v i v  tweminan s l i p e
s p l i t  dime grope phantom





s t r o d e
f  r o z e
doze
r o s e
c l o s e
n o t  e
q u o t e
s t o v e
o-e
~J 2 Z W £ s -
y ? 7 7 c f r y ~ .

U n d e r l i n e  t h e  b e s t  word c h o i c e  f o r  each 
s e n t e n c e .
1. F i r e  makes (smock,  smoke) .
2.  R i c k  sang a bad ( n o t ,  n o t e ) .
3.  The r a b b i t  can (hop ,  hope)  f a s t .
V. Jack has a (phone,  f o n d ) .
5. Al  w i l l  ( choke ,  chock )  on t h e  c o r e .
6.  Sal  has a map and a ( g l o b e ,  gob)  in 
c l a s s .
7. The ( b i t e ,  b i t )  made Jim s o r e .
61c
62a
use us f u s e  ’ f u s s  c u t e  c u t  
cube cub mule mul l  r u l e  
r ude  plume plum duke duck 
June
buke c l a k e  nun i nd  s p r i k e  
p l onang  jumampt  kimumum stome
wrench c r ude  coke s p i t e
wren r ude  cock s p i t
6 2 b *
use 
f u s e  
c u t e  
cube 
mu I e
r u  I e 
r u d e  




Z T Z Z t i Z T '




U n d e r l i n e  t he  bes t  word c h o i c e . f o r  each 
s e n t e n c e .
1. Tha t  k n i f e  w i l l  ( c u t e ,  c u t )  w e l l .
2.  The ( duck ,  duke)  has wi ngs  and says ,  
" q u a c k . "
3.  A ( cube ,  cub)  i s  squa r e  and has V 
s i d e s .
V. The man s h o t  i t  w i t h  a (gun,  J u n e ) .
5.  Do. n o t  ( use ,  us)  i t  up.
6.  The ( f u s s ,  f u s e )  i s  in t h a t  box.
7.  A ( m u l l ,  mule)  has V l egs .
63a
’’Magi c  e ” Detached S y l l a b l e s
n i t e kn i t buse bus pose
p 1 e t e 1 e t t a t e t a t pede ped
b i n e b i n p i r e sane san t  ume
t  um
s p r a n t  
f  I uze
q u i r e  t r a n k  s p r i r e  vo r e  
bl  i ne hoke meme chuke
s p r i n g  
r  i ng
br  i nk t hen  squa r e
r i n k  when spar e
n i t e
buse
p o s e
p I e t e
t a t e
pede
b i n e -
p i r e
sane
tume
"Magi c  e" Detached 





W r i t e  t h e  de t ached  s y l l a b l e s  below t h a t  
you r  t e a c h e r  d i c t a t e s .
63c
6Va
Two-Syl lable "Magic e" Words
t ad p o l e  t a d p o l e sub 1 ime
sub 1 ime im pure impure sup
pose suppose bag p i pe bagp i pe
d i c t a t e  d i c t a t e es cape
escape in s i d e i n s i d e en
t i r e en t  i r e  com pet  e compet  e
adm i 
en t  i
r e  backbone 
r e  wi shbone
u p s i d e
i n s i d e
comput  e 
d i s p u t e
t a d  p o l e  
sub l i me 
im pure  
sup pose 
bag p i p e  
d i e  t a t e  
es cape 
in s i d e  
en t i r e  
com pe t e
6#b*
Two-Sy I I ab I e 
"Mag i c  e"
Words
'̂ Zm 2bZ22Z22Z^
Z 2 R Z 3 L
I
" j z n - z z z & y -
7377777
Match t h e  b e s t  end i ng  w i t h  each word 
b e g i n n i n g  t o  make a t w o - s y l l a b l e  word.
i n p 1 e t e




ad nor  e
cos m i r e
•
1 9 t  ume
F i n d  o t h e r  t w o - s y l l a b l e  "mag i c  e"  words 
in a book.
65
"Mag i c e" Rev i ew 
Read t h e s e  wor ds .
r a t e c u t  e c 1 oke made
r a t c u t c l o c k mad
b i t e p i n duke f i l e
b i t p i n e duck f i l l
Sa 1 met e k i t e sake
sa 1 e met k i t sack
Pete rob t  ame p i l e
pe t robe tarn p i l l
Read t h e s e  w o r d s . '
i n v i t e c o s t  ume- i mpede t a d p o l e
i n s i d e c o n f  use stampede suppose
W r i t e  t h e  long vowel  sound t h a t  you 
hear  in each word t h a t  i s  r ead t o  you.
I . 2.  3.  //. 5.
66a
□aid
j a i  1 ma i I a i d pa i d gra in
t r a i n f a i l b a i l  t a i n t  q u a i n t
cha i r cha i rman c l a i m  exc 1 a im
pa i r despa i r  box ma i 1 box v
pane vane c o m p l a i n  dumb w r o t e
pa i n va i n c o mp l e t e  thumb r o t e
66b*
j a i l
ma i I 
a i d 
pa i d 
gra i n 
t r a i n  
f a i l  
ba i I 
t a  i n t  
q u a i n t
»
"qn'znznT'z.
- ^ 7 1 - / 7 7 ) 7
4
66c
Under  l i n e  t h e  c o r r e c t ,  homonym.
I .  The postman p u t  t h e  ma ' I in t h e  box
ma i e
2.  That  man f e l l  and i s  in Pane .
p a i n
3. F i l l  t h e
pa i 
pa I e
w i t h  m i l k .
V. The dog has a long t a l e  
t a  i I .
ba
5.  H i s  dad w i l l  | e him o u t  o f  j a i l .
6.  The b i g  s h i p  has a Sa ! ? ' f u l l  o f  w i nd .
3 • sa i
- 7  u  1 • -1 -1/ .  Much a r ass  i s  on t h e  f l a t  , .
a p l a i n
• |
8. Tha t  l ad w i l l  n o t  , t h e  man.
67a
v
.%  a a y
7
may pay say s l a y  cl ay r ay
p r ay sp r ay sub way subway
p l a y mate p 1 aymate
f a  i 1 cha i n came dome p l a y
t  i me p 1 ay t ime c o n c r e t e i nqu i r e
sa 1 e 
sa i 1
ma 1 e 
ma i 1
made s t a y  
maid say






c l a y
r a y
pr ay
s p r a y
sub way








□ e a p
eat  s e a t  e a s t  y e a s t  team 
steam s t r eam bean c l e a n
squeak
daydream lead n a p k i n  s t a i r s  
gay p a i n t  t a n t r u m  d e s p a i r
w a i l  pa i d  wane c o mp l e t e  phone
whal e  pay way p l e a t  stone*
eat
s e a t
eas t
y e a s t
t  earn
s t  earn
bean




~ J ? Z Z Z y A.
y JL
~yZ77Tfj
y 'm T T T t f
zzfi?yrt777Tr-.
U n d e r l i n e  what  one can e a t .
y e a s t grape
c l a y n a i 1
t r a i n peach
bean dr  earn
bra i d wheat
g r  a i n squeak




see bee b l eed  speed heel
peel  green t r e e  f l e e t  s t r e e t
seal  s p r a i n  p l a y t i m e  quo t e
s t r a y  Ra l ph  a t h l e t e  compose
sea peal  heal  w a i l  s t e e l









t r e e  , 
f  I ee t  
s t r e e t
e e

Which words below have t h e  same 
sound as wheel? U n d e r l i n e  them
beas t sc r eech
Jack cheap
Pete c l o a k
baske t green
mate comp 1e t  e
squeak b i t e '
67 c 
vowe I
a t h l e t e mot  e
70a
l oan o a t s  b oa t s  soap coax
coach road  l oad t o a s t  c o a s t
s o l e  s h i p s h a p e  d i s p u t e  e n c l o s e
combine compete v amp i r e  r a i d
r o d e  l one mote s t r e e t  meet
r oad  loan moat  t r e a t  meat
I oan







t  o a s t






r z ju ^ f j
Magic s q u a r e s :
g t d





■ p b m
71a
r)
woe t o e Joe f o e doe t o e
na i 1 t oena i 1 t i p t o e t i p t o e
doe sk i n doesk i  n
s c r e e c h  t h r o a t  peach dome
p l a y c o a s t s t r eam p l a n k
f o e
f o e s
t o e
t o e s












t o e na i 1
t i p t o e
doe s k i n
oe
'cboFZJ
Which words below have t h e  same vowel  
sound as in toe? Under l  i ne them.
71c
1 oad no t
sock soap
mot e • home
ho 1 e dock
kno t chop
c o a t bomb
I one f  I oa t
d i e p i e  l i e t i e d i e 1 i e
t  i e l i e  d i e p i e d i e t  i e
w i l t sweep f l o a t  f i 1 e speak
s t r a y b l a n k wr i nq gnash jams
t  i ed c o n t r a c t b l o a t G 1 en f s
t i d e s u b t  r a c t f  1 oa t men 1 s
<* XT
7 Z Z




9 ! I 
a i d 
0  i p
*q z l

Which words below 
sound as i n d i e?
s i d e
c r  i ed
t h  i s
ch i cken
w h i t e
p r i z e
s l i d
have t he  same vowel  
Under  I i ne t h e m. ,
d i ed  !
j
ch i I dren
,
f i n e
m i t e
i n s i d e




W r i t e  t h e  c o r r e c t  s p e l I  i ng o f  (a )  in 
t h e  b l a n k s .  Read t h e  e n t i r e  s e n t e n c ^  
Cho i c e s : a i , ay ,  a - e |
1. The s__I i s  w h i t e .  !
2.  Jack can p i __ _ w i t h  D i c k .  ■ |
3.  The p___ I i s  p___I__  g r een .
W r i t e  t h e  c o r r e c t  s p e l l i n g  o f  ( e )  in 
t h e  b l a n k s .  Read t h e  e n t i r e  s e n t e n c e  
C h o i c e s :  ea, ee,  e-e
// .  The s __t  i s  b l a c k .
5. P _ t _ f s t r _  f e l l .
6.  Lunch i s a __  I .
W r i t e  t h e  c o r r e c t  s p e l l i n g  o f  ( o )  in 
t h e  b l a n k s .  Read t h e  e n t i r e  s e n t e n c di
C h o i c e s :  oa,  oe,  o - e  j
|
7. The r ___ d i s  l ong.
8.  Jack has a h___  and a p__ I__ .
9.  A b t  can f I  t . !
1
Sy l l a b l e  Di v i s i on
1. U n d e r l i n e  t h e  vowe l s  in r e d .
2.  When two cons o nan t s  appear  between 
t h e  v owe l s ,  s p l i t  t h e  consonan t s  
w i t h  a r ed  peric i I .
3.  Read t h e  f ' i r s t  s y l  Tab le ,  t h e  second 
s y l l a b l e ,  and l a s t l y ,  t h e  word (Traub,
p. 108).
t  empest r a b b i t c a t n  i p
s u s p e c t bonnet a d mi t
s u b j e c t t enn  i s b a n d i t
sub 1 i me t a b l e t p i gment
comp 1e t  e hobnob bobb i n
c o n c r e t  e p u l p i t m u f f  i n
i
7V*
Sy l l ab l e  Di v i s i on
I I .
1. F i n d  t h e  vowe l s  bu t  do no t  u n d e r l i n e  
them.
2.  S p l i t  co n s o n a n t s  w i t h  a red  p e n c i l .
Read t h e word (ibid., P. 10 9).
happen c o n t  e s t p o l l e n
comm i t s u b t r a c t pumpk i n
k i t t e n combust magnet
nutmeg pancake mandate
pub 1 i c d i s p u t e r o s t r u m
he 1 met stampede f  o s s i 1
Sy l l a b l e  Di v i s i on
1. F i n d  vowels-  w i t h o u t  u n d e r l i n i n g  
them.
2.  S p l i t  co n s o n a n t s  w i t h o u t  ma r k i ng  
them.  Use t h e  " r u l e  o f  t h u m b . "  •
I t  i s  easy t o  r ead  a t wo -  
s y l l a b l e  word when you 
use t h e  " r u l e  o f  thumb.  
Cover  t h e  second s y l l a b l e  
w i t h  vou r  t humb . Read t h e  
f i r s t  s y l l a b l e ,  and t hen 
r ead  t h e  who Ie w o r d .
3.  Read t h e  word (ibid.).
s u f f  i x v i c t i m suppose
goss i p den t  i s t tandem
sudden c o n s e n t d i s r u p t
n a p k i n d i c t a t e s p l e n d i d
p i c n i c vamp i r e cone 1ude
75a
ou t  pou t  s pou t  sou t h  mouth
ou t  sour  s t o u t  snou t  loud
j o u s t i n  moumpen poumptan pleem 
monoumap plame plostmimamp
t o e  l oud moat  p i e  . sea
f o e  c l o u d  f l o a t  d i e  t r e e
75 b*
o u t
p o u t
s p o u t
s o u t h
mouth
ou r
s o u r
s t o u t
s n o u t
I oud
— ----------: ; :-----------------------------;----------------:— >




owl growl  prowl  vow plow 
c l own f r o wn  drown crowd prowl
powdened baidown meemeem bouboub
c h o a t  em p 1eday s 1eet squeak
f  ound now pa i d  bea t moat






p i ow 
c I own 






W r i t e  ou or  ow in t h e  b l a n k s .
76c
1. That  cl .___ n has a b i g,  red  nose.
2.  The c r ___ d can sh___ -t I___^d I y .
3.  Jim Br n i s d  n i n  t he  t __ n.
7.  H i s m  t h w i l l  b l e e d .
5.  Don went  d n 7$___ t h .
6.  The k i n g  wore a b i g  c r ___ n .




her herb ver b  B e r t  p e r t t  erm
perch her m i t  h e r m i t  Her
b e r t H e r b e r t  per '  haps perhaps
h e r p e r p e r t b i eb i eb poapoat b 1 ump
deederday f o u f o u f  dowdowd s 1 i n t
proud
c l o u d
down meet  tame 
c 1 own f 1ee t  b 1ame
s l a y




v e r  b 
B e r t  
p e r t  
t  erm 
per ch  
her  m \ t  







Put  an a p p r o p r i a t e  e£ word in each 
b l a n k .  Answers w i l l  v a r y .
I .  Jack r ode  home w i t h
2.  The man w i l l  shave  h i s
3.  J im i s  a
V. The sang we l l .
5.  The dime is
6.  I l i k e
7. The ' d i d  s c a r e  h e r .
78a
□ir
s i r  f i r  f i r m '  s qu i r m  f i r s t  
t h i r s t  t w i r l  s w i r l  s k i r t  d i r t
p i r p i r p  dowderd seaseas peedeed 
pa i pa  ip s e r s e r s e r t  moump wown




f r o w n  p e r t  






f  i rm
sq u i r m
f  i r s t
t h  i r s t
t w i r l
s w i r l
s k i r t




Magic s q u a r e s :
t h t  ■ s
b i r 9
I- f d
ch b. t h
f i r s
d t. p
f u r spur cu r b c u r l  burn
t u r n d i s t u r b d i s t u r b f  ur
n i sh . f u r n  i sh ur  ch i n u r ch
sur p l u s  s u r p l us
perm i t s t r  i ng p 1umpt e r nk
s m i r k s k i r m i s h g 1 ownank
w h i r l
s w i r l
H e r b e r t
h e r m i t
chu r n  crown 
chu r ch  brown
79b*
f  u r  
spur  
curb  
c u r  I 
b u r  n 
t  urn
d i s t u r b  
f u r  n i sh 
u r  c h i n  




J t---------- - ---;---------- t L
79c
Read each s e n t e n c e  c a r e f u l l y .  Under -  
I i ne t h e  words t h a t  have t he  sound ‘‘o f 
u r as in f u r .
I . The man i n t he  t h i r d  c h a i r  i s J e f f  
Bu r ns .
2. The b i r d  s a i d . ’’ C h i r p ,  c h i r p . ”
3.  At  f i r s t  t h e  g i r l  c o u l d  n o t  see t h e  
b i r d s .
// .  B e r t  wi I I hear  i t  now.
5.  The f e r n  i s  under  t h e  t r e e .
6.  Tha t  s t e r n  man i s  mean.
7. P l ease  do no t  h u r t  t h e . s i l v e r  d i s h .
80a
h i gh n i g h  s i g h  s i g h t  t  i gh t
1 i gh t s l i g h t  p l i g h t r  i gh t
br  i gh t
i n s i g h t b 1 onanonant wound
grow 1 m i cagam i c u t s t u r n  i sh
squ i rm 
s q u i r t
scowl  c r ouch  
howl  grouch
a f  f  r  i 
1 i me 1
gh t  
i gh t
s i gh 
s i gh t  
t i g h t  
I i gh t  
sI  i gh t  
pI i gh t  
r  i gh t  
b r i g h t
'  V  I
80c
C i r c l e  t h e  word t h a t  bes t  f i t s  each 
p i c t u r e .  There a re  f o u r  words per  
p i c t u r e .
a l l ' s i qh
r i g h t
b r i g h t  n i gh t
f i g h t  n i g h t  
u  X
bI i gh t  f r i g h t
f  i i gh t  t  i gh t
f i g h t  m i g h t
n i g h  f i g h t
81a
□ar
a r t ,  arm a r k  j a r  t a r  harm
bar k  mark ha r p  sharp
ha r ml ess  b lomamomight  g a r l i c
ground f r o w n  scaim s c r eech
a r t  arm harm ba r k  mark



















Choose t h e  bes t  w o r d ' t o  c o m p l e t e  each 
s e n t  e n c e .
I . The dog w i l l  a f  him.
( s n a r l ,  f a r m ,  a r t )
2.  P l ease  do no t  h e r e .
( y a r n ,  p a r k ,  y a r d )
3.  The l i g h t e r  made a b i g  t
( s p a r k ,  l a r k ,  a r k )
V. Most  f a r ms  have a — — ~t
( b a r n ,  h a r d ,  s c a r f )
5.  The s c o u t s  w i I  I now.
( c h a r t ,  g a r l i c ,  march)
6.  Tha t  snake i s  ẐZIZIZZZZIZZZZZ"-
(charm,  h a r m l e s s ,  a r t i s t )
7. The a p p l e  i s  2ZZZZZZIIIZIZIZZI'•
( p a r k , h a r d , s t a r t )
82a
or  f o r  horn  born  f o r k  c o r k  
s t o r m  s t o r k  or  b i t  o r b i t  f o r
ge t  f o r g e t
n o r t h w e s t  f o r g a v e  swoamimung 
ha r ness  mor b i d  b r i g h t e n  mouth
co r n  garden beech q u a i n t
sco r n  shar pen  beach s a i n t
82 b*
o r
f  o r  
ho r n  
bo r n  
f o r k  
c o r k  
s t  orrn 
s t o r k  
o r  b i t  





F i n i s h  each s en t e nc e  w i t h  y ou r  own 
end i ng . .
I . The s t o r m
2. J a c k ' s  f o r k
3.  Joe f o r g a v e
‘ i  • The s h o r t  speech
5. Corn i s
6.  Ho r n e t s  came
7. S p o r t s  a re
83a
I e
rum b I e rumb I’e bo t  t i e
b o t t 1e sam p i e  samp 1e sn i f
f i e  s n i f f l e  bun d i e  bund l e
an k 1 e a n k 1e puz z 1e
puzz 1 e t a n  g l e  t a n g l e
humb1e bu l b  s t r u r n  p 1eamb1e
soub 1 i .ght s t  umb1e d i mp l e
crumb 1e 
g r u mb 1e
ground d i s t u r b  b e r t h  
r ound b l u r b  b i r t h
83b*
b 1 e - r u m b 1e
t i e  - b o t t 1e
p i e  - sample
f i e  - s n i f f l e
di e - bund 1e
k 1 e - a n k l e
z 1 e - p u z z l e
g l e  - t a n g l e
//
/ /
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83c
1. Us i ng  your  thumb,  c u t  o f f  t h e  end­
ing o f  each word be l ow.
2.  Read t h e  f i r s t  s y l l a b l e .
3.  Read t h e  word.  (Some o f  t h e  words
have ” t w i  n"  c o n s o n a n t s .  )
h a n d l e d a z z l e s t  umb1e crumb 1e
a n k 1 e meddle c a n d l e s p i n d l e
g u z z l e g r umb1e d i mp l e hobb 1 e
Match t h e c o r r e c t end ng w i t h  each
beg i nn i ng sy 1 1 ab 1e t o make a word.
The f i r s t one i s done f o r y o u .
han b 1 e
j un 1 1 e
an p i e
hum f  1 e
r u f - d i e
puz k 1 e
d i m z 1 e
r a t q 1 e
8 V
Review
W r i t e  in s y l l a b l e s  each word t h a t  y ou r  
t e a c h e r  d i c t a t e s .  Then say t h e  word.  
For  exampl e ,  i f  y o u r  t e a c h e r  says t h e  








"Y" as an Ending
man iy manly hob by hobby
en vy envy w in dy w i ndy
s t u f fy s t u f  f y f  i f  t y f  i f
mom my mommy pen ny penny
Pat sy Pa t sy pup py puppy
f  r  i s ky f r i s k y
t a  ng 1e br  i gh t f o r t h  t a n t r u m
sh i r t ve rb  proud s t r ong - er
man I y 
hob by 
en vy 
wi n  dy 
s t u f  f y  
f  i f  t  y 
mom my 
pen ny 
Pat  sy 
pup py 
f  r  i s ky
85b*
" Y ” as an Ending

85c
I .  Us i ng  y ou r  thumb,  c u t  o f f  t he  end i ng  
.of  each word be l ow.
2.  Read
3. Read
t h e  f i r s t  
t he  word.
s y l l a b l e •
wi ndy candy manly chunky
grumpy c r u s t y  - sandy n i n e t y
p a r t y Randy m i s t y c r i s p y
madl y dusky s i x t y s t a t e  1y
sweet  1y f  o r t y puppy . t h i r t y
mommy snappy f r i s k y h u r r y
grand 1y f i f t y near  1 y t w e n t y
T h i n k  o f  one new word f o r  each o f  t h e  
f o l l o w i n g  e n d i n g s :  l y ,  vy ,  by,  dy,  t y ,  
f y ,  ny,  sy ,  py,  ky.
86a
t o o  zoo boom room mush room
mushroom s t o o  1 spool  spoon
coon ca r t oon c a r t  oon-
mushroom pood 1e smor p l e gna f  r  i ng
n o r t h w e s t s p a r k  1e i ns i gh t pound
h u r l  s w i r  
c u r  1 tw i r
1 crown hound 
1 f r o wn  ground
f 1 i gh t  
















C i r c l e  t h e  word t h a t  bes t  f i t s  each 
p i c t u r e .  There  a re  f o u r  words per  
p i c t u r e .
broom I oom
hoo t
bloom s t o o l
l oop pood I es
spoo l p r o o f r o o f  mushrooms
87a
Hard - Soft C
Natural sound of "c" (hard "c"); C O D  CO"!* C Q S h
c l a s s  c l i f f  c r u s t  cape cane 
c a r p e t  c an t een  candy c u r l
Soft "c" words (followed by "e", "i", or "y" )s Q Q  | | c i n c h
f a c e  r a c e  f a n c y  Nancy e x c e p t  
p e n c i l  a d v i c e  c i r c l e  t h r i c e
cup c a t  c e n t  r i c e  c r ash  
cave c a n d l e  c i r c u s  ' i ce  cob
c l o c k  n i c e  c e n t e r  c r a s h  sp r u c e
c e l l  
c i nch 
f  ace 
r a c e  
f a n  cy 
Nan cy 
ex c e p t  
pen c i I 
ad v i c e  
c i r  c I e 
t h r i c e
87 b*





In t h e  
s o u n d  
e x c e p t  
or y,
b e g i n n i n g  
i s. u s u a  1 1 y 
w h e n  it ■ i 
a n d  t h e n  a
of a w o r d ,  t h e  
s p e l l e d . w i t h  a 
s f o l l o w e d  by e,





E x a m p  1e : cot, cut, k e y , k it
Fill in t h e  b l a n k s w i th _c or _k.
1 . a ve i ck 17. ock
2. i n 10. urd 18. i te
3. ut 11. ord 19. a r t
V. e e n 12. ee 1 20. a 1 m
5. it 13. i 1 n 21.. i 11
6. a 1 1 IV. ent 22. e Ip
7. r i b 15. a n d  1 e 23. r a z e
8. a ke 16. lean 2 V . eep
88a
Hard - Soft G
Natural sound of "g" (hard1 "g"):. go t  Gus g a t e
g u l f g l i d e grape gu 1 1 g l ad
gr  i n ga 1 e gob g l ob e gr ave
Soft "g" words (followed by "e", "i", or "y"): g 6H1 Q g g
page cage s t a g e  huge c ong es t
gen t  1 e mar g in g i ng er Roger
grab age gr  i n s t  i ngy gus t
g r i l l edgy Glen g u l f s t a g e
Ga 1 e h i n g e s i n g 1e orange
Exception^ to the rule: get  g i f t  g i r  1 g i v e
g i g g l e anger




s t a g e
huge
con ges t  
gen t i e  
mar g i n 




The ( j )  sound i s  u s u a l l y  s p e l l e d  w i t h  
a jg i f . i t  i s  f o l l o w e d  by .e, j_, or  y
(Traub, p„ 138)®
A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  above r u l e  
t h e  b l a n k s  w i t h  o r  j .  Al 
have t h e  sound o f  ( j ) .
f i l l  in
t h e  words
1. __a i 1 ca__e
2. ent 10. ed e
3. ack 11. __ab
V. ung 1 e 12. ob
5. __i nger 13. __en t  1 e
6. __unk IV. u s t
7. oke 15. __une
8. b a r e 16. ane
87a
ge - When a
c r i nge .
ge - When a
huge
dge - When s
j udge
ge - dge
consonant precedes the (j) sound: b Q P g e  i G P g e
f r i n g e  p l unge  s t r a n g e
long vowel precedes the (j) sound: W Q g e  S t a g e
cage page rage gage
i short vowel precedes the (j) sound: | 0  d  g e  f u d g e
edge l odge b r i d g e  smudge
Q  0  - When a consonant precedes the (j) sound
barge
c r i n g e
87 b* 
ge - dge
Q 0  - When a long vowel precedes the (j) sound
s t a g e
huge
(j Q 0  - When a short vowel precedes the (j) sound
I edge 




Put  dqe or  qe in t h e  b l a n k s .
87c
I . The i nk made a smu
2.  Do n o t  f o r  checks .
3.  The f u ___  had a n i c e  t a s t e .
V. Take t h a t  br i _____  and t hen  t u r n
r i g h t .
5.  D i ck  had a ba . ____ on h i s  s h i r t .
6.  Jack i s  s t r a n ____ ly happy now.
7. The I a r  cow i s I o s t .
90
Rev i ew - Hard- S o f t  C and G
Read each word be l ow.
t r a c e c e l l cramp change
c r  i b o r ange br ace r a c e
c i r eus c r op c r u s t gum
g u l f gu 1 1 Gus c r e p t
s c a t sea 1 e mice g u s t
t w i c e p r i c e cube h i n g e
g r i p s t r a n g e g r a t  e g l a z e
Read t h e s e  s e n t e n c e s .
Mac has an i ce  cream cone.
Grace keeps her  mi ce in a cage.  
The g r ape p i e  has a c r i s p  c r u s t .
7 I a
o i 1 f o i l  b o i l  j o  i n l o i n
j o i n t p o i n t  h o i s t m o i s t  t i n
f o i l t i n f o i l
s p o i l b r i g h t  st rompamg goomp
chur ch f u r n i s h  plow c a n d 1e
t o i l  
so i 1
p o i n t  b i r d  
j o i n t  " b i r ch
pou t  dang l e  
o u t  t a n g l e
91b*
o i 1




1 o i n
o eJ O  1n t
po i n t
ho i s t
mo i s t





F i l l  in t h e  m i s s i n g  l e t t e r s .
. T i n  o i l  i s  s i l v e r .
2.  Jack w i l l  t i l l  t h e  __o i I in h i s
gar den .
3. The f o o d  m i g h t  _____ o i l  i f  i t  i s
n o t  c o o l .
7.  P e n c i l s  have o i n t s .
5. The ground i s  __o i s t  s i n c e  t h e  ra i n . .
6.  Don d i d   o i n  t h e  army.
7. The l i q u i d  in t h e  pot  m i g h t  o j I  
t oo  f a s t  i f  _yc>u _d_o no t  t u r n  down 
t h e  h e a t .
92a
boy j o y  Roy soy en j o y
e n j o y en voy envoy con
voy convoy oy s t  er o y s t  er
de coy decoy em p 1oy emp1oy
s o i l v o i c e  cowboy d e s t r o y





m i r t h  
b i r t h
j udge '  ca r  





en j o y  
en voy 
con voy 
oy s t e r  
de coy 
em p l o y

Read t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s e n t e n c e s .  Under - ,  
l i n e  t h e  words c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  oy sound 
as in b o y .
92c
I . Roy has a t o y  in h i s  c l a s s r o o m .
2.  Mom w i l l  b r o i l  t h e  meat .
3.  Joyce made a bad c h o i c e .
V. Tha t  boy has a s i l v e r  c o i n .
5.  The c o i l  i s t o o  h o t .
6.  Mr.  Roy w i l l  employ t h e  boy.




law paw jaw thaw c l aw f l a w  
lawn pawn dawn drawn
squawk c r a w f i s h  seesaw l o b s t e r  
t a n g l e  d e s t r o y  f l i g h t  brow
candy wedge shawl  spoon morn




p a w  
j aw 
I aw 
c I aw 






'T / z n z r '
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W r i t e  a s h o r t  s t o r y  or  poem w i t h  t h e  
aw words on j o b  shee t  93b.  You may 





hau 1 Saul  Paul  f r a u d f a u l t
v a u l t f  1 aun t haun t  haunch
1aunch
j a u n t y sauce r squawk b 1 i g h t
f a u l t gnaw o u t l a w  spool paw
squaw
s t r a w
n i g h t 1 ess c o n f  orm 







f  raud 
f a u l t  
vau 11 
f  I aun t  






F i l l  in t h e  b l a n k s  w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r  
spe.1 I ing o f  t h e  aju sound.  ( C h o i c e s :  
aw or  a u )
1. The h___ k h u r t  i t s  w i ng .
2.  Tha t  f a r m e r  s e l l s  a l e t  o f  s t r ___ .
3. The mouse d i d  gn___  on t h e  w i r e .
7. I t  i s no t  P___ l Ts f ____I t .
5.  The men w i l l  h____ I t h e  t h i n g s  t o
t h e  l____n.
6 . I t  i s  n o t  r ___ Mom d i d  b o i l  i t .
7.  P___ I h u r t  h i s  j ___
77c
95a
ca 1 1 ma 1 1 sma11 sa 11 ma 11
wa 1 nu t w a 1 nu t t a l k cha 1 k
sTa I k
t a  1 1 s n a i l f a l s e b 1u r p  fawn
p 1 ow b i - r th s t a r  1 i gh t buck 1e
ta  1 k 
s t a l k
r age
gage
s t a 1 1 
i n s t a 1 1
f  o r  1orn 
f  o r g o t
a l l : caI  I
ma I I 
sma I I
a 1 : sa l l -
ma 11 
waI nu t
S i I e n t  I : t a l k
cha I k 
s t a l k
75b*

Put  t h e  new words on j ob  s hee t  75b in ' 
t h e  app. ropr  i a t e  spaces  be l ow .  Use each 
word o n l y  once.
75c
A phone
a t  t h e
came when I was
i I e t h e r e , I
put on a d i s h
o f  French  f r i e s  and a t e  them.  A f t e r
had a d r i n k  and some
s,  I l e f t  f o r  home. My
boy met my and t o l d  abou t  t h e  c a l l .
I went  in t h e  house t o  r e t u r n  t h e
c a l l ,  and had a n i ce
Now I w i l l  c l e a n  t h e o f f
my d r ess  and s p r i n k l e  the-  corn_
76a
myth c y s t 1 y nx my s t  i c
myst  i c gyp iy r  i c l y r i c
s y s , tern s y s t  em syn t a x
s y n t a x cym ba 1 cymba1 ox
y gen oxygen
i
gym l y r i c  gypsy h i n g e  b i r c h  
s t r a n g e  happy h ag g l e  c a l l s
s i n 
cyn i c
I i nks s i mp.1 e 
l ynx  symbol
J i m 
gym
s i t s
c y s t
76b*
myth "Y" as a Vowel (T)cystI ynxmy stic
gypI y r i c sys tem syn tax cym baI ox y gen

Read t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s e n t e n c e s .  F i n d  
t h e  words t h a t  have t h e  j_ sound.  Un­
der  I i ne t h e m .
96 c
1. I t  i s  a myth t h a t  Jack i s in charg
2.  The l ynx  had a c y s t  on h i s  nose.
3. That  man w i l l  gyp D i c k  on t h e  P.A.  
s y s t  em.
7. Syn t ax  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  s t u d y  o f  En­
gl  i s h .
5.  The c y m b a l s . w e r e  t oo  l oud f o r  J i l l
6.  Oxygen i s  ' i m p o r t a n t  f o r  our  l i v e s .
7. The l y r i c  j r f  t h e  song i s  n i c e .
77a
Long Vowels in Syllable Division
m i nus m i nus pu p u p u p i l
be g i n beg i n pa per paper
h o t  e 1 h o t  e 1 t i ger t i g e r
ba s i n b a s i n ba s i s b a s i s
r e  j o  i O CD CD c_. O i ce o mi t  o m i t
moment agen t r e c i t e ca I I  f o r
crowd soon f udge c i t y j o i n
saw dandy 
jaw handy
t a n g l e  
s t r o n g  I e
empIoy 
d e s t r o y
97b*
mi nus Long Vowels
p u p i l . i n S y 11a b 1e
b e g i n D i v i s i o n
pa per
h o t e l
t  i ger
ba s i n
ba s i s
r e j o i c e
o m i t

97 c
D i v i d e  t h e  f o i l  owing words i n t o  s y l ­
l a b l e s  f o l l o w i n g  t h e s e  r u l e s :  ( I )  Un­
d e r l i n e  a l l  vowel s  in r e d .  ( 2 )  I f  
t h e r e  i s  o n l y  one consonan t  between 
t h e  two v o we l s ,  d i v i d e  in f r o n t  o f  t h e  
c o n s o n a n t .  ( 3 )  The vowel  a t  t h e  end 
o f  t h e  s y l l a b l e  i s  a long vowe I , (Traub, P.
1U3).
l i l a c human spoken
broken c r i s i s e r e c t
p o 1 i t e program donat e
demand s e c r e t A j a x
r e c i t e behave cl  imax
p r o t  e c t i t em f  ocus
98a
" i ng” as an Ending
b a n g  i n'g r i n g i ng m a s h  i ng s m a s h  i
g u s h i n g s w e  1 1 i ng s t u f  f i ng r i s k
h o n k  i ng t OS S i ng
f i s h i n g o i 1 ing s t r o  i m a s h r a w
c a r m o m  i m r o o m e r br i ght f u r n  ish
e d g e  
1 e d g e
p r a w  1 
c r a w  1
*sour t o w e r  f i r  
















Add " i ng " 
t h e n  read
t o  t h e  f o i l  
each w o r d .
ow i ng words and
s a l t d r ess brush
c r a s h honk s p e l l
smash pr  i n t f l a s h
camp s t and t e l l
swej  1 p l a n t h i s s
r i n g y e l l s n i f f
s c u f f
4
bump swing
my spy sp r y s t y l e  t y p e  Ju
l y J u l y de ny deny s a t  i s
f y s a t  i s f  y oc cu py occupy
l u l la by l u l  1 a by
s i gh t t y p e t h y s t a  1 1 s t a l k
f udge Randy s i g n i f y f o i l
shy
sky
1 i e 
f l y
boy
b o i l
s t a r
t a r
r i p e







Ju I y 
de ny 
sat i s f y 
oc cu py 
I u I la by





Under  l i n e  




t  r y  
f a n c y  
s t  i ngy
t h e  words t h a t  have t h e  i
l y r i c f l y s a t  i s f  y
M i ke g l i d e gym •
p i e s y s t  em J i m
why deny s i mmer
M i ck pr  i me h i n g e
s i gh t i e s t y l e
t y p e 1 i gh t shys p r y
100
VCV Spe M i n g  Rule
W r i t e  in c o l o r e d  p e n c i l  above t h e  ap ­
p r o p r i a t e  l e t t e r s  in each r o o t  and 
s u f f i x  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :
V - f o r  vowel
C - f o r  consonan t
V - f o r  vowel  (above t h e
i n i t i a l  vowel  in s u f f i x )






2 . b i g e s t
3 . f i b e r
V . m a d e s t
5 . s c o t i s h
6 . d r o p i n g
7 . s u n . y
8 . s t u n i n g
100
Some o n e - s y l t a b l e  words do no t  d o u b l e  
t h e  f i n a l  consonan t  when a d d i n g  a s u f
f  i x s i n c e  t hey do no t f  0 1 1ow t h e V-C
p a t t e r n  ( r ^ n ) . Put  V or  C above t he
a p p r o p r i a t e  l e t t e r s  i n each word.
The f i r s t  one i s  done f  or y o u .
9. boa t • IV. s t op
10. dunk 15. p l u n k
1 1 . b l u s h 16. o i 1
12. s t a i n 17. b l a c k
13. c reep 18. 1 oad
N o t i c e  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  t h r e e  g roups  o f  
s h o r t  wor ds :  VC as in t op
VVC as i n f e e d  
VCC as in must
S u f f i x e s  can be d i v i d e d  i n t o  two 
s u f f i x e s  b e g i n n i n g  w i t h  a vowel  
" i n g ” ) ,  and s u f f i x e s  b e g i n n i n g  w 
consonan t  (as i n " n e s s " ) .
Put  V or  C over  
s u f f i x  be l ow.
19. I y
20.  ment
21.  I ess
22.  i ng
23.  ness 
2 V. y




29. a b l e
30. ed










Now combine t h e  r o o t s  and s u f f i x e s  be­
low.  Remember t o  use t h e  VCV r u l e  ( t h e  
"One-One-One R u l e " ) .  Put  V or  C above 
t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  l e t t e r s  i f  i t  w i l l  h e l p .  
The f i r s t  two a r e  done f o r  examples .
33. , VCt a n  + Ving
3V. v a t ,r u s t  + ed
35. c l a n  + i sh
36. s k i n  + y
37. man + ly
38. b i g  + e s t
39. run  + er
♦
VO. spoon + ed 
V I .  c l a i m  + ing
V2. d r i f t  + ed
Rev iew
W r i t e  oj_ or  oy in each b l a n k .  Remem­
ber  t h a t  o i i s u s u a l l y  w i t h i n  a word,  
and o_y i s  u s u a l l y  a t  t he  end o f  a 
word or  sy I I a b l e  crraub, 1973, p.iii9).
s 1 errip 1 c n
b s t e r s
j  n t conv sp. 1
f  1 R h s t
W r i t e  aw o r  au in each b l a n k  be l ow.  
Remember t h a t  ow i s  used f o r  t h e  f i n a
sound or  b e f o r e  a c o n s o n a n t ,  and ajj i 
used b e f o r e  a consonan t  (orton, P.88).
h k v I t p 1
1 n f  1 1
1 nch c r  1 h 1
i 0  l2
Read t h e s e  w o r d s :
c a l l  waI nu t  s t a I k .
s t a l l  m a l t  wa l k
W r i t e  t h r e e  words t h a t  have a s h o r t  " j M 
sound s p e l l e d  w i t h  a " y . "  e . g .  sys tem.
W r i t e  t h r e e  words t h a t  have a long 
sound s p e l l e d  w i t h  a " y . ?f e . g .  t r y
Add " i n g "  t o  each word .  Read t h e  word.
t o s s  t w i s t  bang r i s k  f a l l  see
D i v i d e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  words i n t o  s y l l a ­
b l e s .  Read t h e  words .
paper  b a s i s  r e t u r n
h o t  el- began t i g e r
102a
Su f f i x  es
pass passes gr ass g r asses  r ush
r ushes brush br ushes  r anch  r anches
branch br anches  ax axes t a x  t a x e s
f i z z f i z z e s q u i z q u i z e s
c y s t o y s t e r pra w 1 hedge b i c y c l e
bubb l e moon l i g h t t a b l e  convoy
ma 1 1 
sma 1 1
1 ab 1 e 
f a b l e
edge 
1 edg
draw so i 1 
e squaw t o i l
102 b* 
S u f f i x  espass passes
g r ass g r asses
r ush r ushes
brush br ushes
r  anch r anches
branch br anches
ax axes
t a x t a x e s
f i z z f i z z e s
q u i z q u i z e s
Tzzrzz?
102c
Add _s on jbs t o  each word.  Remember
t h a t  ejs i s  added i n s t e a d  o f  s a f t e r
s , z , s h , c h , and _x.
t a c k nose j a z z
bump__ wax n e s t
c r u t  ch__ l a t e  h__ d i s h
path h i ss__ paw
t r e e chu r ch  ' miss.
l edge 1 unch t r i p
bubb l e c 1 own bean
103a
Su f f i x  ed
mend mended hun t  hun t ed  s t a y  
s t a y e d  drag dragged check checked 
t o s s  t o s s e d
c h u r c h e s  minus candy cages wal ked
{
\
l i g h t l y  s u p p o r t  s t o r y  hedges o i l y
c l u t c h e s  maple s c o r e  t a r d y  
c r u t c h e s  s t a p l e  sho r e  hardy
1 , Present Past
mend mended
hun t hun t  ed
2 . s t a y s t ayed
drag dragged
3. check checked
t o s s t o s s e d
I 03b*  




W r i t e  more words u s i n g  each sound o f  
e d .. The f i r s t  word in each c a t a g o r y  
i s  done f o r  you.
/ e d /  t z v z ffitn fr
I OVa
Suf  f  i x er
f a rm f  armer b i g b i g g e r hun t hun t  er
p ray p r a y e r k i n d k i n d e r s i c k s i c k e r
ca 1 1 c a l l e r 1 ay 1 aye r b o i l bo i 1er
b e g i n  beg i n n e r
b e f o r e  b a r n y a r d  program dona t e  
r e c i t e  b r i d l e  shaky grudges  c i t y
s t a r c h
parch
f  i r  
s i r
s i  i gh t  
I i gh t
p r e v e n t  
r e  I e n t
f a rm f a r m e r
lOVb* 
S u f f  i x er
b i g b i g g e r  • •
hunt h u n t e r
p ray p r a y e r
k i n d k i n d e r
s i ck s i c k e r
ca 1 I cal  1er
I ay l a y e r
b o i l bo i 1er
beg i n b e g i n n e r  '
*
1 7 0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7




rc jK M M iT r/'
I OVc
See how many o f  t h e s e  s u f f i x e s  you 
can use w i t h  each word:  es,  ed,  e r ,  
e s t ,  ness ,  l e s s ,  ment ,  i sh .  R e w r i t e  
each word w i t h  i t s  s u f f i x e s .  The 
f i r s t  one i s  done f o r  you.




dr  i nk
comp I e t e
wax
105a
a c t  i ve 
eng i ne  
m i ss i I e
r u f f  I e 
r i n g i n g
f  urn  i sh 
b u r n i s h
i naI  i - e Unaccented 
S y l l a b l e s
f e s t i v e  g r a n i t e  o p p o s i t e  
d o c t r i n e  n o t i c e  p r a c t i c e  
f  e r t  i I e
t o i l e r  f o g g y  p r o v i d e  moment
■ ■ /
r u n n i n g  g r a n t e d  c l o u d y
noon crumb Ie me l t ed  
moon humbIe b e l t e d
105b*
i v e /  i v /
a c t  i v e 
f  es t  i ve
F i n a l  i - e  Unaccented 
S y l l a b l e s
i t e  / i t /  
g ran i t e  
op po s i t e
i ce  /  i s s /
n o t i c e
p r a c t i c e
i ne / i n /  
en g i ne 
doc t r i n e
i l e / ' I /  
mis s i 1e 
f  er  t i l e
'7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
F i l l  i n t he  b l a n k s  w i t h  an a p p r o p r i a t e  
word f r om t h e  f o l l o w i n g  l i s t :  n a t i v e ,  
mas s i v e ,  examine,  f a m i n e ,  e x q u i s i t e ,  
j u s t  i c e ,  o f f i c e .
105c
I .  The wore a g r ass  s k i r t
and a mask.
2. The new p a r t y  d r ess  was
3. Dur i nq t h e f ood  was
hard  t o  f i nd . . -
V. The brown desk i s in t h e
- -------------------
5. The crowd had 32 , 000
men.
6. We s t a n d  f o r  peace and •
7. The t e a c h e r  w i l l  . t h e
s t u d e n t  s .
t h a t  t h e  word i s  a p p r o p r i a t e  f o r  t h e
I 06
Review
Add a word t o  each s u f f i x .  Be su r e  
 
s u f f i x .  e . g .  p l a y e r .
______  er  — - es
_ _ _ _ _ ______ e s t  ________ . . ~~ment
________ ed ________  ness
_________  i sh _________  I ess
Read t h e - f o l  l owi ng  words .  Remember 
t h a t  una ccen t  ed s y l l a b l e s  somet i mes^  
have a s h o r t  " i " sound'  ( s o m e t i m e s ^ ) .  
The accen t ed  s y l l a b l e s  w i l l  have a 
l ong M i " s o u n d .
e ng i ne  s u r v i v e 7 d e f i l e 7 e n t i c e '
d i v i n e '  n a t i v e  m i s s i l e  o f f i c e
107a
t c h
i t c h  w i t c h  c a t c h  l a t c h  Dutch
b l o t c h Scot ch s k e t c h s t r e t c h
k e t  chup sandw i ch such r i c h  much
whi ch sandw i ch a t t a c h o s t r  i ch
a c t  i ve w i t h o u t i mp l y w a 1ker o r d e r
powder c l o u d y scooner na t  i ve edgy
c i rich 
f  i nch




e m a l t  
sa 11
i t c h
w i t c h
c a t c h
l a t c h
Dut  ch
b l o t c h
Sco t ch
s k e t  ch
s t r e t c h
k e t c h  up
i u / d
c h
E x c e p t i o n s : '  sandwi ch  
such r i c h  a t t a c h  
much wh i ch  o s t r i c h

107c
Put  ch o r  t c h  in each b l a n k  be l ow.  
Your  t e a c h e r  w i l l  say each word f o r  
you.
i . in 7. b 1 o
2.  pi 8 . ou
3.  mar 9. op
H - .  ha 10. c 1 u
5 . p i er I I  . s t a r
6.  bran 12. t ha
108a
Jew blew crew screw brew f l e w  
chew s l ew s t r e w  t h r ew
h i t c h e s  n a p k i n  c a r p e t  excep t  
a d v i c e  h u r r y  mushroom pood l e  
s w e e t l y
p l i g h t  mound spu r  g ray  t a i l  




Compl e te  each s e n t e n c e ,  u s i n g  a l l  t h e  
words in t h e  n e a r e s t  box.
I 07a
e i g h t  e i g h t h  e i ’g h t y  e i g h t e e n  weigh 
w e i g h t  ne i gh  f r e i g h t  s l e i g h
n o t i c e  m i s s l e  m i s t a k e  b i r t h d a y
k i t c h e n  f a r m e r  s u r p l u s  c o u n t e r
c rawl gym cor n runn i ng p i t c h
brawl J i m bor  n sunn i ng h i t c h
109b*
e i g h t  
e i gh t h  
e i gh t y  
e i gh  t een  
weigh 
w e i g h t  
ne i g h  
f r e  i gh t  
s l e i g h
\
I 09c
e each word w i t h  a 1ong " a "
1 . w e i g h t 8. wa l k
2. t a i l 9. s l e i g h
3.  b a t t e r 10. apr  on
7. saw I I . we igh
5. f r e i g h t 12. p l a t e
6.  haul 13. cake
7. e i g h t h IV. h i g h
s o u n d .
I 10a
Europe e u 1ogy euphony f eud  s i e u t h
n e u t r a 1
e i g h t  een e i gh t y ga rg 1e c e n t e r bas i





po i n t  
j o i n t






eu lo gy 
eu pho ny +
eu

C i r c l e  each word w i t h  a long " u " sound.
1 l 0 c
1 . c u t e 8. compute
2.  c u t 9. bunch
3. f eud 10. f euda 1 j
h u r t 1 1 . c o n f u s e
5. neuron 12. euphony
6.  Paul 13. f l u t e
7.  n e u t r a I I 7.  h u r I
I l i a
□ien
b i e r  t i e r  g r i e f  b r i e f  t h i e f  s h r i e k  
p r i e s t  b e l i e f  r e l i e f  y i e l d
Europe w i t c h e s  o y s t e r  squawk ing 
e i g h t y  s c r e w b a l l  sys tem n a t i v e
l i g h t n e s s  c h a l k  wrong crumb





gr i ef 
brief 
th i ef 
shr i ek 
pr i est 
be lief 
re lief 




C i r c l e  each word 
I . f i e l d
2.  Pete
3.  s l e p t  
V. s e a t
5. b a t t l e
6.  y i e l d
w i t h  a long " e"
8. whet
7. s t r e e t
10. r e l i e f  
I I . wheat
12. s i e e p
13. c h i e f
s o u n d .
7.  b r i e f IV.  n e t
I 12a
t  i on
a c t  ion t r a c t  i on d i c t i o n j u n c t  i on
q u e s t  i on no t  i on na t  ion r a t  ion
vacat . i on educa t  i on
hungry sauce r  t i n t o !  1 j a c k k n  i f  e
eng i ne j u n c t  i on gen t  1eman p r a c t  i
l odge
dodge
a c t  i on 
t r a c t  ion
be 1 i e f  




Q C ti on
t r a c t i on
di c . t i on
j u n c t i on




va ca t i on





Choose t h e  bes t  word f r om t h e  f o l l o w ­
ing I i s t  t o  c omp l e t e  each s e n t e n c e .
m o t i o n  f r i c t i o n  l o t i o n  p l a n t a t i o n
s t a t i o n  s e c t i o n  men t i on  r a t i o n
I .  Pur  i ng t h e  f amine c i t i z e n s  w i l l  
__________ '____ f o o d .
2. S l a v es p l a n t e d  a l l  t he  c o t t o n  on 
t h e  ________________ :______
3. A ----------------------------  o f f  t h e  a p p l e  was
c u t  o u t .
V . Dad d i d  n o t  : ~ t h e
probIem t o  Mom.
5. Vl/hen a ca r  i s  on i ce.  t h e r e  i s  no t
enough ----------------------------- — t o  make
good t r a c t  i on.
6.  She has c r eamy . ”____________ _ on her
f  a c e .
7.  The gas i s crowded.
I 13a
r>
ce i 1 i ng r e c e i v e dece i ve d e c e i t
conce i t conce i ve w e i r d we i ze
e i t h e r n e i t h e r
s e c t  i on f r i c t i o n be 1 i e f s h i e l d e d
euphony e i g h t y - e  i gh t  f  eas t  ed s a l t  ed.
t h r ew
s t r e w
f r e i g h t
e i g h t
c y s t  
s y s t  em
i cy 
s p i c y
I 13b*
c e i l  i ng 
r e  ce i ye 
d e c e i v e 
de ce i t  
con c e i t  
con c e i v e
w e i r d  
s e i z e  
ei  t h e r  





'7 7 ? 7 / - jy / - f 7 ? T
13c
Us i ng t h e  "j_ b e f o r e  e , excep t  a f t e r  c "  
r u l e ,  p u t  j_e or  ej_ in t h e  b l a n k s  t o  
c o m p l e t e  each word.
1. c ling 8. be 1 f
2. ch f 9. cone t
3. r ec ve 10. pr s t
V . f . 1 d 1 1 . dec t
5 . cone ve 12. y Id
6. t h f 13. dec ve
I V . gr f7. t  r
I I Va
hue cue arque v a l u e  r e s c u e
c o n t  i nue cu r  1yc ue imbue
d e c i d e ce i 1 i ng r e c e i v e  si1e i g h b e 1 Is
s e r v i c e n e u t r a 1 f  r a c t  i on p r a c t  i ce
A l i c e
o f f i c e
n e u r a 1 
n e u t r a 1
f  i e r ce  





ar  gue 
va I . ue 
r e s  cue 
con t i n  ue 
c u r  I y cue 
im b u e '
U V b *
*
" C X 7 - T 7 -
-7 7 7 7 17 7 7 7 7 7
-r777777777777
-777777777
I I V c
Rear r ange  t h e  sc r amb l ed  s e n t e n c e s .
I .  a r gue  Mom Dad no t  d i d  and.
2.  l a t e r  c o n t i n u e  We ■ t h a t  w i l l .
3.  P l ease  d r own i ng  t he  r e s c u e  swimmer.
V . t o  cue Remember a me g i v e .
Review
Read t h e s e  word fami 1 i e s :
t c h e i i e ew
i t c h r e c e  i ve g r i e f f  1 ew
w i t c h d e c e i v e b r i e f blew
u e e i qh eu t  i on
hue s 1e i ah feud ra t  i on
cue weigh s 1euth na t  i on
Put  t he f o l l o w i n g  words i n t o  word
f a m i 1 i es l i k e  above, u s i n g t h e  same
h e a d i n g s . You may do t h i s on a sep-
a r a t e  s h e e t  o f  paper Read each word
c a t c h euphony w e i g h t s k e t c h
s 1 ew t h r ew s t r e w Europe
f r e i g h t e i gh t eu 1 ogy pr  i es t
d i c t i o n l a t c h be 1 r e f t r a c t  ion
r e  1i e f n o t  i on n e i t h e r v a l u e
a c t i o n e i t h e r a rgue conce i t
I I 6a
low b low row grow show t h r ow 
bowl f l o w n  g r owt h  window
cr owba r
c r u t c h e s
me I low 
f e I  low
n a t i o n
s l o w l y
r e s c ue
argue
t a  I k e r  
l edges
s u e t  i on 
s e c t  i on
gymnast  i c 
eye I e
e i t h e r  








t h r ow 
bow I 
f  I own 
g r owt h  
win  dow
Ow
~ 7 ? r m r
71ZIJ777
7
C i r c l e  each word 
sound.
t h a t  has . 1ong
1 . l oad 8. hoe
2. n o t e 9. r ode
3. show 10. s l ow
V. s h o t 11. moon
5. drop 12. boy
6.  know 13. o i l
7. how I V. crow
I 17a
s i on
d i v i s i o n
i n f u s i o n
i n v a s i o n
c o n c l u s i o n  c o n f u s i o n  
i n t r u s  i on i n c l u s i o n  
t r a n s f u s i o n
e x c u r s i o n  avenue p o s i t i o n  d e c e i v e  
f e u d a l  b e l i e v e  h u n t e r  p l a n t a t i o n
v i s i o n  f e n c e  r ushed n o t i o n
d e c i s i o n  hence b r ushed l o t i o n
I 17b*
d i v i s i on 
con c I u s i on 
con f u  s i  on 
in f  u s i on 
in t r u  s i on 
in c I u  s i on 
in va s i on 





W r i t e  t h e  c o r r e c t  end i ng  on t h e  l i n e  
a f t e r  each word p a r t .  Use e i t h e r  
t i  on or  s i on f o r  e n d i n g s .  Read t h e  
c o mp l e t e  word.  The f i r s t  one is done 
f o r  you.
I • na T ran 7. vaca
2. c o n f u
3. r e  I a
7. no
5. ac
6.  v i
8. c 0  n c 1 u
<?. t r  ac
10. exp 1 0
1 1 . d i v i
12. i nva
I 18a
head dead t r e a d  dea th  w e a l t h
h e a l t h meant heavy i n s t e a d
f e a t h e r widow heaven p i i 1 ow















t r e a d  
dea th  
w e a l t h  
h e a I t h  
meant  
hea vy 
in s t e a d
ea

Read t h e s e  new ea (e)  words .
hea ven dea f
r ea l m rea dy
W r i t e  some sen t ences  u s i n g  as 
(e )  words as you can.
bread 
s t ea  dy 
many _ea
I 18c
I I 9 a
hew few mew pew skew nephew 
s i new c u r f e w  pewt e r
wea t he r  i n s t e a d  n a t i o n  e i g h t e e n  
e x p l o s i o n  c e i l i n g  elbow cargo
c a t t l e  f e r n  s h i r t  crow c l own
r a t t l e  t e r n  s k i r t  know down
hew 





s i n  ew 
c u r  few 
pew t e r
17b
ew
r n x n r '

Read t h e  s e n t e n c e s  c a r e f u l l y .  -Draw 
a l i n e  under  a l l  t h e  words t h a t  have 
ej/v. You may want  t o  w r i t e  some s e n ­
t e n c e s  y o u r s e l f .  ( I n c l u d e  ew w o r d s . )(See Teacher’s Manual, p.126.) ----
1. The l ady w i l l  screw up her  nose a t  
t he  bad smel I  ing brew.
2.  At  t h e  s i g h t  o f  t he  c rew,  t h e  b i r d  
f I e w  t o  t h e  yew.
3. Jane b l ew on t h e  h o t  s t ew.
• JDo. you l i k e  t_o chew gum?
5. The boy s l ew t h e  a n t s  and t h r e w  
them i n . t h e  h o l e .
6 . Jack drew a p i c t u r e .





t r u e  r u e  b l u e  f l u e  g l u e  c o n s t r u e  
m i s c o n s t r u e  due subdue sue pursue
c u r f e w  mi l dew r eady  e x p u l s i o n  
s l o w l y  heavy a n g l e  charmer  moon 
moonbeams s h i r t w a i s t
l o w l y  h e a l t h  s e a t  r ank  road
s l o w l y  w e a l t h  nea t  sank t oad
120b*
t r u e
r u e
b l u e
f l u e
g l u e
con s t r u e  








Put  t h e s e  words  w i t h  t h e  u_e (oo)  sound 
in t h e  o r d e r  o f . t h e  a l p h a b e t .
sue b l u e av e nue
sub due f l u e pur  sue
t r u e mis con s t r u e r u e





I 2 I a
i nd i Id
b i nd f i n d k i n d ' h i n d  g r i n d  b l i n d
w i l d mi l d p i n t c l i mb
g r i n d e r  t i n f o i l  c r owbar  pewt e r  
t r e a d l e  c o r n y  c o n c l u s i o n  f e u d a l
hue c h i e f  f eud  h o b b l e  head
cue t h i e f  f e u d a l  g ob b l e  s t ead
I
1 2 1 b *
i nd 
b i nd 
f  i nd 
k i nd 
h i nd 
g r i n d  
b l i n d
i Id 
w i l d
o t h e r  
p i n t  
c l i mb

I 2 I c
Match t h e  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  t h e s e  words 
w i t h  t h e  c o r r e c t  e n d i n g .
p r i n d
c 1 i Id
b i nd
f i n t
m i mb
g 1 i nd
/
1 2 2 a
o l d ,  o l t ,  o i l ,  o s t
o l d  b o l d  c o l d  ' s c o l d  f o l d  c o l t  
j o l t  v o l t  r o l l  p o l l  t o l l  t r o I  I 
s t r o I  I most  hos t
f o u n d a t i o n  o l d s t e r  h o l s t e r  c a s h i e r  
f i e r c e l y  n e u t e r  pur sue  ex p l ode
s c o l d  h a l t  s l e i g h .  t a b l e  n i e c e  
c o l d  m a l t  we i gh  f a b l e  p i e c e
I 22b!*
o 1 d o i l
o l d r o l l
bo 1 d po 1 1
co 1 d tol  1
sco 1 d t r o  1 1
f o l d s t r o  1
o 11 o s t
co 11 most
j o l t
VO 1 t





F i l l  in t h e  b l a n k s ,  u s i n g  o I d , oI I , 
a l t , or  o s t .
The . man t o o k  a s t r  down
t h e  s t r e e t .  He met  a b c
who r an  by,  g i v i n g  t h e  man a
M_______________ men would  sc
such a b c . bu t  t h i s
man d i d  no t
123a
t o o k  l ook shook good s t ood  wool  
f o o t  c o o k i n g  woodshed f i s h h o o k
cooke r  nephew pi  I low cunn i ng  
s e r v i c e  r a t i o n  w i t h o u t  meadow
b o l t  c r o o k  c o n c l u s i o n  good 
c o l t  b rook  e x c l u s i o n  s t ood
123b*




s t o o d  
woo I 
f  oo t  
cook 
wood 







Match t h e  words w i t h  an ■ ap-propr  i ate.  
s u f f i x .  W r i t e  t h e  s u f f i x  a f t e r  t h e  
w o r d .
I . book’ ; er
2. good
3. hood l ess
V. hook
5. I ook ed
6.  f o o t
7. wood ness
8. c r ook
l2Va
r e i n s  r e i n d e e r  v e i n  v e i l  r e i g n  
s k e i n  chowme i n
b o t t l e  k i n d e r  postman c o o k i n g  
u n d e r s t o o d  c u r f e w  woolen breaded
loud c o r n  p r y  me screw 
c l o u d  born  t r y  he crew
r e i n s  
r e i n  deer  
v e i n  
v e i l  
r e i g n  
s k e i n  + 
chow mein
I 2 ^ b *
- 7 T f f .7 7 ? 7 7

I 2¥c
W r i t e  a s t o r y ,  u s i n g  ej_ words w i t h  t h e  
l ong " a "  sound.  Use as many o t h e r  





f r u i t s  s u i t s  j u i c e  j u i c y  b r u i s e  
c r u i s e  r e c r u i t
m i s c o n s t r u e  mi l dew u n d e r t o o k  p l a n t e r  
pheasan t  s wea t e r  f o l l o w  h o l l o w
c h i e f  m i s s i n g '  most
g r i e f  h i s s i n g  pos t
c o l t  
co I d
v e i n
r e i n
125b
f r u i t s  
s u i t s  
j u i c e  
j u i c  y 
bru i se 
c r u  i se 




W r i t e  y ou r  own end i ng  t o  t h e s e  sen-  
t  e n c e s .
I .  The f a m i l y  t o o k  a c r u i s e
2.  The y e l l o w  j u i c e
3.  The r e c r u i t
V. The b o y ’ s new s u i t s
5.  Mark go t  a b r u i s e
6.  That  f r u i t
126a
s i on
t e n s i o n  pens i on  p r e t e n s i o n  
c o m p u l s i o n  p r o p u l s i o n  sus p e n s i o n  
e x t e n s i o n  expans i on
a l t e r n a t e  a f f l i c t i o n  t o s s i n g  begun 
ke t chup de t ach  occupy p r e t e n s i o n
Sco t ch  s t r a n g e  f i s s i o n  s u c t i o n
s p l o t c h  r ange  m i s s i o n  s e c t i o n
I 26b *
t e n  s i  on 
pen s i  on 
p r e  t e n  s i  on 
com pul  s i on 
pro  pul  s i  on 
sus pen s i o n  
ex t en  s i o n  
ex pan s i o n
sion
'■ T)I/777)77Jt7?
~ 2 l/ 7 7 ^ J y 7 7 7 ) J 7 J 7 7 )
I 26c
Put  t h e s e  p a r t s  o f  words t o g e t h e r  t o  
make t h e  words f r om your  r e a d i n g  l i s t  
( j o b  s h e e t  126b) .  Use each p a r t  once,  
e x c ep t  s i o n . W r i t e  t h e  words be l ow.
t  en s i on ex pu 1
pen pro pen pr  e
pan com sus
127a
Lou L o u i s  soup soupy group c r oup  
t r o u p e  r o u t e  wound yo u t h
r e i n d e e r  k i n d n e s s  l e a t h e r  hook i ng  
o m i s s i o n  breaded wounded . mansion
t r u e  f r u i t  pen s i on  v e i l  g l u e  




F i l l  i n t h e  m i s s i n g  l e t t e r s  in'  t h e s e  
s e n t e n c e s .  You w i l l  make words you 
have l e a r n e d  i n  t h i s  l esson  ( j o b  shee t  
127b) .
1. _ou__ j o i n e d  t h e  __ou______ou_.
2.  Baby __ou has t h e  __ou__.
3.  The _ou_ t a s t e s  good.
V. The s a l t  wa t e r  made the _ou__ s t i n g .
»
5. The c i r c u s  __;ou__ f o l  lowed t he
we s t e r n  ou
6.  The c l a y  was _ o u__ .
128
Review
Read t h e s e  w o r d s :
dead nephew t o l l  due meant  f i n d  
c o l d  shook new g l u e  most  w i l d  
c l i m b  v e i n  pens i on  j o l t  wool  p i n t  
r e i g n  soup b r u i s e  g r u i t  t e n s i o n  
c r oup
W r i t e  each o f  t h e  above words in t h e  
a p p r o p r i a t e  column be low.  They a r e  t o  
be l i s t e d  by vowel  sounds.  The f i r s t  
word in each column i s  done f o r  you.
.§ U ( oo) o V d
t e n s  i on bru i>se most__; . c l i m b  r e i g n
u  ( o o ) 
woo I
I 27a
g r e a t g r e a t  er g r e a t e s t g r e a t  1y
break br eaks daybr eak s t  eak s t  eaks
bee f  s t  eak •
g r e a t  ness t r o u p e  p e r m i s s i o n t a x e s
expans i on w a l n u t  q u i z e s ■ be9' nner
wa l k









b r u i s e  
c ru  i se
I 29b*
g r e a t  
g r e a t  er  
g r e a t  e s t  
g r e a t  l y  
b reak  
b r eaks  
day b r eak  
s t e a k  
s t  ea ks 
bee f  s t e a k
ea








Use t h e  new words on j ob  shee t  12% 
in a s t o r y .  Read t h e  s t o r y  t o  t h e  
t e a c h e r  a f t e r  you w r i t e  i t  be l ow.
130a
e>
f o u r f o u r t h f  o u r t  een pour  c o u r t '
mourn c o u r s e sou r ce soul  p o u l t r y
convoy n o t  i ce oppos i t e  sandw i ch
b o t t 1e f o u r t e e n t h  eu logy r e  1i e f
conce i 
d e c e i t
t  hue 
cue
s l e i g h
weigh
i t c h
w i t c h




f o u r t h
f o u r  t e e n
pour
c o u r t
mourn
c o u r s e
s o u r c e
sou I
pouI  t r y
*
J d o u / i j
C x j u / i b
/JT b C T U frT lJ
C x y u f t M J

s t







I 3 I a
M i l l i e  W i l l i e  W i n n i e  D i c k i e  R i c h i e  
Ann i e  F r a n k i e  K a t i e  Sus i e  Br own i e
\
f o u r t e e n  v a l u e  euphony widow heaven 
t r a n s f u s i o n  i n t r u s i o n  i n s t e a d  f r u i t y
bread skew s i g h t  e i g h t  due
r ead  pew s i g h  a t e  sue
I 3 I b
M i l l  i e 
Wi l l  i e 
Winn i e 
D i ck  i e 
R i ch  i e 
Ann i e 
F r ank  i e 
Ka t  i e 






See how many new names you can t h i n k  
o f  . t h a t  can have t h e  ± e  e n d i n g ,  ( e . g .  
B i l l i e ,  Fredd i e ) .
W r i t e  them be l ow.
132a
S h o r t  Vowel  Sounds 
Wi t h  r  o r  r r
c a r r y  c a r r o t  b a r r e l  spa r r ow b e r r y  
f e r r y  v e r y  heron  i r r i g a t e  i r r i t a b l e  
i r  i descen t
rounded c l i m b e r  c o l d e s t  c h e r r y  
f i s h h o o k  chowmein r e i n d e e r  r e c r u i t
b r u i s e  soup b r eak  pour  c o n t r a c t  
c r u i s e  c r oup  s t e a k  f o u r  a b s t r a c t
132b*
S h o r t  a 
c a r  r y  
c a r  r o t  
ba r  r e  I 
s p a r  row
S h o r t  e 
be r  r y  
f e r  r y  
v e r  y 
h e r  on
S h o r t  Vowel  Sounds 
Wi t h  r  o r  r r
S h o r t  i 
i r  r  i ga t e  
i r  r  i t a  b I e 
i r  i des c e n t
------------------------>







Choose an end i ng  f r om t h e  l i s t  t o  pu t  
w i t h  each word b e g i n n i n g .  Each end i ng
132c
used o n l y  -once.
i . ca r r y
2. f  er on
3. spar y
7. ber r e  1
5. ca r r y
6. her row
7. bar r o t
8. ver r y
Unscrambl e  t h e s e  wo r ds :
b I e i r  r  i t a  __ _
r  i ga t e  i r  ___
i c e n t  des i r
133a
□ or
words work worm worse w o r t h  w o r l d
w o r s t  wo r r y  w o r s h i p  d o c t o r  mayor
wordy dayb r eak  p o u l t r y  Br own i e
i r r i g a t e  spa r r ow pos t ed  w o r s h i p
s p o i l  d i s p u t e  soup g r e a t  t r y






w o r t h  
wor I d 
w o r s t  
wor r y  
wor s h i p  






Which words have t h e  _er 
work? Under  l i n e  them.
sound as in
worse hopn
arm wor 1 d
mayor ho r se
sour pour
wo r t h w o r s t
w o r r y ' f a rm
our word
13*7
0  ”3 x  Schwa (a)  - TheV Vowe I o
Read t h e  f o l l o w i n a  words .  Put  a c c e n t  
marks on t h e  accen t ed  s y l l a b l e s .  Then
t h e  / o / and  draw a 1 i ne under
s e p a r a t e dam .age
e q u a l hu man
mod el ap p i e
d i s t a n t p i c k  1e
cab in a bou t
con f u s e a pron
a round a lone
135a
)
ou - P l us  S i I e n t  I
c o u l d  c o u l d  n ’ t -  s h o u l d  s h o u l d  n ’ t  
wouId wouId n ’ t
abou t  c a r r o t  soupy c o n f e s s i o n  
g r e a t l y  f r i c t i o n  babb l e  s t u b b l e
word b e r r y  hawk soup bo u t  
work f e r r y  gawk group abou t
135b
c o u l d  
c o u I d  n * t  
s h o u l d  
shou I d n ! t  
woul d  
woul d n ! t
o u






W r i t e  s en t e nc es  u s i n g  t he ojj words 
t h a t  have a s i I e n t  I .
I 36a
son t on  Monday wonder  c o v e r  dozen 
f r o n t  month come done
wonde r i ng  coming e x t e n s i o n  c o n s t r u e
b r u i s e d j u i c y educa t  i on worded
c o u l d wo r t h c o l d s t ood





won der  
cov er  
d o z e n  
f r o n t  
month
come (s i I e n t  e) 
done (s i I e n t  e)
S & T P 7 /
e s Y ? / - e J 7 s
J b u r y j y ...

136 c
Read t h e  s t o r y  c a r e f u l l y .  F i nd  and 
u n d e r l i n e  a l l  t h e  words t h a t  have t he  
_o as in s o n .
The month o f  May marks t h e  t i m e  
when summer beg i ns  to  come. E a r l y  • 
on a Monday mor n i ng  a dozen sons meet  
in f r o n t  o f  a house.  A l l  o f  them a r e  
go i ng  on a wonder  t r i p  t o  t h e  beach.  
The sons w i l l  en j o y  making a p i l e  o f  
sand t h a t  seems t o  weigh a t o n .  Be­
f o r e  day i s done,  t h e  sun wi I I ge t  
h o t ,  so t h e  boys w i l l  need a c o v e r .  
Mo t he r  w i l l  be happy when t h e  c h i l ­
d ren come home.
137a
" o v e "  Words
l ove g l o v e  shove shove l  . d i s c o v e r  
move remove p r ove  r e p r o v e  improve
shoved c o v e r i n g  d i s c o v e r i n g  dozen 
Monday c o n v e r t  r e c e i v e  c u r l y c u e
b u i l t head f  ew t r o l l j o l t
g u i l t t r e a d c u r t  ew s t r o  1 1 VO 1 t
137b
'u  sound 
1 ove 
g l o v e  
shove 
shov el  




move r e  p r ove




/ ? 7 ? ,Q - z s f y
/ ? j/ 7 7 ? y ) 7 y e y
V r / r ? j- f y
f7 t> lJ /r/r7 A °^
V /T 7?A )/7/J7/€ J
I 37c
Read t h e  " ove "  words in t h i s  l i s t .  
U n d e r l i n e  each " o v e "  word t h a t  has 
t hesound  o f  u. C i r c l e  each word 
t h a t  has t h e  sound o f  oo.
improve g l o v e
d i s c o v e r remove
move shove
pr ove cove r
shove l r e p r o v e
dove . l ove
l o v e r g r ove

I 38b*
cho r us  
chrome 
Chr i s t  
C h r i s t  mas 
schoo I s 
schoo l  boy 






^ y ? 7 ? J y
138c
F i l l  -in t h e  b l a n k s  w i t h  words f r om 
j ob  s hee t  138b.
I . The ______
abou t  t h e
p l a y  was 




_____ _ _______ p a r t s  on a c a r  g l a r e d
in t h e  sun and made t h e  g i r l  ge t
Some __ _ ____________ar e  in t he  coun
t r y  and have o n l y  one ______________
5. The boys made a _____________  t o  win
b a l l  games.
6. When Jane f e l  l down, her  knee began 
t o #
139a
earn l ea r n  e a r n e s t  Ear l  e a r l y
pea r l e a r t h  heard sea r ch
pear  1 y e a r t h l y  e a r n i n g  spar r ow
b e r r y r e i g n i n g  v e r y  i r i d e s c e n t
j u i c e
j u i c y
ve i n most  w i l d  j u s t  i ce 




ear  n e s t  
Ear l  
ear  I y 
pear  I 








Unscramb l e  t h e s e  l e t t e r s  t o  make t h e  
ear  words you have l e a r n e d .  You,may 
l ook a t  t h e  word l i s t  on j ob  shee t
139b.
1. naer
2.  h rade
3. p l r a e  
V. I Era
5. eI a r y
6.  r a e t s e n
7. ear  In
8. t h a r e




s t  eady
r e  I i e f  
be I i e f
r>
money monkey donkey j o u r n e y
monkey i sh  handy c r ooked  
t r a n s f u s i o n  i t c h e s  Mi I I i e
e u l o g y  s qu i r m s u r f a c e
euphony s q u i r t  s u r f a c e d
I V O b *
hon ey (o = U )
mon ey (o =
vVu )
mon key (o = u )
don key - (o = 0 )








Read each o f  t h e s e  words t o  you r  t e a c h ­
e r .  I f  t h e  word has more t han  one s y l ­
l ab l e ,  draw a l i n e  between t h e  s y l l a b l e s .  
You may use t h e  d i c t i o n a r y  i f  you need
TO.
g r e a t  e s t spa r r ow bee f  s t  ea k
p o u l t r y w o r r y monkey
i r r  i ga t e e a r l y mayor
shove 1 improve cove r
e a r n e s t daybr eak f  o u r t  een
wonder honey d i s c ov e r
Chr i stmas Ann i e headache
Brown i e b e r r y j o u r n e y
I V2a
c o l l a r  d o l l a r  p i l l a r  beggar  s c h o l a r  
p o p l a r  l i z a r d  c u s t a r d  s t a n d a r d  
backward '
f o r w a r d  donkey e a r n e s t  headache 
s c h o o l i n g  remove s e a r c h e r  d i s c o v e r
son s h o u l d  c a b l e  c a r r e l  R i c k i e
t on  would  s t a b l e  b a r r e l  R i c h i e
I V2b*
col  l a r  
do I l a r  
p i I l a r
beg gar  
scho l  ar  
pop l a r  
I i z a rd  
cus t a r d  






W r i t e  t h e  c o r r e c t  end i ng  f o r  each word 
p a r t  be l ow.  Use each end i ng  in t he  
l e f t  column o n l y  once.
1. stand lar
2. pop______ ; gar
3. pi i ard
7. back 1 ar
5. d o I wand
6 . beg 1 ar
7. cus ard
8. CO 1 1 ar
<?. 1 i z tard
I V3a
c h e f  c h i c  Ch i cago M i c h i g a n  chev r on  
mustache c h i c  M i c h i g a n  Ch i cago c h e f
s c h o l a r  soupy Monday mustaches 
c o m p u l s i o n  r e c r u i t e r  r e i n d e e r  b r ushes
hook t r o l l  m i l d  s o l d  t r u e
cook s t r o l l  w i l d  s c o l d  due
I V3b*
c h e f
c h i c
•Ch i ca go 
Mich i gan 
chev non




W r i t e  a s t o r y ,  u s i n g  your  new _ch words 
and. o t h e r  ch wor ds .
IVVa
□ O H O
d ou b l e  T r o u b l e  c o u p l e  Touch young 
youngsTer  c o u s i n  counTry  souThern 
famous
conT i nuous  chev r on  musTache pewTer 
i nsTead d i v i s i o n  bowl ing f a c t i o n
mew dead skaTer  s l e i g h  wiTch 
few head caTer  we i gh p i f c h
i m *
dou b 1e
t r o u  b 1 e
cou p 1e
t o u c h -
young
young s t  er
cous i n
coun t r y
so u t h ern




/ U C T 7 / m Q < 3 J j ? A J
rfT ?./ J/ ./7 U
_z
jy /7 7 2 /7 7 /A /
W r i t e  t h e s e  oju words in t h e  order 
t h e  a I p h a b e t .
famous s o u t h e r n
young' doub 1 e
c o u n t r y t o u c h
t r o u b  1 e y o u n g s t e r
cous i n coup 1 e
I V5a
gh
rough t ough  enough laugh ghos t  
g h e t t o  g h a s t l y  dough t hough 
a I t hough
l a u g h i n g  t h r o u g h o u t  c o u n t r y  c o n t i n u e  
v a l u e  n e i t h e r  c o n c e i v e  r o u g h l y
b e l i e f  a c t i o n  ' n e u t r a l  ghos t
r e l i e f  t r a c t i o n  n e u r a l  most
I V5b*




I augh (au = a )
g h -  / q /
ghos t  
ghe t  t o  
ghas t  ly
S ? I e n t  qh 
dough 
t hough 
a I t hough

175 c
In t h e  b l a n k  b e s i d e  each word,  w r i t e  
t h e  symbol  f o r  t h e  sound each c[h makes 
W r i t e  f , o r  s i  1en t  ( f o r  s i l e n t  £ h ) . 
The f i r s t  one.  i s  done f o r  you.
1. a 1 t houqh  A i/ / s * S - , 6.  rouqh
2.  1 auqh 7. qhos t
3. q h e t t o 8.  t houqh
7. t ouqh 7. q h a s t 1v
5.  douqh 10. enouqh




s p e c i a l  s o c i a l  o f f i c i a l  f i n a n c i a l  
a n c i e n t  s u f f i c i e n t  a p p r e c i a t e  
p r e c i o u s  g r a c i o u s  c o n s c i e n c e
commerc i a l  s p e c i a l l y  g h a s t l y  eng i ne  
a l t h o u g h  chewing b l o t c h e d  s u r v i v e
passes k i n d  decked axes s t y  
g r asses  mind checked t a x e s  d r y
I V6b*
spe c i a I 
so c i a I 
o f  f i  c i a l  
f  i nan c i a l  
an c i e n t . 
s u f  f i  c i e n t  
ap p r e  c i  a t e  
p r e  c i ous 
gra c i ous 
con sc i ence
C i
— 7*
TJJZ& TTZW U ZTJ
7 V 7 Z U 7 U J 7 1
I ' /6 c
Read t h i s  s t o r y  t o  you r  t e a c h e r .  Un­
d e r l i n e  your  new cj_ words .
The Queen o f  England i s  a s p e c i a l  
pe r son  in her  c o u n t r y .  She is g r a ­
c i o u s  and k i n d .  At  s p e c i a l  t i m e s  she 
wears an a n c i e n t  crown t h a t  i s  made 
w i t h  p r e c i o u s  j e w e l s .  At  s o c i a l  p a r ­
t i e s  t h e  peop l e  a p p r e c i a t e  her  happy 
s m i l e .  I t  would  be n i c e  t o  have s u f ­
f i c i e n t  money t o  be a b l e  t o  v i s i t  her  
c a s t l e. The Queen must  have a good 
c o n s c i e n c e  t o  h an d l e  t h e  f i n a n c i a l  
m a t t e r s  o f  her  c o u n t r y .
I V7a
hey whey they grey greyhound 
prey obey convey survey
do I lar worst obeyed surveying 
mayor appreciate financial enough








t h e y
gr ey
g r ey  hound 
p r ey  
o bey 
con vey 
s u r  vey

I ^7c
Unsc r amb l e  t h e  words in t h e s e  s e n t e n ­
ces and read t h e  e n t i r e  s e n t e n c e .
The f i r s t  one i s done f o r  you.
yewh
1• 3 f A  t___  i s what  i s I e f t  o f  m i l k
want  t o  ge t  my a t t e n t i o n .
peyr
3.  An animal  t h a t  w i l l  __________  on
. .  . , eygr  nduoh
s m a l l e r  a n i m a l s  i s a ________  ______
y e v r us
^ .  You can make a ______ _____ when you
want  t o  f i n d  ou t  how many peop l e  
eoy b
when c o t t a g e  cheese i s  made.
yhe
2.  Some peop I e say ______ " when
y e th
5.  P l ease
s a f e t y  r u l e s ,  
vyenoc
my t han k s  t o  h e r .
I V8a
g u i l d  b u i l d  b u i l d i n g  b u i l d e r  b u i l t  
g u i l t  g u i l t y  q u i I t  • g u i t a r
t
q u i l t i n g  w e i g h t l e s s  s u r v e y  g u i l t e d  
c h i l d r e n  r e i n d e e r  b r i g h t e n  a u c t i o n
b l i n d  b o l d e r  shrew soup
wind c o l d e r  drew group
I V 8 b
guild 
build 









F i n i s h  t h e s e  sen t ences  w i t h  your  own 
words .
I V 8 c
1. G r a n d m o t h e r ’ s q u i l t
2.  The man b u i l t
3.  B u i l d i n g  _____________________  .
V. WiJ I i e f e l t  g u i l t y  __________________ .
5.  __________________ _________ w i t h  g u i l t .
6. W i l l  you b u i l d
7. A g u i l d  i s
8. a g u i t a r
<7. The new b u i l d e r
10. Th i s  o l d  b u i l d i n g
I V7a
guess g ue s t  gu i de  g u i l e  guard  
l i f e g u a r d  g ue s t  guess gu i de
g u i t a r  b u i l d e r  f r u i t y  q u i c k l y  
meadow p r i e s t e s s  t r y o u t  c r u i s i n g
brown b o i l e d  room good
town spo i I e d  broom wood





g u i d e
g u i l e
guard
l i f e  guard
QU
q / jjA A J
----------------------- >
7
q /z m / j  ./ . 1 
.q u l d i t j/ .
7
n / J s jJ r A y
•
J j A x 7 / J / 7 A / Z ';_______

I V < 7 c
Draw a I i ne under  a I I t h e  _g_u words in 
t h e s e  s e n t e n c e s .  The words a re  f r om 
t h i s  l esson  and l esson IV8.
I .  The l i f e  guard p l a y s  t h e  g u i t a r  
and guards  t h e  swimming p o o l .
2.  The g u i d e  wi I I show you t h e  new 
bud Id i n g .
3. The a r t i s t s *  g u i l d  i s a group o f  
men who p a i n t  p i c t u r e s .
V. G u i l e  i s a word t h a t  means t r i c k y  
o r  c u n n i n g .
5. You w i l l  n o t  have t o  guess when you 
know t h e  answer .
6.  When you do somet h i ng  wrong you 
f e e l  g u i l t y .
150a
□an
wad want  wand wander  wash watch 
w a t e r  swan swamp squash
washtub watchman wa t e r me l on  w a t e r y  
w a t e r p r o o f  Wash i ng t on  w a l k e r  w a l l e d
shy g u i l e  g u i l d  r o l l e d  c l u e  













W r i t e  a s t o r y  u s i n g  t h e  a_ words t h a t  
say t h e  sound o f  aw or  au ( e . g .  w a n t , 
w h a t ) .  You may a l s o  use as many aw; 
and ajj words as p o s s i b l e .
I 5 I a
aught
a u g h t  c aug h t  t a u g h t  s l a u g h t e r  
d a u g h t e r  haugh t y  naugh t y  d i s t r a u g h t
t e a c h e r  s l a u g h t e r i n g  w i t n e s s  e a t e r  
w a t e r  t u r k e y  p o p l a r  j e w e l e r  undue
saw c a r  f a r  t hough  r e i n
s a l t  c a r e  f a r e  t ough  r a i n
15 l b*
augh t  
caugh t  
t a u g h t  
s l augh t e r  
daugh t e r  
haugh t y  
naugh t y  






I 5 I c
Choose l e t t e r s  f rom t h e  l e t t e r  bank 
t o  make some augh t  words .  The f i r s t  
one i s  done f o r  you.
LETTER BANK




n auqh t  y auqh t
auqh t auqh t
auqh t auqh t
auqh t auqh t
152a
ough t
ough t  bough t  b r o u g h t  f o u g h t  s ough t  
t h o u g h t  bough t  ough t  f o u g h t  t h o u g h t
C
d a u g h t e r  s l a u g h t e r  s u i t c a s e  wander  
b u i l d i n g  a p p r e c i a t e  a l t h o u g h  wand
c o l l a r  honey earn wad g l o v e  




b r o u g h t
f o u g h t
s oug h t
t h o u g h t

152c
W r i t e  t hese  
a l p h a b e t i c a l
ouqh t  and auqh t  
! o r d e r .
words in
ought s 1 augh t  er aught
d i s t r a u g h t bought sough t
f o u g h t d a u g h t e r naugh t y
haugh t y t h o u g h t caugh t
«
t a u g h t b r o u g h t
i . 8 .
2 . 9.
3. 10.
V . I I .





sound o f  
each word 
u , u .  The
o f  t hese  
t h e  vowel  
Cho i ce :  
f  i r s t  one
w o r d s . 
t h a t  you 
a , d , e , e  
i s  done
W r i t e  t h e  
hear  in 
) i ) i , 0 , 0 , 0  
f o r  you.
young t a u g h t
— gu i d e  __
gues t  __ t hough — sough t  _ _
hey prey t o u c h  __
g u i l d  __ g u i l e bough t  __
g h o s t  __ rough laugh __
wad __ wand whey
t h o u g h t  __ dough g u i l t  __
bu i I t ___ . cauqh t — wa t  ch
guess __ 9r ey _
